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Abstract

Thermal helium beams are well-established fusion plasma diagnostics for measuring
radial pro�les of electron density and temperature in the plasma edge with high spatial
and time resolution (∆r ≈ 1 mm and ∆t ≈ 1 ms). The method is based on measurements
of three spectral lines of atomic helium. Electron density and temperature are obtained
by comparing two line intensity ratios, with main dependence on either ne or Te, with
those calculated using a collisional-radiative (CR) model for helium. The accuracy of the
derived plasma parameters strongly depends on the reliability of the model. However,
most of the rate coe�cients used in the model are known only from calculations which, to
some extent, provide di�erent results. Deviations between calculated and measured line
intensities as well as the penetration depth of a helium beam are observed. Therefore, it
is the aim of this work to validate experimentally the CR model at those points, which
are accessible with the laser-induced �uorescence (LIF) spectroscopy.
A LIF system was set up in connection with a thermal helium beam on the toka-

mak TEXTOR in Jülich. The laser system comprises an excimer-laser pumped dye
laser. It provides narrow-band pulsed high-power laser radiation in the near UV and
visible spectral range. Several laser pumping schemes starting from the n = 2 levels
of atomic helium have been tried, since these are the states from which the population
distribution is determined by plasma excitation in the course of beam penetration. The
�uorescence signals, measured perpendicularly at three radial positions simultaneously,
provide absolute population densities of the pumped (lower) levels (measurements at
the laser wavelength) as well as rate coe�cients for collisional transfer between excited
levels (measurements at di�erent wavelengths). Deviations of the measured population
densities from the model calculation were observed and possible explanations discussed.
A number of experiments allowing the derivation of rate coe�cients from the collision-
induced �uorescence signals were performed, which suggest new values of those rate
coe�cients in some cases. The beam attenuation in the course of plasma penetration
was quanti�ed by use of helium line emission recorded with a 2D camera. It is compared
to model results and reasons of the resulting deviations are discussed. A possible ne

measurement scheme is indicated, based on the time trace of decaying collision-induced
�uorescence following a laser pulse at λ = 388.9 nm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the future alternatives to cover the growing energy demand on earth can be
provided by nuclear fusion, which relies on the synthesis of light nuclei to heavier ones.
It features not only nearly inexhaustible fuel reserves and their equal distribution on
earth but also emits no CO2, which is supposed to cause the global warming. The
energy gain of this reaction is due to the mass di�erence between the sum of the reaction
partners and the resulting particles. In order for the reaction to take place, the Coulomb
repulsion between the positively charged nuclei must be overcome. This can be achieved
in an ionised gas of su�cient high temperature, called a plasma. In the stars which
are driven by fusion processes the plasma is con�ned by the gravitation. For a future
thermonuclear reactor magnetic con�nement in toroidal geometry is the most promising
method. Here the interaction of charged particles with a magnetic �eld is used. The
synthesis of deuterium and tritium is the most probable reaction in a future reactor since
it provides the highest reaction rate at realistic plasma temperatures of T ' 10 keV1

2
1D + 3

1T → 4
2He(3.5 MeV) + 1n(14.1 MeV). (1.1)

The released energy is shared between the reaction products according to their inverse
mass. The energy carried by the α particle is supposed to heat the plasma by momen-
tum transfer collisions. The fast neutrons releasing the plasma can be used to breed
tritium from lithium and their energy converted to electric energy. However, the high
temperature is not the only criterion to achieve a self-sustaining plasma, i.e. a plasma
which can burn without external heating. The triple product of the plasma density n,
temperature and the energy con�nement time τE must exceed [Wesson, 1997]

nTτE > 4.5× 1021 m−3 keVs. (1.2)

The energy con�nement time is the measure of the thermal insulation of the plasma
and the plasma-wall interaction plays a very important role in this context. On the
one hand the inner wall of the vacuum vessel and the in-vessel components are exposed
to high particle and heat loads. Thus impurities released in this way enter the plasma
and cause the dilution of the fuel and cooling of the plasma. On the other hand, the
properties of the edge plasma can considerably in�uence the bulk plasma. For this reason
the understanding of the edge plasma behaviour is of high importance on the way to a

11 eV=̂11600K
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Chapter 1 Introduction

working fusion reactor.

Appropriate methods of diagnosing the electron density and temperature in the plasma
edge are necessary for the investigation of the plasma-wall interaction. The insertion of
Langmuir probes into the plasma providing ne and Te values is limited due to the heat
load to the probe tips. It can also cause a serious disturbance to the plasma. Passive
spectroscopic method are the simplest concerning the experimental e�ort, they provide
however line-of-sight integrated signals. Local values of ne and Te can be obtained by
use of the laser light scattering (Thomson scattering) on electrons. Such diagnostics
require a relatively high experimental e�ort and their time resolution is limited by the
repetition frequency of the laser.

The use of atomic beams provides local measurements at good temporal resolution
[Hintz and Schweer, 1995]. While the emission of lithium gives access to radial pro�les
of electron density, helium atoms with their singlet and triplet spectroscopic systems
allow the determination of both the electron density and temperature with a resolution
of ∆r ≈ 1 mm and ∆t ≈ 1 ms. The method relies on the measurement of relative inten-
sities of two line pairs of atomic helium, which is pu�ed radially into the edge plasma
in the form of thermal or supersonic beams. Each of the line ratios is a function of
one of the two plasma parameters, the electron density or the electron temperature and
only weakly dependent on the other parameter. The values of ne and Te are derived by
comparing the line ratios with calculated values. The electron densities of interest are
too high to use a corona population distribution and too low to assume a local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. Instead, collisional-radiative model calculations are required. The
accuracy of the plasma parameters derived by comparison with calculated line ratios
strongly depends on the accuracy of the model constructed, i.e. consideration of all
processes having an impact on the excited population distribution. On the other hand,
the parameters of atomic helium, which quantify its interaction with the surrounding
plasma of given parameters, e.g. the electron impact excitation rate coe�cients, must
be known with su�cient accuracy. These parameters � at least for higher temperatures
as diagnosed with helium beams in fusion edge plasmas � are known in most cases only
from calculations which, depending on the approximation used, di�er considerably in
many cases. This introduces some level of incertitude in the result of the model calcu-
lation and hence in the derived plasma parameters. In fact, comparison of intensities of
some spectral lines of atomic helium calculated by the CR model and measured in the
TEXTOR plasma edge show discrepancies [Brix, 1998]. The same is true when compar-
ing the penetration depth of the beam into the plasma: the model calculations predict
a deeper penetration than follows from measurements. Comparisons of ne and Te values
with other diagnostics such as Langmuir probes or Thomson scattering systems indicate
the accuracy of the helium beam method to around 10% for the ne and 30% for the Te

derivation. For these reasons, investigation e�ort is still required in order to improve
the model calculations.

Excitation of helium atoms according to selected transitions between bounded elec-
tronic quantum levels by use of resonant pulsed laser radiation (LIF) allows to measure
the population density of the excited level as well as some rate coe�cients for collisional
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transitions between excited levels [Burakov et al., 1991]. It is the aim of this thesis to
validate experimentally � by use of the LIF method for as many points as possible � the
CR model used in connection with the helium beam diagnostics. Analysis of the sensi-
tivity of the model prediction to the measurement results should provide those points of
the model, which could explain measured deviations from the model calculations.

The structure of the thesis is as follows. After theoretical considerations connected
to the LIF method and the line emission of the plasma (Chapter 2) the CR model
used for our calculations is described in detail. Atomic data of the most important
processes � the electron impact excitation and ionisation � available in the literature are
reviewed and additional processes are quantitatively discussed, which can play a role in
the modelling of a helium beam. The numerical treatment of the time dependent and
of the steady state model solution is presented. In Chapter 4 the main features of the
TEXTOR tokamak are depicted, followed by a detailed description of the constituents
of the prepared LIF set-up: the laser system, the helium inlet and the observation
system. Chapter 5 deals with the methods of experimental data analysis, which are
necessary to obtain relative population densities from absolute measurements, which are
compared with relative populations resulting from the model calculation. Additionally,
the incorporation of the laser impact in the CR model calculation is explained. The
results of the measurements and comparisons with model calculations are presented and
discussed in Chapter 6 followed by a summary of the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

2.1 Laser-induced �uorescence

Spectroscopy of laboratory plasmas can be divided in two types: passive and active
spectroscopy. In the �rst case the measurement set-up consists of solely an observation
system, mainly utilising imaging optics. This implicates that the plasma radiation is
collected along a line of sight, which is de�ned by the whole intersection region of the
plasma and the observation line. Since laboratory plasmas typically feature pronounced
spatial variations of their parameters, local values of measured quantities cannot be
provided by passive measurements but rather values averaged over the line of sight.
To circumvent this problem methods of local pro�le reconstruction can be applied.

These use arrangements consisting of several simultaneously recorded lines of sight.
They can cross (e.g. tomographic reconstruction to obtain local intensity pro�les of VUV
(vacuum ultraviolet) or soft X-rays [Zoletnik and Kálvin, 1993]). In other arrangements
all lines of sight start from one point in space (various inversion methods requiring
additional information about symmetry of the radiation source, for example in deriving
local Zeff values from the near IR (infrared) bremsstrahlung [Meister et al., 2003]). In
some cases it is possible to spatially resolve passive plasma radiation by making use of a
change of the magnetic �eld strength along the line of sight, which often has a pronounced
impact on the radiation. One well known example from microwave spectroscopy is the
use of the ECE (electron cyclotron emission) for the measurement of spatial electron
temperature pro�les. Another example is the use of Zeeman splitting of spectral lines
(Sec. 2.4.2), which allows one the identi�cation of the point in space of the line emission
[Goto and Morita, 2002]. The great advantage of passive measurement arrangements is
that, compared to active diagnostics, their spatial adjustment is much easier and not
crucial for the proper interpretation of the measured signals.
In active spectroscopy a variety of atomic [Hintz and Schweer, 1995, Schweer et al.,

1999] or laser beams [Arecchi and Schulz-Dubois, 1972, Sacchi and Svelto, 1978] are used.
Here, the additional probe beam is introduced into the plasma and overlaps, to a certain
extent, with the observation line (Fig. 2.1). The region of intersection of both lines
de�nes the observation volume, which can be optimised to reach the required spatial
resolution. Typically the probe beam is observed simultaneously at di�erent points (e.g.
atomic beams or Thomson scattering diagnostics [van der Meiden et al., 2005]), which
enables the direct measurement of spatial pro�les of the local plasma parameter values.
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Chapter 2 Theoretical background

Figure 2.1: Active plasma spectroscopy: intersection of the probing beam and the line of sight in the
plasma allows to spatially reduce the measurement volume.

Another possibility is to scan the inclination angle of one [Mertens et al., 1993] or both
lines.

Laser-induced �uorescence (LIF) is an active spectroscopic method utilising narrow-
band lasers as the probe beam. In terms of particle-photon scattering, LIF can be
considered as an inelastic scattering process since the �uorescence light typically consists
of photons with wavelength di�erent to the laser light. Rayleigh scattering by atoms,
Thomson scattering by electrons and Mie scattering by larger particles are examples of
elastic scattering processes [Muraoka and Maeda, 1993].

Parameters of selected plasma components (atoms, ions or molecules) are measured by
using the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and the atom that is considered
as a quantum-mechanical system with discrete energy levels. The diagnostic method
is based on selective excitation from a certain energy level and thus can provide infor-
mation about population densities of the level that was excited by the laser light. For
that absolute measurements of the �uorescence signal is required. Also velocity distri-
bution of the species along the laser beam direction, in particular the temperature and
drift velocities, can be measured. The analysis of e that follow laser excitation yields
important informations about collision processes in the plasma and related quantities
e.g. electron density or collision rate coe�cients [Chall et al., 1985]. Furthermore, LIF
allows the measurement of those physical values in the observation volume, which in�u-
ence the shape of the spectral pro�les of absorption lines such as magnetic �eld (Zeeman
e�ect [Mertens et al., 1993]), electric �eld (Stark e�ect [Czarnetzki et al., 1999]), plasma
pressure or the e�ective ionic charge Zeff (pressure broadening [Bychkov et al., 1987]).

Laser radiation is typically used as the light source owing to the outstanding perfor-
mance of modern lasers concerning all important parameters such as output power, pulse

12



2.1 Laser-induced �uorescence

Figure 2.2: Scheme of a two-level-system for LIF with the corresponding Einstein coe�cients. The
model can be extended by additional loss processes from the upper level, such as radiative
decay to energetically lower lying levels or collisional transitions to other levels and into
continuum (ionisation).

lengths, spectral width and wavelength tuning range. Before the invention of lasers,
spectral lamps were used as a source of line radiation for �uorescence measurements
[Pospieszczyk et al., 1980, Demtröder, 2000], however with much less resolution and
sensitivity. Laser sources also provide good beam collimation and the beam is guided
over large distances by use of mirrors or even coupled into glass �bres, which makes
the adjustment of mirrors super�uous. Further features of laser sources, which are im-
portant for some applications are the light polarisation and coherence. Active plasma
spectroscopy with lasers brings several advantages such as a very high spectral, spatial
and temporal resolution as well as high accuracy and sensitivity. Laser measurements
are not perturbing to the plasma itself and, under some conditions, the signals do not de-
pend on the plasma parameters [Meng and Kunze, 1979]. Ground or other non-radiative
state (metastables) populations can be measured directly. Moreover, measurements can
be performed even from large distances [Muraoka and Maeda, 2001].
For better understanding of the resonant laser-atom interaction it is useful to consider

it at �rst in the so-called two-level-system. The spectral width of the laser is assumed to
be chosen in a way as to cover the entire absorption pro�le of only one spectral transition
between two discrete electronic quantum levels with di�erent energies Eu > El (u: upper
level, l: lower level, Fig. 2.2). Collisional or radiative population exchange with other
levels is neglected. The wavelength of the laser and the energies of the level u and l are
related by the radiative transition between the levels

λ =
hc

Eu − El

(2.1)

where h denotes the Planck constant and c the velocity of light. The spontaneous release
of a photon (see Sec. 2.2) with the corresponding wavelength and Einstein coe�cient Aul

is only one of three possible radiative transitions between both levels. The other ones
are connected with additional electromagnetic �eld. The probability for the absorption
of a photon by the atom in the presence of a laser �eld with the spectral energy density

13



Chapter 2 Theoretical background

uω = dE
dV dω

is given by

Pabs = uωBlu, (2.2)

where Blu is the Einstein coe�cient of absorption. In an analogue way, the probability
for an induced photon emission is equal to uωBul with the Einstein coe�cient for induced
emission

Bul =
gl

gu

Blu (2.3)

(gl and gu are the statistical weights of the lower and the upper level).
The laser light of a wavelength resonant with the considered atomic transition will

have an impact on the population of the corresponding levels (optical pumping). This
process can be described with the following di�erential equations:

dnu

dt
= −dnl

dt
= (Blunl − Bulnu)uω − Aulnu,

where nu and nl are the population densities of the upper and the lower level. The
equations can be solved analytically and the result for the temporal evolution of the
upper level population, when assuming the laser pulse to be a square function of time
with the pulse length TL, is

nu(t) =


n gu

gl+gu

S
S+1

(
1− e−(S+1)Ault

)
nu(TL)e−Aul(t−TL)

for 0 ≤ t ≤ TL

for t > TL

, (2.4)

where n denotes the total population of both levels (being constant in time) and S is
the so-called saturation parameter, de�ned by

S =
gl + gu

gl

Buluω

Aul

. (2.5)

The saturation parameter essentially re�ects the ratio of the laser-induced and spon-
taneous emission rate. It can also be expressed as a ratio of the laser spectral energy
density to the so-called saturation spectral energy density (here the energy density per
wavelength interval uλ = −2πc

λ2 uω is used). With Eq. (2.23) we obtain:

S =
uλ

us
λ

with us
λ =

gl

gl + gu

8πhc2

λ5
. (2.6)

The saturation laser energy decreases with the �fth power of the laser wavelength. This
has consequences for LIF measurements in the UV-VUV spectral range. Pulsed dye
lasers, as typically used in plasma applications [Burakov et al., 1991], are able to radiate
at wavelengths down to the near UV range. Further reduction of the wavelength is
realised by frequency up-conversion (doubling and tripling through harmonic generation)
or frequency mixing methods [Demtröder, 2000]. However, these non-linear processes
result in considerable losses of the laser power. With modern methods e.g. at λ = 121 nm
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2.1 Laser-induced �uorescence

that corresponds to the Lyman-alpha transition of hydrogen saturation parameter of
∼ 0.1 is achieved [Mertens and Bogen, 1987].
The value of the saturation parameter has a strong impact on the temporal behaviour

of the upper level population during the laser pulse, as can be seen from Eq. (2.4). The
laser pulse width of at least

T s
L =

1

(S + 1)Aul

(2.7)

is needed to establish stationary population. For low laser energy (S � 1) this time
constant is simply given by the inverse spontaneous transition probability. For high laser
energy (S � 1), T s

L reduces by the factor of S. Another conclusion can be drawn from Eq.
(2.4) concerning the stationary situation: for low laser energy the �uorescence response
to the laser pulse, being proportional to the upper level population (Eq. (2.15)), is
proportional to S and hereby to the laser energy itself. In the case of strong laser energy
the upper population is not sensitive anymore to the laser energy since the pumping
process is already saturated. Spontaneous decay does not play a role anymore in the
depopulation of the upper level since the laser-induced photon release is � according
to Eq. (2.5) � much stronger. Hence, increasing the laser energy enhances both the
transition rates from the lower to the upper level and in the opposite direction in the
same way which has no e�ect on the population distribution. In other words, the system
becomes a transparent medium (the absorption coe�cient, according to Eq. (2.55),
becomes zero) for light at the resonant wavelength. The population ratio of both levels
only depends on their statistical weights:

ns
u/n

s
l = gu/gl. (2.8)

Calculated temporal behaviour of the upper level population in a two-level-system for
di�erent saturation parameters is shown in Fig. 2.3. Laser pulse length of 15 ns and
saturation parameter of S = 0.1 − 100 according to our laser system (Sec. 4.2) as well
as spontaneous decay probability of Aul = 107s-1 and statistical weights gl=1 and gu=3
according to the atomic helium transition 21S→31Po have been assumed. The solid
lines represent the case of a laser pulse lasting between t = 0 ns and t > 100 ns while
the dashed lines result from the assumption of a laser pulse which ends at t = 15 ns.
In the case of a long laser pulse all curves reach the saturation after a time period of
t < A−1 ' 70 ns. This means that for a laser pulse width of t = 15 ns the maximum
�uorescence signal is not reached and the end of the pulse as long as the saturation
parameter lies considerably below S = 100. The choice of the saturation parameter
above this value by according adjusting the laser energy will be desirable in applications
with low signal-to-noise ratios as in our case. Another advantage of a strongly saturating
laser energy for measurements of level population is the fact that �uorescence signal does
not depend on the laser energy �uctuations. Then the derivation of population densities
from the �uorescence signals does not require precise information about the laser energy
distribution throughout the observation volume [Daily, 1978].
In many realistic cases other processes must be taken into account, e.g. electron-
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Chapter 2 Theoretical background

Figure 2.3: Calculated time dependence of the upper level population pumped by a laser for a two-level
system. Di�erent values of the saturation parameters have been chosen. For the dashed
lines it has been assumed that the laser pulse ends at t = 15ns (grey-hatched box).

collision population transfer between excited states. In general, the time dependent
di�erential equations of the collisional-radiative model, which include the terms repre-
senting the laser interaction with the atom must be solved (Sec. 3.3). However, in a
simpli�ed case if only the population of both of these levels changes considerably dur-
ing the laser pulse, which are optically involved in the pumping process, the saturation
parameter can be written in a generalised form as [Dullni, 1984, Bogen and Hintz, 1986,
van Lessen et al., 1998]:

S =
gl + gu

gl

τuBuluω, (2.9)

where τu is the e�ective lifetime of the upper level, which depends on the plasma pa-
rameters and is derived from the inverse of the sum of all population loss rates:

τu =

((∑
i6=u

〈σuiv〉+ 〈σu−ionv〉

)
ne +

∑
Aui

i<u

)−1

. (2.10)

It means that to reach a certain level of saturation, higher laser power is needed since
the induced emission rate has to counteract the enhanced loss rate from the upper level.
The advantage of laser saturation here is that the �uorescence response will have only a
small dependence on the quenching (collisional deexcitation from the upper to the lower
level) rate [Piepmeier, 1972, Kramer, 1990].
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2.1 Laser-induced �uorescence

The �ux of �uorescence photons per unit observation volume emitted from the upper
level into the full solid angle 4π is proportional to the upper level population during
or after the laser pulse and is given simply by the product of the population and the
corresponding transition probability. In a two-level-system, during a laser pulse and
after enough time for reaching a steady population distribution (Eq. (2.7)) it would,
accordingly to Eq. (2.4), amount to

Figure 2.4: Doppler-broadened absorption line: the
coloured areas indicate the resonance
parts of the velocity distribution for dif-
ferent velocity vectors of the excited
atoms.

∫
spectral line

4π∫
Ω=0

Φ dΩ dλ =
gu

gl + gu

S

S + 1
nAul.

(2.11)
However, the shapes of absorption pro�les
of spectral lines undergo numerous chang-
ing processes (Sec. 2.3). At low densi-
ties the inhomogeneous broadening mech-
anism caused by the Doppler e�ect will be
usually dominant [Unsöld, 1968]. Di�er-
ent parts of a Doppler-broadened absorp-
tion pro�le gD(λ) correspond to atoms hav-
ing di�erent velocity components vL along
the laser beam direction (Fig. 2.4). Atoms
moving away from the laser need resonant
laser light at higher frequency for the ab-
sorption to take place. That is at a wave-
length, which is blue-shifted by the value
of

∆λ =
vL

c
λ. (2.12)

Resonance wavelength of atoms with a velocity vL opposite to the laser beam direction
will be red-shifted by the same value.
In the case of a Doppler-broadened line pro�le, the easy way of calculating the �uores-

cence photon �ux as given in Eq. (2.11) holds only if an approximately constant value of
the saturation parameter sustains over the whole absorption pro�le. In this case of the
so-called broadband laser excitation atoms corresponding to all parts of the absorption
line pro�le, i.e. independent of their velocity, are excited in a similar way. For this
reason broadband lasers are preferably used for measurements of level populations.
A di�erent situation is given, if the width of the laser pro�le is considerably smaller

than that of the absorption line (∆λL < ∆λD, Fig. 2.5). In this case only a fraction of
the lower level population is resonant with the laser light and therefore can be excited
(if 'velocity changing' collisions are not too fast [Sobelman, 1957]). This provides a
possibility to measure the shape of the velocity distribution function by scanning the
laser wavelength over the whole absorption pro�le. Assuming a Gaussian shape uG

λ (see
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Chapter 2 Theoretical background

Figure 2.5: Laser excitation of a species with Doppler-broadened absorption pro�le by using a) a broad-
band laser, b) a narrow-band laser.

Eq. (2.49)) of the spectral pro�le of the laser energy density in the non-saturating regime
the measured pro�le shape I(λ), being a convolution of the laser and the absorption
pro�le

I(λ) =

∫
gD(λ) uG

λ dλ, (2.13)

is again given by a Gaussian pro�le but with a larger full with at half maximum (FWHM)
of

∆λI =
√

(∆λD)2 + (∆λL)2. (2.14)

From the measured width, the Doppler width ∆λD can be extracted and from that the
temperature T of the species can be derived by use of Eq. (2.50). On the other hand,
provided the gas temperature is known, the laser spectral width can be measured in this
way (for uncertainty minimisation, species with larger atomic mass and hence smaller
Doppler width will preferably be chosen [Omenetto et al., 1980]). Shifts of the maximum
in the measured pro�le give information about drift velocities of the species according
to Eq. (2.12). Population of the lower level can be in principle also derived in this
case by using the unfolding procedure provided the laser spectral width is known with
a su�cient precision. For measurement of level population, however, a broadband laser
will be much more preferable due to larger signal-to-noise ratios and due to insensitivity
to the laser width.

2.2 Line emission of plasmas

The line radiation of plasma particles has its origin in spontaneous transitions of electrons
from a quantum level with the binding energy of Eu to another level with a lower
energy El. The energy di�erence is radiated in form of electromagnetic waves, and the
wavelength can be speci�ed on the basis of the quantum nature of light by using the
photon energy Eph = hν and assuming that one photon is released by one decay process
of an electron: λ = c/ν = hc/(Eu − El). To predict the intensity of the line radiation,
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2.2 Line emission of plasmas

two additional physical values must be known: the average rate of spontaneous photon
emission between the levels u and l (Einstein coe�cient Aul, also misleadingly referred
to as the transition probability) as well as the population density of the radiating level
nu. The spectral power emitted from a unit volume into a unit solid angle, called the
spontaneous line emission coe�cient, is then simply given by:

εul =
1

4π
nuhνulAulL(ν). (2.15)

The line pro�le L(ν), normalised to
∫

L(ν) = 1, is introduced due to the fact that
no strictly monochromatic line emission exists. Di�erent line broadening and splitting
mechanisms, as typically occurring in plasmas, are discussed in sections 2.3-2.4.2. The
Einstein coe�cients Aul are calculated using quantum mechanics and are known with suf-
�cient precision, at least for atomic helium transitions of interest in this thesis. Finally,
the population distribution of radiating levels is strongly dependent on the surrounding
plasma parameters. For some parameter ranges relatively simple dependences concern-
ing the population distribution among excited levels (and di�erent ionisation stages) can
be written (e.g. the corona equilibrium), for others, complicated rate equation systems
balancing the population and depopulation processes of di�erent levels must be set up
and solved. These problems are addressed in Sec. 2.2.1. Finally, in Sec. 2.2.2 a situation
is discussed in which the plasma particle density is high enough to cause reabsorption
of its own line radiation (optically thick plasma).

2.2.1 Models for excitation population distribution

Line radiation from plasma particles is a result of spontaneous radiative decay of excited
levels, which are formed due to interactions of the particles with each other. There are
several possible processes and the main (with the inverse ones) are:

• collisional excitation and deexcitation,

• collisional ionisation and three body recombination,

• excitation due to photon absorption and spontaneous (as well as induced) photon
emission,

• photoionisation and radiative recombination,

• autoionisation and dielectronic recombination.

The transition rates of radiative processes are speci�ed with Einstein coe�cients for
spontaneous Aul and induced emission Bul as well as photon absorption

Blu =
gu

gl

Bul. (2.16)

Collisional processes can be quanti�ed by use of rate coe�cients
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〈σluv〉 =

∞∫
0

σlu(E)vf(E) dE, (2.17)

which are given by the product of the relative velocity v of the collision partners and
the cross section σlu of the corresponding process or, generalised, by averaging of this
product over the energy distribution f(E) of the collision partner. In many cases, for
the calculation of electron collisional rate coe�cients the Maxwell distribution can be
assumed for the energy distribution of the free electrons [Sobelman et al., 1995]:

fM(E) =
2
√

2m√
π(kBT )3

Ee−
E
T , (2.18)

where T denotes the temperature of the perturber species and, m, their mass.
Depending on the electron density in the plasma, three di�erent cases regarding the

calculation of the population distribution among excited levels can be distinguished:
the thermodynamic equilibrium, the corona model and the intermediate case of the
collisional-radiative model. For su�ciently high electron densities the plasma reaches
the thermodynamic equilibrium. Here, all collisional and radiative interactions are com-
pensated by the inverse processes and the following distributions are valid:

• The velocity distribution of plasma particles is given by the Maxwellian distribu-
tion,

• The population ratio of two levels of the same ionisation stage is given by the
Boltzmann distribution

nu

nl

=
gu

gl

e
−Eu−El

kBT , (2.19)

where gl and gu are the statistical weights of both levels and Eu−El is the energy
gap between them. Interestingly, the spectral line ratios originating from di�erent
excited levels Iu/Il ∝ nu/nl do only depend on plasma temperature, and cannot
be used for electron density measurement.

• In contrast, the population distribution between di�erent ionisation stages, given
by the Saha equation

nZ+1

nZ

=
gZ+1

gZ

2

(
mekBT

2π~2

) 3
2 1

ne

e
−

∆EZ,Z+1
kBT , (2.20)

shows both the temperature and the density dependence (Z is the ionisation degree
and ∆EZ,Z+1 the ionisation energy).

• Finally, the spectral energy density of the radiation �eld can be easily derived from
the Planck radiation formula

uω = ~ω
2ω2

πc3

1

e~ω/kT − 1
. (2.21)
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2.2 Line emission of plasmas

By using the above distributions characterising the thermodynamic equilibrium, one
can derive substantial dependencies between atomic (or ionic) constants, which are in-
dependent of the surrounding plasma conditions [Hutchinson, 2002]. For example, from
the equilibrium condition for the radiation

(Aul + Buluω)nu = Bluuωnl, (2.22)

the relation between the coe�cients for spontaneous, Aul, and for induced emission Bul

can easily by derived. With the Planck radiation formula (2.16) and Eq. (2.21) we
obtain:

Bul =
2π3c3

hω3
Aul. (2.23)

On the other hand, because all collisional processes are compensated by the inverse
processes, we can write:

nune 〈σulv〉 = nlne 〈σluv〉 (2.24)

and by using the Boltzmann distribution (2.19) obtain the ratio of rate coe�cients for
inverse processes:

〈σulv〉
〈σluv〉

=
gl

gu

e
−El−Eu

kBT . (2.25)

For somewhat lower electron densities, the plasma becomes optically thin and as a
consequence the Planck radiation formula does not describe the radiation �eld anymore.
However, if the electron density is not too low [McWhirter, 1965]:

ne ≥ 1.6× 1012T
1
2

e (Eu − El)
3, (2.26)

where Te and (Eu −El) are to be inserted in K and eV, respectively, and ne is obtained
in cm−3, the local thermodynamic equilibrium is valid, in which the remaining three
distribution functions (Eqs. (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20)) hold. Unfortunately, the low
densities of fusion plasmas do not allow the use of these simple distribution functions.

On the other hand, for very low electron densities∑
l 6=u

ne 〈σulv〉 �
∑
l<u

Aul (2.27)

the deexcitation processes are mainly governed by radiative decay and the electronic
transitions between excited levels can be neglected. Since cascade excitation from ex-
cited levels is negligible, all levels are populated mainly by collisional excitation from
the ground state. This situation is referred to as the corona equilibrium. Here, level
populations relative to the ground state population in the steady state, provided no
metastable levels exist, are simply given by:
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nu

n1

= ne
〈σ1uv〉∑
l<u

Aul

. (2.28)

Similarly to the thermodynamic equilibrium case line intensity ratios are not sensitive
to electron density and the electron temperature can be derived by utilising di�erent Te

dependence of some excitation rate coe�cients.
For moderate densities, as typically found in fusion plasmas, neither the thermody-

namic equilibrium nor the corona limit hold. Under these conditions the level population
depends on the balance of all processes of excitation, radiation and others. The general
solution is very di�cult because one has to consider a large set of equations describing all
processes for all levels. Though, in many cases, the Maxwellian distribution of electron
energy still holds so that the rate coe�cients for collisional processes can be derived by
cross section averaging over this distribution. The reverse processes are obtained just
by considering the statistical weights and the Boltzmann factor (Eq. (2.25)) [Sobelman
et al., 1995]. An example of a balance equation for a single level u, considering electron
collisional excitation and deexcitation, spontaneous radiative transitions and electron
collisional ionisation is written as:

dnu

dt
=
∑
i6=u

〈σi→uv〉neni −
∑
i6=u

〈σu→iv〉neni +
∑
i>u

Ai→uni −
∑
i<u

Au→ini − 〈σu→ionv〉nenu.

(2.29)
The stationary population distribution is derived by solving a system of rate equations
set to zero. On the other hand, solving the time dependent equations allows the study
of the time evolution of non-steady state situations, for example if short-pulse laser ra-
diation perturbs a steady state distribution (see Sec. 5.3). In the low or high electron
density limit collisional-radiative models turn into the corona model or the thermody-
namic equilibrium, respectively.

2.2.2 Radiation transport

If the density of the line radiating species in the plasma is not too high, the self-
absorption of the radiation can be neglected. Such a plasma is said to be optically
thin. In this case a passive line intensity measurement corresponds to the sum of the
line emission coe�cients along the line of sight. In the opposite case the e�ect of the
radiation trapping must be taken into account. The reabsorption of line radiation has
two consequences for plasma spectroscopy. On the one hand, the relation between the
emission coe�cients in the bulk plasma and the radiation leaving the plasma surface
are non-linearly coupled. On the other hand, the re-absorption processes in�uence the
population distribution of excited levels.
Provided Iν(x) is the intensity pro�le of line radiation incident on a plasma layer of

the thickness dx, the intensity pro�le after having passed the layer is equal to
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2.2 Line emission of plasmas

Iν(x + dx) = Iν(x)− κνIν(x)dx + ηνdx. (2.30)

The attenuation of the intensity is due to the resonant self-absorption of radiation by
atoms in the lower level l, to be quanti�ed with the spectral pro�le of the absorption
coe�cient

κν =
hν

4π
(nlBlu − nuBul) Pν , (2.31)

where ni is the population density of the level i, Blu and Bul are the Einstein coe�cients
of absorption and induced emission (related according to Eq. (2.16)) and Pν is the ab-
sorption spectral pro�le normalised to 1. As one can see, the absorption is counteracted
by the induced emission and by line emission of the plasma at the point x with the line
emission pro�le

ην =
hν

4π
nuAulP

′
ν , (2.32)

where P ′
ν is the spectral emission pro�le, which can be assumed to be the same as the

absorption pro�le Pν .
If assuming a uniform plasma with zero incident radiation, Eq. (2.30) is easily solved:

Iν(x) =
ην

κν

(
1− e−κνx

)
. (2.33)

By using Eqs. (2.16), (2.23) and the Boltzmann distribution (2.19) we obtain for the
ratio of the emission and the absorption pro�le (the so-called source function Sν):

Sν ≡
ην

κν

=
2hν3

c3

1

ehν/kBT − 1
(2.34)

which corresponds to the black-body radiation function (Eq. (2.21)). For an optically
thick plasma (optical depth τν ≡ κνx � 1) the line intensity approaches the black-body
radiation level. If the re-absorption is not strongly pronounced, Eq. (2.33) reduces to

Iν(x) = ηνx, (2.35)

which means that the line intensity is just given by the line integrated emission coe�-
cient.
Considering these both extreme cases for a real laboratory plasma with a temperature

gradient (lower temperatures at the edge), one can explain the often observed drop of line
intensities in the centres of optically thick resonance lines. The absorption is highest in
the line centre and therefore, the radiation at these central frequencies from the plasma
centre is reabsorbed and mainly the lower-temperature radiation from the plasma edge
reaches the detector. On the other hand, the radiation at the remaining frequencies
(outside the line centre) su�ers lower absorption and the detector �sees� an apparent
higher average temperature (Figure 2.6).
The in�uence of the radiation trapping on the population density of an excited level
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Figure 2.6: Radiation trapping in inhomogeneous optically thick plasmas. The dashed line is the emis-
sion coe�cient pro�le of an optically thick line in the bulk plasma. The dotted line is the
same pro�le after re-absorption by the plasma. The thin solid line is the emission pro�le
of an optically thick line in the plasma edge and �nally the thick solid line is the pro�le as
seen from outside of the plasma.

nu can be investigated by considering its time development at location x [Holstein, 1947,
1951]:

d

dt
nu(x) = −Aulnu(x) + Aul

∫
n(x′)G(x′, x) dx′. (2.36)

The second term allows for the excitation due to reabsorption of the line radiation from
elsewhere in the plasma where G(x′, x)dx is the probability that a photon emitted at x′

is absorbed at x. Because of nu � nl, the induced emission is very ine�ective and can be
neglected. (A di�erent situation is encountered when dealing with high power resonant
laser radiation: the strongly increased upper level density can even cause dropping the
absorption coe�cient to zero, making the medium transparent - see Sec. 2.1). The
function G(x′, x) is calculated using

G(x′, x) = − 1

4π(x′ − x)2

∂T

∂(x′ − x)
, (2.37)

where T (x′ − x) is the probability for a photon not to be absorbed after passing the
distance (x′ − x)

T (x′ − x) =

∫
line

P (ν)e−κν(x′−x)dν. (2.38)

The solution nu(x) of the Eq. (2.36) can be represented with an in�nite sum of
eigenfunctions nu,i(x), which exponentially decay with the corresponding decay time
Aulgi:
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2.3 Shapes of spectral lines

nu(x) =
∞∑
i=0

nu,i(x)e−Aulgit. (2.39)

gi are the corresponding eigenvalues arranged with g0 < g1 < g2... This means that
after a long enough time the initial pro�le consists only of the fundamental mode since
the higher modes are distinct and this mode decays with the time constant g0Aul. Its
eigenvalue g0 is called the escape factor. It turns out that for a large range of optical
depths of 10−1 to 104, transition probabilities modi�ed with the escape factor can be
used in collisional-radiative models without producing considerable errors in the level
populations [McWhirter, 1965].
The calculation of the escape factor is not straight forward and depends on the ab-

sorption coe�cient at the line centre, the line shape and the geometry of the plasma.
For a Gaussian line pro�le, an in�nite cylinder with radius R and an optical depth of
τν < 102 Fujimoto [2004] provides the following formula to calculate the escape factor

g0 '
1.92− 1.3/(1 + (κ0R)6/5)

(κ0R + 0.62)[πln(1.357 + κ0R)]1/2
(2.40)

with the absorption coe�cient in the line centre

κ0 =
e2

4mecε0∆ωG

√
π

nlflu, (2.41)

where ∆ωG is the width of the Gaussian line pro�le and flu is the oscillator strength of
the transition. Additional calculation results can be found in [Irons, 1979, Behringer,
1998].

2.3 Shapes of spectral lines

Any emitted line radiation is not strictly monochromatic. The radiation is always emit-
ted within a certain frequency interval dω and the minimum line width is called the
natural line width, which is due to the �nite lifetime of the upper (radiating) level.
Moreover, there are several other mechanisms which change the shape or even the max-
imum frequency of spectral lines in plasmas. They will be described in the following
beginning with a distinction between the homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening
mechanisms, which are of importance for the laser-induced �uorescence spectroscopy.

2.3.1 Homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening mechanisms

There are two di�erent kinds of processes that lead to spectral line broadening. In
the case of a homogeneously broadened line the emission or absorption probability of
a photon with the frequency ω along a transition between two bounded levels u and l
is the same for all considered atoms [Demtröder, 2000]. This means that all atoms are
characterised by the same emission/absorption line pro�le. Line broadening due to �nite
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or reduced lifetimes of the upper level are examples of homogeneous broadening. The
shape of those lines is given by the Lorentzian pro�le. On the other hand, atoms with an
inhomogeneous line pro�le will have a di�erent emission/absorption pro�le depending
on their velocity component vz in the observation or the laser beam direction. Doppler
broadening in plasmas or line pro�les of impurities in solids (in�uence of the lattice envi-
ronment) [Stenholm, 2006] are examples of inhomogeneous line broadening. A Gaussian
shape of such lines is then given unless the frequency of velocity changing collisions in
the plasmas is too high [Sobelman, 1957]. The di�erence between both kinds of broad-
ening has a consequence for resonant laser pumping: in the case of a homogeneously
broadened line strictly monochromatic laser light is resonant with all atoms in the lower
level. If the transition is Doppler broadened, the laser can pump only a fraction of the
atoms whose relevant velocity component vz lies in the range of ∆vz = ∆ωhλ/2π from
the resonant velocity v = vmax − c(λ− λ0)/λ0 (λ0 denotes the centre of the Doppler ab-
sorption pro�le, vmax the corresponding velocity, ∆ωh the homogeneous line width and
λ the laser wavelength; the laser beam propagates from negative to positive z values).
To maximise the pumping rate in case of inhomogeneously broadened transitions it is
thus desirable to use lasers with a spectral width of at least the Doppler width.

2.3.2 Natural line width

The appearance of a �nite line width can be understood in the frame of a classical
treatment of an excited atom as a damped oscillator with a non-zero damping constant
γ. The oscillation amplitude in the case of weak damping is given by

x(t) = x(t=0)e−(γ/2)t cos ω0t (2.42)

where ω0 is the undamped oscillator frequency. While the Fourier transform of a pure
sinusoidal oscillation returns a single frequency ω0 of the sine function the transformation
of an oscillation with an exponential amplitude decay

A(ω) =
1

2π

∞∫
−∞

x(t)e−iωtdt (2.43)

(i denotes the imaginary unit) provides the following frequency distribution

I(ω) =
γ/2π

(ω − ω0)2 + (γ/2)2
. (2.44)

This is the so-called Lorentz pro�le (Figure 2.7). Its full width at half maximum of
δω = γ is the natural line width. Lorentz pro�les determine the shape of those spectral
lines for which the dominant broadening mechanism is due to the �nite lifetime of the
upper level.
On the other hand it can be shown that the intensity emitted by a damped oscillator

falls exponentially with a time constant γ [Demtröder, 2000]. In this way a relation is
found between the lifetime τu of the excited level, the transition probability (the Einstein
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2.3 Shapes of spectral lines

Figure 2.7: The Fourier transform of a weakly damped oscillating amplitude (a) results in a Lorentzian
line shape (b).

coe�cient) for spontaneous decay Aul = 1/τu and the natural line width δω:

δω = γ =
1

τu

= Aul. (2.45)

Interestingly, the above relation between the natural (minimal) line width and the
lifetime of a radiating level can be derived from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
Giving a lifetime τi of a level its energy can be determined with the minimum uncertainty
of ∆Eu = ~/τu. Assuming an in�nite lifetime for the ground state (lower level), with
δω = ∆E/~ one obtains:

δω =
∆Eu

~
=

1

τu

. (2.46)

The transition probabilities of atomic dipole transitions in the visible spectrum typ-
ically lie in the range of Aul ∼ 107 s−1. The natural line width then is δω ≈ 10 MHz
and hence several orders of magnitude lower than the frequency of the emitted wave of
ω ≈ 2πc/600 nm ≈ 3 × 1015 Hz, which legitimates the above assumption of a weakly
damped oscillator. Therefore, in a plasma in most cases line widths are dominated by
additional broadening mechanisms.

2.3.3 Doppler broadening

A system in thermal equilibrium can be characterised by a temperature T , which is
always larger than zero. The temperature is a measure of the kinetic energy of the
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Figure 2.8: (a) Comparison of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian line shape of the same width and normalised
to the same maximum amplitude. (b) Convolution of a Gaussian and Lorentzian results in
a Voigt pro�le.

atoms. Thus, all atoms move with a non-zero velocity and the fraction of the atoms
with a mass m and a velocity component vz (the z axis should denote the direction
of the laser beam propagation) lying in the interval dvz is given by the Maxwellian
distribution function:

n(vz)dvz =
N

vmax

√
π

e−(vz/vmax)2dvz, (2.47)

where N is the total number of atoms and vmax =
√

2kT/m the most probable velocity.
Given ω0 to be the centre of an absorption line with a (homogeneous) line width δωh

an atom moving with a velocity component vz � c along the laser beam propagation
direction will experience in its frame of reference the laser frequency ωL to be shifted
due to the Doppler e�ect by the value ∆ω = ωLvz/c, which is equivalent to a shift of
the absorption frequency ω0 by the value

∆ω = ω0
vz

c
. (2.48)

By inserting the above Doppler shift relation into the Maxwell distribution function
(2.47) and considering that the absorbed intensity linearly depends on the particle den-
sity one can see that the absorption pro�le of a Doppler broadened line has the same
shape as the Maxwell distribution, which is called the Gaussian pro�le:

I(ω) = I(ω0)e
−
�

ω−ω0
ω0vmax/c

�2

(2.49)

The Doppler width of such a pro�le is given by

∆ωD = 2
√

ln2
vmax

c
ω0 =

√
8 ln2 kT

m

ω0

c
. (2.50)

The Doppler widths of visible lines of helium gas at room temperature (T = 300 K) is
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lying in the range of ∆ωD ∼ 2×1010 Hz. This is around three orders of magnitude larger
than the corresponding natural line widths (see Sec. 2.3.2). However, the exponential
decrease of a Gauss pro�le is much stronger in the line wings than that of a Lorentzian
(Figure 2.8). Therefore, it is sometimes possible to derive information on the homo-
geneous line width by investigation of the far wing regions of Gaussian pro�les. If the
homogeneous line width is not very much smaller than the Doppler width the absorption
pro�le deviates from the Gaussian shape. This is because the absorption pro�le must be
then considered as a convolution of Lorentz pro�les over the whole velocity distribution
function being a Gaussian. This convolution

I(ω) = C

∞∫
0

e
−
�

ω−ω0
ω0vmax/c

�2

(ω − ω0)2 + (γ/2)2
dω0 (2.51)

results in the Voigt pro�le. Di�erent approximations for calculation of the Voigt pro�le
are used since there is no analytic solution of the convolution integral [Traving, 1968].
At low plasma densities the Doppler broadening typically dominates over other broad-

ening mechanisms [Unsöld, 1968]. This holds also for thermal and supersonic helium
beams in the plasma edge of fusion experiments.

2.3.4 Pressure broadening

The energies of radiating or absorbing atomic levels are a�ected by the collisions of
atoms with other plasma particles. One can distinguish between elastic and inelastic
collisions, which are also called quenching collisions because the excited atom transfers
its excitation energy to the perturber without light emission.
The frequency shift ∆ν depends amongst others on the distance between the collision

partners. In a plasma that is in thermal equilibrium these distances are statistically
distributed and hence, if the density of collision partners is large enough, the line pro�le
experiences an additional broadening and in some cases also a shift of the line centre. The
former is called pressure broadening since it typically depends linearly on the perturber
density (for high densities deviation from the linear dependence has been observed for
an atomic helium line by Büscher et al. [1995]).
Inelastic collisions can be treated as processes reducing the lifetime of the excited

level. With the quenching collision frequency Sul, the lifetime τu reduction of the upper
level (according to Eq. (2.45))

τu =
1

Au + Sul

(2.52)

is the reason for the homogeneous line broadening while a shift of the line pro�le cannot
be caused by those collisions. Elastic collisions are, in contrast, generally responsible for
both, the line broadening and the shift. If the radiative transition from the upper to the
lower level occurs during an elastic collision, the frequency of the emitted photon can
be shifted to both lower or higher values depending on the interaction with the collision
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partner. Hence, the broadened line pro�le can additionally experience a shift.
For both elastic and inelastic collisions it can be shown, again by using the classical

oscillator model, that they result in homogeneous line broadening. When considering
inelastic collisions, the same line of arguments can be followed, as in the case of the
natural line width (Sec. 2.3.2), by adding an additional damping constant to the de-
scription of the oscillator, which a�ects its amplitude. Elastic collisions a�ect only the
oscillator phase owing to the emission frequency shift during a collision. In this case one
also obtains a Lorentzian shaped line pro�les [Traving, 1960].
In plasmas with a su�cient degree of ionisation (electron concentration of more than

1%), the most important process leading to pressure broadening will be due to collisions
with charged particles owing to the long-distance Coulomb forces [Wiese, 1965]. If a
charged particle (perturber) collides with an atom in which the L-degeneracy is removed
(like in helium) the electric �eld of the perturber interacts with the dipole moment
of the atom induced by the perturber itself (quadratic Stark e�ect) as well as with
its permanent quadrupole moment (for L 6=0) [Traving, 1968]. For electron densities
ne < 1015cm−3 the helium lines in the visible spectral range can be treated as isolated
lines, i.e. as lines whose Stark widths are much smaller than the zero-�eld separations
between the interacting levels (e.g. the 3S, P and D levels). For isolated lines the
Stark broadening due to electron impact will be dominant [Griem, 1974]. The weakly
temperature dependent half widths have been calculated and tabulated by Griem [1974]
for this case by using the classical impact approximation (fast moving perturbers cut the
emitted wave train into a number of smaller independent ones). For electron densities of
ne = 1013cm−3 the widths are less than ∆λS,e < 0.1 pm, further decreasing for even lower
densities (∆λS,e ∝ ne) and therefore are negligible compared to the Doppler broadening.
Resonance broadening, or self broadening, plays a role if the considered atoms collide

with atoms of the same kind and if one of the levels interacts with the ground state
(only possible in singlet helium). Typically a very low broadening contribution for not
very high pressures can be estimated by [Sobelman et al., 1995]

δω = 9× 1015 e2

meω0

fN, (2.53)

where f is the oscillator strength and N the perturber density in cm−3.
The Van der Waals broadening is due to collisions with a di�erent gas or with the

same gas if no resonant transfer of excitation energy, as in the case of the self broadening,
is possible. This mechanism has even weaker impact on the overall line broadening. In
this case the line width can be calculated with [Sobelman et al., 1995]

δω = 8× 10−12n∗8/5v3/5N, (2.54)

where n∗ is the e�ective principal quantum number and v the atom velocity in cm/s.
For v = 105 cm/s, ω0 = 1015 s−1, flu = 1 and NHe = 1013 cm−3 we get for the line
width due to resonance broadening δω ≈ 2.5 MHz and due to Van der Waals broadening
δω ≈ 500 kHz i.e. values comparable to the natural line widths (see Sec. 2.3.2).
Shapes of lines which are broadened by both the collisional and Doppler mechanism
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are described by the Voigt pro�le if both processes are statistically independent [Griem,
1974].

2.3.5 Saturation broadening

Saturation line broadening is important in laser spectroscopy due to the very high laser
powers being available nowadays. We assume a system of two non-degenerated levels
with lower level l, the upper level u and with a homogeneously broadened absorption line
pro�le α(ω). This pro�le has, for weak laser powers, which do not considerably change
neither the population of the lower (Nl) nor the upper level (Nu), the same Lorentzian
shape as the pro�le of the absorption cross section σlu(ω):

αlu(ω) =
γ/2π

(ω − ω0)2 + (γ/2)2
= σlu(ω)(Nl −Nu) (2.55)

with the line width γ, the line centre at ω = ω0 and the normalisation
∫∞

0
αlu(ω) dω = 1.

The absorption coe�cient is proportional to the di�erence of the lower and the upper
level population because the laser is absorbed by atoms in both levels in the same way
(see Eq. (2.3)). However, strong laser powers have impact on the di�erence in population
and in this way change the shape of the absorption coe�cient pro�le. According to the
�rst case t ≤ TL of Eq. (2.4), keeping in mind that the upper level population is initially
zero, we derive the dependence between the population di�erences with (∆N) or without
(∆N0) laser and the saturation parameter S

∆N =
∆N0

1 + S
(2.56)

and thus the saturation parameter dependence of the laser absorption coe�cient pro�le
αL

lu(ω) becomes:

αL
lu(ω) =

αlu(ω)

1 + S
(2.57)

(for high saturation parameters the medium becomes transparent for additional radi-
ation!). Finally we need the spectral dependence of the saturation parameter of the
monochromatic laser radiation. Being proportional to the pumping rate (Eq. (2.5)), it
also has a Lorentzian shape, which can be written as

S(ω) = S0
(γ/2)2

(ω − ω0)2 + (γ/2)2
, (2.58)

where S0 is the value of the saturation parameter in the line centre. Inserting Eqs. (2.55)
and (2.58) into Eq. (2.57) we obtain

αL
lu(ω) =

C

(ω − ω0)2 + (γ/2)2(1 + S0)
(2.59)
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Figure 2.9: Lorentz absorption coe�cient pro�le of a homogeneously broadened line (solid line) and
the same pro�le broadened by laser radiation with the central saturation parameter S0 = 1
(dashed line).

with a constant C. This is again a Lorentzian pro�le, however, with a larger width γL

depending on the saturation parameter in the line centre as follows:

γL = γ
√

1 + S0. (2.60)

The saturation line broadening is a result of a stronger squeezing of the absorption
coe�cient in the line centre than on the wings due to a stronger laser absorption in the
line centre. A comparison between a Lorentz pro�le with S0 = 1 and without is shown
in Figure 2.9. The absorption in the line centre drops by a factor of two while the line
width increases by

√
2.

Saturation broadening of inhomogeneously broadened lines results in Voigt-Pro�l
[Demtröder, 2000].

2.3.6 Instrumental broadening

Assuming an ideal monochromatic light source to be resolved with a spectrometer, one
will always observe a �nite line width. Similarly, when pumping a spectral transition
with an idealised monochromatic absorption pro�le, by use of a narrow-band laser will
provide a �uorescence spectral pro�le with a �nite width. This is because there are no
ideal measuring instruments and each of them can be characterised with the so-called
instrumental function, which can be measured by using a (nearly) monochromatic light
source or absorption pro�le or calculated by using convolution techniques [Jannson,
1997]. A measured pro�le from an arbitrary experiment is then a convolution of the
instrumental function and the actual pro�le under investigation. It can be obtained by
appropriate correction of the measured pro�le.
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2.4 Line splitting

2.4.1 Fine structure

The emission of electric dipole radiation is a result of an electronic transition between
two quantum levels designated with sets of quantum numbers. Selection rule for the
orbital angular momentum quantum number l of the optical electron for this kind of
radiation, as derived from quantum mechanics, is:

∆l = ±1. (2.61)

In general, doublet, triplet, or lines of higher multiplicity are observed, on the basis of
the so-called �ne structure of the atomic energy levels. Fine structure arises from the
combination of two types of angular momentum in determining the magnetic moment
of an atomic system: orbital angular momentum (L) and spin angular momentum (S).
Provided that only one electron (the so-called 'optical electron') is involved in a particular
atomic transition, we need only consider the angular momenta relevant to that electron:
l , s . In order to understand the relative contributions of the two types of angular
momenta to the atomic magnetic moment, a relativistic treatment of the electron motion
in the atom is required. This is provided by the Dirac equation, which yields a value of
exactly gs = 2 for the so-called gyromagnetic ratio [Bransden and Joachain, 1983] of the
electron. The modern theory of quantum electrodynamics has shown that the true value
of gs is larger by about 0.2% [Bethe and Salpeter, 1977]. From the process of spin-orbit
coupling, one can deduce the number of sublevels into which a particular atomic level is
split, on the basis of the orbital and spin quantum numbers. The quantum-mechanical
theory of the coupling of angular momenta yields a resultant angular momentum J ,
with corresponding values for the angular momentum quantum number:

|L− S| ≤ J ≤ L + S (2.62)

in steps of unity. The units of the vector operator J are ~ = h/(2π). In the case of
a single electron, we have s = 1/2, and therefore at most two values for the quantum
number J (now denoted as j) are possible:

j = l − s, or j = l + s. (2.63)

In the case of vanishing orbital angular momentum (the so-called s-states), we have
simply j = s and the levels do not show any �ne structure. For single-electron atoms,
levels with l ≥ 1 split into two sublevels (doublet structure) such as it is e.g. visible in
the case of the sodium (which has only one valence electron in the second shell and can
therefore be treated approximately in this way) D-line (32P1/2,3/2→32S1/2). Additional
selection rules for electric dipole transitions between levels due to the new quantum
number J are:

∆J = 0,±1, with the case
J = 0 → J ′ = 0

(2.64)
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strictly forbidden for all single-photon transitions. For the single optical electron, the
corresponding selection rule, which should be applied together with (2.61), is

∆j = ±1
∆j = 0 except if j = 0

. (2.65)

The energy splitting between the sublevels of the hydrogen atom without including the
Lamb shift (a quantum electrodynamic process arising from the emission and absorption
of virtual photons by the electrons) is given by [Sobelman, 1979]:

∆EFS =
Z4α2

n3l(l + 1)
Ry, (2.66)

where Z is the nuclear charge, Ry the Rydberg energy

Ry =
1

2
mec

2α2 ≈ 13.6 eV, (2.67)

and α the �ne-structure constant

α =
1

4πε0

e2

~c
≈ 1

137
. (2.68)

The �ne-structure splitting is of the order of α4, and is thus some α2 smaller than the
level spacing (e.g. ∆EFS ≈ 5×10−5 eV for the Lα line of the hydrogen atom). Moreover,
it scales as n−3 and therefore is much lower for highly excited levels.
In atoms with more than one electron the interaction between orbital and spin angular

momenta of all electrons not belonging to a �lled shell must be considered. The total
angular momentum of the �lled shells is equal to zero. The use of quantum mechanical
rules again provides the quantum number J (in capital letter as for the whole electron
system) of the total angular momentum. If the coupling between the orbital l i·l j or spin
s i·sj momenta of the electrons (electrostatic interaction) is stronger than the coupling
between the momenta of the single electrons l i·s i (spin-orbit interaction), the total
orbital momentum L and total spin S are constructed �rst, and thereafter form together
the total angular momentum J (LS or Russel-Saunders coupling). In the opposite
case, the total angular momenta ji of the individual electrons interact with each other,
and form the total angular momentum J of the system (jj coupling). As a rule, the
general level structure of atoms at the beginning and middle of the periodic system of
elements corresponding to lower excited states are well explained in the LS coupling
approximation [Sobelman, 1979]. This also holds for the helium atom (however, with
some exceptions, e.g. of the 4Fo levels, [Parish and Mires, 1971]). jj coupling, on
the other hand, is of interest for heavy elements as well as for multiply charged ions
since the spin-orbit interaction strongly increases with nuclear charge (∝ Z4) whereas
the electrostatic interaction is approximately proportional to Z. There are also some
other coupling schemes, such as jl coupling (also referred to as jK coupling [Cowan
and Andrew, 1965]), which is used in systems with the optical electron being far away
from the core (noble gases). Here, the total orbital angular momentum of the core L
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couples with its total spin momentum S building the momentum vector j which further
couples to the orbital angular momentum l of the optical electron since the spin-orbit
interaction of the optical electron is very weak. Finally, the resulting angular momentum
K couples to the spin of this electron. Independently of the coupling type, the number
of sublevels is the same for a given momentum J [Shevelko and Vainshtein, 1993]. In
many cases, the use of such coupling schemes is not possible and intermediate coupling
mechanisms must be used. In the following, only the LS coupling, taking atomic helium
as an example, is explained in some more detail.

In the ground state both electrons of atomic helium are in the 11S0 level with l1 =
l2 = 0. If one of the electrons is in a higher energy level, the total angular momentum
quantum number L, constructed along to the rule

L = l1 + l2, l1 + l2 − 1, ..., l1 − l2, with l1 ≥ l2, (2.69)

can take only one value of L = l1 because l2 = 0. In all other levels than the ground
state, the spin of both electrons can be oriented parallel or antiparallel with the respective
total spin quantum numbers of S = 0 (singlet helium) or S = 1 (triplet helium). In
the �rst case the total angular momentum quantum number J has only one possible
value of J = L (no �ne structure) while S = 1 results in three possible values of
J = L + 1, L, L − 1 but only for L ≥ 1. This means that all triplet levels except the
n3S levels split up into three sublevels. The selection rules for electric dipole transitions
of light atoms, besides those in (2.64), are:

∆L = ±1
∆S = 0

. (2.70)

The constancy of the total spin means that there are no dipole transitions between singlet
and triplet levels (intercombination lines) in helium, at least in the visible spectral range
(in fact, some levels of the higher n shells do not obey the pure LS coupling). This
criterion is used as a proof for the validity of the LS coupling.

The �ne structure splitting of n3Po and n3D levels of atomic helium and helium-like
ions can be calculated, respectively, from [Bethe and Salpeter, 1977]:

∆E = 1
12

mec
2α4 (Z−1)3

n3

{
6− (Z − 3)
−2

5
− 2(Z − 2)

for j = 0 → 1
for j = 1 → 2

∆E = 1
60

mec
2α4 (Z−1)3

n3

{
4− 2(Z − 3)
−3

7
− 3(Z − 2)

for j = 1 → 2
for j = 2 → 3

(2.71)

(these equations take the relativistic corrections into account, and also the spin-orbit and
spin-spin interactions). In Figure 2.10 (a) it can be seen how two triplet levels 23Po and
33D each split into three sublevels (note the inverse energy shifts, i.e. ∆EJ−1 > ∆EJ ,
which is typical for helium [Heckmann and Träbert, 1980]). Therefore, triplet transitions
which are not connected to the n3S levels split into more than 3 lines: in this case six.
The spectral distances of �ve of them are in the range of ±2 pm (Figure 2.10 (b)) while
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Figure 2.10: Fine structure splitting of two triplet levels of atomic helium: 23Po and 33D; a) Part of the
Grotrian diagram including both levels; b) LIF measurement at a glow discharge resolving
two main structures of the split line at λ = 587.6 nm (all six components are superimposed
with their relative Einstein coe�cients Aki).

one line (33D1 → 23Po
0) is separated by ∼ 35 pm from the others because of the much

larger energy separation between the 23Po
J sublevels. The larger separation has been

observed by a LIF experiment in a glow discharge, which we use for the calibration of
the laser (Figure 2.10 (b), see also Sec. 4.2). The higher peak at lower wavelength
consists of �ve lines which could not be resolved because of their Doppler broadening
(for THe = 300 K: ∆λD ≈ 3.6 pm) combined with the laser spectral width (∆λL ≈ 2 pm)
and the saturation broadening. Another example of the �ne structure of atomic helium
is given in Figure 4.6 rhs.

2.4.2 Zeeman splitting

The energies of electronic levels in atoms, since they are connected to the orbital and
spin magnetic moments of the electrons, are sensitive to external magnetic �elds. This
corresponding alteration of the unperturbed atomic spectra by an external magnetic
�eld is known as the Zeeman e�ect, and, in stronger �elds, is also referred to as the
Paschen-Back e�ect. In a weak magnetic �eld, the Zeeman e�ect is classi�ed as 'normal'
or 'anomalous', this classi�cation being made purely on historical grounds, since the
so-called 'anomalous' e�ect is far more common. The term 'normal' applies if the atom
has a zero total spin angular momentum (singlets) and the latter in the case of nonzero
total spin (multiplets). If the coupling of the atomic magnetic moments to the external
�elds is comparable to, or exceeds, the spin-orbit coupling, one deals with the Paschen-
Back e�ect. Magnetic �elds, as they typically occur in fusion experiments, result in
considerable changes in level structures and therefore are explained in more detail below.
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2.4 Line splitting

Figure 2.11: Classical oscillator model for explanation of the normal Zeeman e�ect.

2.4.2.1 Normal Zeeman e�ect

The normal Zeeman e�ect describes the splitting of levels with pure orbital momentum
(S=0, J=L), i.e. singlet levels, for example of atomic helium. This splitting can be de-
picted by using the classical model of an oscillating electron emitting light at a frequency
ω at a transition between two levels under consideration (see Figure 2.11) [Haken and
Wolf, 1990]. An oscillation along an arbitrary axis can be represented as a superposition
of a linear oscillation along the magnetic �eld lines and two opposite circular oscillations,
which add up to the perpendicular linear oscillation.1 No interaction between the mag-
netic �eld and the dipole moment parallel to B0 (v×B0=0) takes place. The Lorentz
force due to the circular oscillation results in a positive and a negative frequency shift
(depending on the oscillation direction) of

δω± = ±µB

~
B0 =

eB0

2me

, (2.72)

Moreover, we infer also the polarisation of all components:

• π line: linear polarised light is emitted at the non-shifted frequency perpendicular
to B0 (no dipole radiation along the dipole axis); the electric �eld vector E of the
radiation is parallel to the magnetic �eld line.

• σ+ and σ− lines: circularly polarised light is emitted along B0 and linearly po-
larised (with E ⊥ B0) perpendicular to B0. The parallel radiation has twice
the intensity of the perpendicular one. The σ+ light has a higher frequency and
is right-hand circularly polarised (with respect to the direction of B0) while the
opposite holds for σ− light.

1This is the classical analysis of Lorentz and therefore the triplet of lines appearing in the normal
Zeeman e�ect is referred to as a Lorentz triplet.
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Figure 2.12: Splitting of a neutral helium line (normal Zeeman e�ect).

Under perpendicular observation (with respect to B0), the unshifted π component
has twice the intensity of either σ component. The intensities are distributed spatially
according to:

Pπ(Θ) = 3
8π

sin2Θ

Pσ±(Θ) = 3
16π

(1 + cos2Θ),
(2.73)

where Θ denotes the angle between the direction of observation and that of the external
magnetic �eld.
Quantum mechanical calculations of the interaction energy between the magnetic

�eld and the total angular momentum J yield for both, the normal and the anomalous
Zeeman e�ect, the expression

∆Emj = −mJgJµBB0. (2.74)

gJ is the Landé factor

gJ = 1 +
J(J + 1) + S(S + 1)− L(L + 1)

2J(J + 1)
, (2.75)

which is equal to one for pure orbital and 2.0023 for pure spin magnetism (the deviation
from the exact value of two is due to quantum electrodynamic interactions of the electron
with its own radiation �eld). The energy shift for a given J depends only on the magnetic
�eld strength and on the magnetic quantum number mJ and thus a level splits into 2J+1
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sublevels (mJ = −J, (−J + 1), ..., (J − 1), J). For singlet levels (gJ = 1) we obtain
the energy di�erence between two adjacent sublevels (∆mJ = 1) of ∆E = µBB0, which
coincides with the classical treatment (Eq. (2.72)). Dipole transitions are only allowed
if

∆mJ = 0 (π lines) or
∆mJ = ±1 (σ lines).

(2.76)

Since the level splitting in the normal Zeeman case depends neither on n nor on J
(gJ = 1 for S = 0, see Eq. (2.75)), the emission into the whole solid angle of singlet
transitions is always subject to splitting into three lines: one unshifted π line and two
equidistantly shifted σ lines. The angular dependence is as described above. This
situation is shown in Figure 2.12 for the example of the singlet helium transition 31D2

→ 21Po
1. The frequency shift between the σ components for B0 = 1 T is ∆ω = 2µB/~ =

1.8 × 1011 Hz =̂ 5.8 × 10−5 eV and easily exceeds the Doppler broadening of this line at
room temperature (see Sec. 2.3.3). It lies in the range of the �ne structure splitting
(compare Figure 2.10 (a) for the λ = 587.6 nm line). This means that the splitting of,
e.g. the triplet line at λ = 587.6 nm, at a magnetic �eld strength of B0 = 1 T already
needs to be described by the Paschen-Back rather than the Zeeman e�ect.

2.4.2.2 Anomalous Zeeman e�ect

If the total angular momentum of at least one level involved in the radiation process is
to be described by the orbital and spin angular momenta (Li 6= 0 and Si 6= 0) the level
splitting in weak magnetic �elds is called the anomalous Zeeman e�ect, which is actually
more often encountered than the normal Zeeman e�ect. Because the total magnetic
moment is not parallel to the total angular momentum vector (di�erent g factors for L
and S) the calculation of the level splitting is more complicated. The energy shift of
a level in the presence of a magnetic �eld, which is weak in comparison to the internal
magnetic �eld of the atomic system, is given by Eq. (2.74). The selection rules of
Eq. (2.76) must be obeyed. In general, both levels of electric dipole-allowed transitions
have di�erent energy shifts because of di�erent gJ values (Eq. (2.75)). The number of
sublevels is the same as in the case of the normal Zeeman e�ect: 2J + 1, corresponding
to the possible values of mJ . The relative intensities of Zeeman components under
transverse observation are given in Table 2.2. The rules for the longitudinal observation
have been mentioned in the previous section: no π radiation and double σ intensities.

2.4.2.3 Paschen-Back e�ect

If the magnetic �eld is strong enough to lead to a breakdown of the spin-orbit interaction
(this can be estimated by comparing the amount of the �ne structure and the Zeeman
splitting, as above) the anomalous Zeeman e�ect does not describe correctly the multiplet
level splitting and the Paschen-Back calculation needs to be used. Since the �ne structure
coupling strongly increases with nuclear charge, for the Paschen-Back e�ect in light
atoms a much weaker magnetic �eld is needed than for heavy ones.
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Transverse observation

Transition Iπ Iσ+(MJ → MJ − 1) Iσ−(MJ → MJ + 1)

J → J M2
J

1
4
(J + MJ)(J + 1−MJ) 1

4
(J −MJ)(J + 1 + MJ)

J → J − 1 J2 −M2
J

1
4
(J + MJ)(J − 1 + MJ) 1

4
(J −MJ)(J − 1−MJ)

J → J + 1 (J + 1)2 −M2
J

1
4
(J + 1−MJ)(J + 2−MJ) 1

4
(J + 1 + MJ)(J + 2 + MJ)

Table 2.2: Relative intensities (in a given row) of Zeeman components for transverse observation [Con-
don and Shortley, 1991]. At longitudinal observation π components are not observed and σ
lines are twice as intense (see Eqs. (2.73) for the spatial distribution).

The orbital and spin angular momentum of the considered system do not interact
with each other in the case of the Paschen-Back e�ect. Instead, both momenta couple
separately with the magnetic �eld. Therefore, the total angular momentum J is no
longer de�ned (J is not a constant of the motion and hence J no longer a 'good quantum
number'). The levels split into (2L + 1)(2S + 1) sublevels with mL = −L, (−L +
1), ..., (L− 1), L and mS = −S, (−S +1), ..., (S− 1), S. For allowed dipole transitions
again the following rules must be obeyed:

∆mL = 0 or ± 1 (π and σ components)
∆mS = 0

(2.77)

and thus, complicated multiplet (anomalous) Zeeman line patterns become simple Lorentz
triples. The energy shift is given by

∆EmL,mS
= (∆mL + 2∆mS)µBB0.

An example calculation is shown in Figure 2.13. As one can see, owing to the breakdown
of LS coupling in the Paschen-Back calculation, nine resulting allowed transitions appear
at only three di�erent equidistant wavelengths.

The Zeeman calculation assumes the LS coupling as not disturbed by the magnetic
�eld. In contrast, the Paschen-Back theory assumes the coupling to be fully removed.
Actually, both assumptions are extreme cases. Often, foremost when dealing with light
atoms in fusion plasmas, the magnetic �eld strength lies in between both extrema (mag-
netic perturbation comparable with spin-orbit coupling). When enhancing the magnetic
�eld strength starting from the weak �eld regime, the quantum number J begins more
and more to deviate from the correct description of the system and the ordinary selection
rule on J (Eq. (2.70)) is violated, which results in the appearance of forbidden lines
which do not obey the rules on J [Condon and Shortley, 1991].
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Figure 2.13: Calculation of anomalous Zeeman and Paschen-Back splitting (hyper�ne structural e�ects
have been ignored) of the atomic helium transition 33Po → 23S (λ = 388.9 nm). Magnetic
�eld strength of 75 mT, as chosen for the Paschen-Back calculation, is actually too small for
the assumption of a pure Paschen-Back splitting (energy splitting of ∆EPB = 2.6×10−5 eV
is not greater than the �ne structure splitting of ∆EFS = 3.4× 10−5 eV). It was taken in
order to retain the relative energy scaling of both parts of the splitting diagram. Energy
gaps are indicated by axis breaks.
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2.5 Calculation of cross sections

In Sec. 2.2.1 the rate coe�cient 〈vσ(v)〉 has been introduced as a quantity describing
collisional processes in plasmas. To calculate a rate coe�cient for a given process,
the perturber temperature or, if this cannot be de�ned, its energy distribution must
be known. The basic atomic property that is independent of the surrounding plasma
parameters is the cross section σ(v). It is the fundamental quantity for deriving rate
coe�cients and depends only on the relative velocity of the perturber and the atom. The
cross section has the dimension of an area. It can be regarded as the interaction area
surrounding the atom for the given process and projectile velocity. The �ux of mono-
energetic projectiles, i.e. of particles with the same velocity vector v and density n,
Γ = nv, represents the impact rate of the projectiles on a unit area. By multiplying the
�ux with the active area one obtains the rate of the interaction between the projectile and
the atom nvσ(v). The rate constant is obtained by expressing the interaction rate per
unit projectile density and, for non-mono-energetic projectiles, by appropriate averaging
over the energy distribution (Eq. (2.17)).
In the following, a short overview based on [Shevelko and Vainshtein, 1993, Sobelman

et al., 1995] will be given of the calculation methods and the approximations used on
the example of electron-impact excitation.

Born approximation
Quantum mechanical calculations of cross sections are mostly performed by solving the
time independent non-relativistic Schrödinger equation

H(Zn, N + 1)Ψ = EΨ, (2.78)

where Zn is the nuclear charge, N is the number of electrons in the atom, E the total
system energy (the atom energy in a given quantum level and the kinetic energy of the
incident electron), Ψ is the wave function of the system and H is the Hamiltonian of the
whole system:

H(Zn, N + 1) = −
N+1∑
i=1

(
52

i +
2Zn

ri

)
+

N+1∑
j=i+1

N∑
i=1

2

rij

. (2.79)

In theoretical treatments of cross sections for electron impact excitation, the projectile
electron velocity compared to the velocity of the optical electron is very important [Kim,
1983]. For high perturbing electron velocities, �rst-order perturbation theory can be
applied, simplifying the calculations signi�cantly. In this so-called Born approximation,
the resulting cross sections can be given in closed analytical form being only dependent
on atomic constants and the relative velocity. Here, it is assumed that the wave function
distortion of the perturbing electron due to the (weak) interaction with the atom is small.
In this case, the relative motion of the projectile and the target can be described by a
plane wave

Φk(r) = e−ikr, (2.80)
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where k is the momentum of the projectile. Assigning with a0M0, a1M1 the sets of
quantum numbers for the initial and �nal state of the atom, respectively (M denoting
the magnetic quantum number), the di�erential cross section writes

dσB
a0M0,aM =

µ2

16π2

k

k0

∣∣∣∣∫ e−i(k0−k)r Ua0M0,aM(r)dr

∣∣∣∣2 dΩ, (2.81)

where µ is the reduced mass (approximately equal to the electron mass in electron-impact
processes) and

Ua0M0,aM(r) = 〈a0M0|
∑

i

2

|r − ri|
− 2Zn

r
|aM〉 . (2.82)

Then, by using the Bethe integral∫
e−iqr

|r − ri|
dr =

4π

q2
e−iqri (2.83)

Eq. (2.81) with plane waves (Eq. (2.80)) can be written in the so-called q represen-
tation, where q = (k0 − k) is the momentum transfer. This reduces the partial wave
representation to only one expansion of the function eiqr over interaction multipoles of
the multiplicity κ. The expansion is done in such a way as to provide a separation of the
radial and angular variables. For dipole allowed transitions (κ = 1, ∆l = ±1, ∆S = 0)
a simple approximation can be obtained, called the Bethe formula:

σB
a0a = πr2

B

8

k2
0∆E

fa0a ln
2qk0

∆E
, (2.84)

where rB = 5.292× 10−11 m is the Bohr radius.
Atom-excitation cross sections calculated in the Born approximation have some gen-

eral properties. For high perturber energies Ep � ∆E the cross section scales as

σB ∝ lnEp

Ep

(2.85)

for dipole allowed transitions and as

σB ∝ 1

Ep

(2.86)

for parity forbidden ones (for spin forbidden transitions σB ∝ 1/E3
p). Moreover, for

transitions with ∆n ≥ 1 the maximum cross section σB
m scales as ∆E−2 and cross

sections for transitions with ∆n � 1 are proportional to n−3. In the literature the cross
sections are often expressed in the form of the collision strength

Ωij = gi
Ep

ERyπrB
2
σij, (2.87)

with a weaker projectile energy dependence at Ep � ∆E.
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Figure 2.14: In�uence of the Born cross sections near the threshold energy (grey) on the rate coe�cient
calculation for di�erent values of the reduced temperature kBTe/∆E; f: projectile energy
distribution function.

Since cross sections calculated in the Born approximation are reliable only for high
perturber energies, rate coe�cients based on such cross sections have much better ac-
curacy at high reduced temperatures kBTe/∆E. This can be seen in Figure 2.14. An
example excitation cross section with the threshold energy of ∆E ∼ 5 eV is sketched,
overlaid by Maxwellian electron energy distribution of Te = 10 eV (a) and Te = 100 eV
(b). In the latter case, the folding of the cross section and the energy distribution is
only weakly sensitive to the cross section values near the threshold energy (indicated in
grey).

Generalised Born approximation

In general, due to several simpli�cations made in the derivation of Born cross sections,
these are used, except at high perturber energies, mostly for a rough estimation of
the cross sections. In their maxima (i.e. at lower energies), cross sections calculated
by use of the Born approximation are typically overestimated by a factor of two and
their maximum energies are shifted towards the threshold energy. This is because the
repulsive interaction between the perturber and the optical electron (atom polarisation)
is neglected and therefore the average distance between the free and the optical electron
is taken too low [Sobelman et al., 1995]. Transitions with ∆S 6= 0 induced by electron
impact can be described in the framework of the Born approximation only by including
the electron exchange e�ect. If the Born approximation is extended accordingly it gains
more accurate results in some cases.
The (�rst-order) distorted-wave approximation (such as the Coulomb-Born approxi-

mation) allows for the distortion of the incident and scattered wave by the long-range
Coulomb �eld of the ion. This is important for the calculation of the electron-impact
excitation of ions near the threshold energy. It can easily be seen when considering the
case of an electron with exactly the threshold energy (Ee = Eth): the electron attraction
due to the Coulomb-�eld of the ion causes an energy increase of the electron and a jump
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2.5 Calculation of cross sections

Figure 2.15: R-matrix calculation of the electron impact excitation of the ground state of helium to the
23S state (�gure taken from [Sawey et al., 1990]): �� 29 states, · · · · · · 19 states, � · � 11
states, � 5 states and • experiment [Brongersma et al., 1972].

of the calculated cross section from zero to relatively large values.
To obtain non-zero electron-excitation cross sections for intercombination transitions

(∆S 6= 0), taking exchange-interaction terms into account is essential (Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, or Coulomb-Born-Oppenheimer for ions). For an accuracy comparable
to that of the Born-approximation in the case of transitions with ∆S = 0, the orthog-
onalisation of the initial and �nal wave functions must be ensured. Another approach
for atoms (the Ochkur approximation), with limited range but much easier in appli-
cation, relies on taking only the �rst non-vanishing term of the 1/k-expansion of the
exchange-scattering amplitude. The simple q-representation is then possible, as in the
Born-approximation. Finally, normalisation procedures for cross sections are addition-
ally considered for transitions with small energy di�erence. Inclusion of those three
re�nements is referred to as the generalised Born approximation.

More accurate methods

In some cases the Born approximation does not provide su�cient accuracy. Then, higher
terms of the perturbation theory can be additionally considered. This is e.g. done
for quadrupole transitions ns − n′d for which the Born approximation provides under-
estimated cross sections. In the second-order terms excitation through an additional
channel, the virtual level np, is added.
Higher accuracy for lower perturber energies is obtained by including the complete

coupling between several transition channels (also to energetically inaccessible levels) if
this coupling is stronger than the one between the initial and the �nal level, as it is done
in the close-coupling method. This is necessary in the case of slow collisions. In the R-
matrix method the interaction region is additionally divided into two parts. The inner
region is described in the same way as in the close-coupling approximation: electron
exchange and correlation between the scattered electron and the N -electron target atom
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are important and the (N + 1)-electron collision complex behaves in a similar way to a
bound state [Burke and Berrington, 1993]. In the outer range the scattered electron just
moves in the long-range multipole potential of the target. R-matrix calculations provide
reasonable results for lower energies below the ionisation threshold and for transitions
into levels up to n− 1 if the levels of the nth shell were included [Bartschat et al., 1995].
In Figure 2.15 an example R-matrix cross section calculation for the electron excitation

of the helium ground state to the triplet metastable level 23S is shown in form of the
collision strength with di�erent number of target states (n ≤ 2 up to n ≤ 5) included
in the calculation. The threshold energy is Eth = 1.46 Ry (19.8 eV). The resonances
connected to the levels of di�erent n values are visible at di�erent degrees of accuracy.
A further accuracy increase in calculation of excitation and ionisation cross sections

was reached by making use of two new methods for helium developed in the nineties of the
last century, the convergent close coupling (CCC) by Fursa and Bray [1995] and the R-
matrix method with pseudo states (RMPS) by Bartschat et al. [1996a]. The basic idea of
these approaches lies in the inclusion of additional states in the close coupling expansion
or in the R-matrix calculation, which are chosen such as to represent in an average way
the in�nite number of higher-lying Rydberg and continuum states of the target. This
increases the accuracy of the calculations, and allows excitation calculations for high
electron energies [Bray et al., 2000] as well as of ionisation cross sections [Bartschat
et al., 1995].

2.6 Helium beam diagnostics

Passive plasma observation is intrinsically connected with the line-of-sight integration of
the detected light. To overcome this limitation, the use of probe beams, such as atomic
beams, provides a means to make local measurements perpendicularly to the beam. A
widely used application in plasma diagnostics consists of a radial pu� of helium atoms
into the plasma. Atomic helium is very well suited to this purpose because its very
stable electronic con�guration makes it inert to chemical reactions. With a very high
ionisation energy of Eion = 24.6 eV helium atoms can penetrate relatively deep into the
plasma with a fairly high probability of the beam atoms getting excited before being
ionised.
Helium atoms are being excited while penetrating into the plasma. A certain popula-

tion distribution among excited levels establishes depending on the surrounding plasma
parameters: the electron density ne and electron temperature Te. Via the measurement
of line radiation the population density of the excited levels can be determined, which
in turn provides a measure of the local plasma parameters. Helium atoms contain two
electrons and quantum mechanically this gives rise to two sub-systems: parallel and
antiparallel orientation of the electron spins. In the latter case the total spin quantum
number is S = 0 and no multiplicity of spectral transitions is observed. This is the sin-
glet helium system (Figure 2.16). On the other hand, the parallel spin orientation with
S = 1 results in tripling of quantum levels and multiple splitting of the corresponding
spectral lines (see Sec. 2.4.1). Because helium atoms show pure LS-coupling for most
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2.6 Helium beam diagnostics

Figure 2.16: Part of the Grotrian diagram of the singlet and triplet system of atomic helium. Three
transitions as used for ne and Te derivation on TEXTOR are indicated. For numerical
treatment the levels are numbered with falling ionisation energy.

Figure 2.17: Electron temperature dependence of the rate coe�cients for electron-impact excitation of
the ground state of atomic helium to the singlet and triplet metastable levels.
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levels, no radiative intercombination transitions (∆S 6= 0) in the visible are observed.
This means that the triplet system cannot e�ectively be populated by radiative transi-
tions from the singlet levels but only by collisional processes, in many cases mainly by
electron excitation from the ground state. However, the cross sections for electron im-
pact excitation from the ground state into the singlet and triplet system reveal di�erent
asymptotic behaviour at high energies. While those for dipole allowed transitions scale
as σ ∝ lnEp

Ep
, the cross sections for excitation into the triplet system, which is connected

with an electron exchange, show a resonance character with a maximum at the perturber
energy near the excitation energy and with strong decrease for higher energies σ ∝ E−3

p

(Figure 2.17).

This di�erence in the energy dependence

Figure 2.18: Te dependence of the populations of
three selected helium levels relative
to the ground state population (cal-
culated for ne = 5× 1018 m−3).

can be used for diagnosing the electron tem-
perature in the plasma: the triplet popula-
tion relative to the singlet is sensitive to this
quantity. As an example calculated popu-
lations of both metastables and the 23Po

level as a function of electron temperature
for ne = 5× 1018 m−3 are plotted in Figure
2.18. The maximum triplet level popula-
tion occurs at Te ≈ 25 eV while the singlet
level is still increasing at Te = 200 eV. The
intensity ratios of triplet and singlet lines
can therefore be used as a measure for Te.
The lines with the wavelength λ = 728.1 nm
(31S→21Po) and λ = 706.5 nm (33S→23Po)
are usually taken for this purpose.

In fusion edge plasmas diagnosed by helium beams where the typical electron density
range is ne = 1018−1019 m−3 the corona model to the population distribution cannot be
applied (see Sec. 2.2.1) because the population losses are in some cases mainly in�uenced
by electron collisions. The depopulation rates then strongly depend on electron density.
On the other hand, some levels are mainly depopulated by spontaneous light emission
even at higher electron densities. Hence, ratios of line emission from both these kinds
of levels provide a measure for the electron density. Usually the lines λ = 728.1 nm
(31S→21Po) and λ = 667.8 nm (31D→21Po) are used, requiring the measurement of one
additional line to the line pair needed for the temperature derivation.

For a reliable determination of the plasma parameters from the line intensity ratios, the
above e�ects need to be quanti�ed. This is done by use of a collisional-radiative model,
in which the population and depopulation processes of the levels are arranged in the
form of rate equations (Sec. 3.3). With the assumption of the relaxation of the helium
atoms in the beam, the time independent solution of the equation system provides the
dependence of the line intensity ratios on the plasma parameters. This solution can be
clearly depicted as in Figure 2.19. It shows lines of constant line intensity ratios for the
ne and Te determination. The lines are not perpendicular to the axes (mostly for higher
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2.6 Helium beam diagnostics

Figure 2.19: ne and Te dependence of the line intensity ratios for the derivation of Te (I728.1/I706.5,
solid lines) and ne (I667.8/I728.1, dashed lines) calculated with the stationary solution of
the collisional-radiative model (�gure taken from [Brix, 1998]).

ne and Te values), which means that the line ratios reveal also a slight dependence on the
other plasma parameter. In this sense only the simultaneous measurement of both line
intensity ratios provides a self-consistence picture of both plasma parameters. Moreover,
for low ne and Te values the lines are not orthogonal to each other posing the application
limit of this measurement method. In these ranges small measurement uncertainties
cause a relatively large con�dence interval of the evaluated plasma parameters.
The atoms in the beam penetrate the plasma with a velocity of around 1.5 km/s (see

Sec. 4.3.2). Since the plasma parameters are not constant along the penetration path of
the beam, the population distribution always strives to reach stationary values for the
local plasma parameters on a time scale depending on the plasma parameters themselves.
If this time constant is small enough to prevent signi�cant change of the plasma param-
eters as encountered by the beam particles on their way through the plasma, the beam
is said to be relaxed. Generally, the relaxation time shows a strong inverse dependence
on the electron density. For this reason the relaxation of the population distribution
is not always insured at the very edge of the plasma. A more detailed analysis of this
problem follows in Sec. 3.2.3.
The penetration depth of a neutral helium beam into a plasma is restricted by the

electron-impact ionisation losses from the ground state. Ionised particles move away
from the beam as a result of elastic collisions with the background plasma ions before
the recombination can take place [Kornejew, 1996]. Figure 2.20 shows radial pro�les of
the three mentioned helium lines measured on TEXTOR in front of a carbon limiter
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Figure 2.20: Radial pro�les of intensity of the three lines used for ne and Te derivation on TEXTOR in
front of a carbon limiter surface (�gure taken from [Schmitz, 2006]).

surface (DED limiter). The beam radiation is detected along a radial range of ∼ 10 cm
allowing ne and Te measurements well inside the last closed �ux surface.
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Collisional-radiative model for

atomic helium beam

The accuracy of atomic data included in the collisional-radiative model used for elec-
tron density and temperature derivation from helium line intensity ratios is of highest
importance for the quality of the obtained plasma parameters. Nevertheless, there are
also additional e�ects, which need to be taken into account in some cases.
As we will see later in this section, for the application of helium beam diagnostics in

fusion plasmas electron-impact excitation from the ground state and excited levels are
very important and critical processes. The very complicated theoretical treatment as
well as di�culties in experimental veri�cation lead to considerable uncertainties in some
cases. In contrast, the level energies and radiative transition probabilities are known
with su�cient accuracy [Wiese et al., 1966, Martin, 1973, 1984a,b, Theodosiou, 1987].
In this section, �rst an overview will be given on the electron-impact excitation and

ionisation data available from calculations and measurements along with their expected
accuracy and the agreement between di�erent calculation methods and measurement
results. In addition, other collisional processes will be considered in terms of their
relevance for the modelling of the helium population distribution in fusion edge plasmas,
followed by a quantitative discussion of radiation trapping in the beam, beam relaxation
as well as photoionisation due to the laser radiation. Finally, the numerical approach
for the solution of the population distribution will be presented.

3.1 Existing data on electron impact excitation and

ionisation

The quality of atomic data for helium excitation and ionisation by electron impact
strongly depends on the considered transition. Thus, the following overview on the
existing calculated and measured data will distinguish between the di�erent transitions.
Due to the large abundance of helium in astrophysical space and due to many labo-

ratory applications a lot of calculations on helium have been performed over the years
resulting in increasing accuracy owing to new methods and more powerful computer
hardware. However, most of this work was devoted to low temperature plasmas and
hence provides electron-impact excitation cross sections for electron energies below 10
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eV. Also experimental veri�cation of selected excitation rates coe�cients found in the
literature is limited to low electron energies.
The �rst set of semi-empirical data for excitation from the ground state to the metasta-

bles, based on calculations and measurements available at the time, to be used for mo-
delling of a glow discharge plasma [Fujimoto, 1979], was 1978 provided by Fujimoto
[1978]. Janev et al. [1987] provided �t formulas for these data. The uncertainties, esti-
mated from the disagreements between the calculations and measurements found in the
literature, are for many cases at least a factor of two (except for the excitation of singlet
levels from the ground state).
Abramov et al. [1987] calculated in 1987 a complete set of data for the excitation

between the levels with n ≤ 4 by use of the Born approximation. However, the recom-
mended �t functions for the rate coe�cients distort their temperature dependence in
some cases [Brix, 1998]. This data set was employed by Brosda [1993] to model the line
radiation of helium in a thermal beam at TEXTOR.
An almost complete set of excitation data for the transitions between the levels with

n ≤ 4 , however only for low temperatures, was calculated by Sawey et al. [1990] and
Sawey and Berrington [1993]. The R-matrix method was used, with inclusion of 29-
state (all states with n ≤ 5) as an improvement of former calculations with inclusion
of 5, 11 and 19 states, which were reported in [Berrington et al., 1975, Freitas et al.,
1984, Berrington and Kingston, 1987], respectively. Kornejew [1996] used these rate
coe�cients for temperatures Te < 3 eV and combined it with the Abramov data at high
temperatures to obtain a full set of rate coe�cients covering all transitions between levels
with n ≤ 4. Severe discrepancies in the rate coe�cients (up to two orders of magnitude)
were found for some dipole forbidden transitions from the ground state as well as for
transitions between the excited states.
Another compilation of the same R-matrix calculations by Sawey and Berrington and

several experimental results was published by de Heer et al. [1992] (the parametric rep-
resentation of the data is given in [Kato and Janev, 1992]), however, only the excitation
from the ground state into levels with n ≤ 4 is treated. Experimental data, based
mainly on photon emission cross section measurements, are used to �ll the gap for mod-
erate energies near the ionisation energy since the R-matrix method used by Sawey and
Berrington is not supposed to provide correct results in this energy range. The data for
energies above the ionisation threshold, in particular for excitation of levels with n ≥ 3
are supposed to be overestimated by up to a factor two [de Heer et al., 1992]. The
assessed accuracy of the experimental data is dependent on the kind of the transition.
The smallest uncertainties of <10% are reached for the singlet transitions at higher en-
ergies above 40 eV (for lower energies the error is larger and reaches 30%). However, two
exceptions exist: for the excitation of the n1D levels and of the 21S level for all energies
the errors are typically ≤ 30%. The triplet states excitation data are less accurate due to
experimental di�culties. Below 100 eV the error is estimated with 30% and it increases
for higher energies.
The recently developed calculation methods (see Sec. 2.5) were applied by Fursa

and Bray [1995] (CCC) for helium excitation from the ground state to the levels with
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n ≤ 3 and energies up to 500 eV as well as by Bartschat et al. [1996b] (RMPS with
inclusion of 41 terms) for the excitation from the ground state to the 21,3S levels and
from for the 23S→21S transition and energies up to 80 eV. Both methods provided very
similar results for the excitation from the ground state to the n = 2 levels and agreed
well with experimental data [Bartschat, 1998]. However, some discrepancies of the CCC
calculations were observed for transitions involving the n = 3 levels and for excitation
and ionisation from the metastable 23S level. An updated compilation of the excitation
data from the ground state relating to CCC and RMPS calculations was provided 1998
by de Heer [1998]. For the singlet transitions from the ground state to the levels with
n ≤ 4 an accuracy of 10% for most cases is claimed as well as for the n = 2 triplet levels,
however, for not too high energies. The errors decrease with increasing n and L.
Bray et al. [2000] extended the CCC calculation to the excitation from the n = 1− 2

states (except for 21Po) to levels with n ≤ 5 and provided thermally averaged collision
strengths up to Te = 50 eV. The main discrepancies to the R-matrix calculation of Sawey
and Berrington are found for the excitation to the levels with n = 4 and 5. Similar results
are reported by Ballance et al. [2006] who recently calculated rate coe�cients with the
RMPS method for all 171 transitions between levels with n = 1 − 4 for low energies
(Te < 47 eV). They also compare the calculated rate coe�cients for some ∆n = 0
transitions with LIF measurements (for Te below 10 eV) by Denkelmann et al. [1999]
and �nd a good agreement.
Ralchenko et al. [2000] provide a number of new CCC calculations with increased

accuracy for transitions between the levels with n = 1 to 4. The results for the excitation
from the n > 1 levels were preferred over older data [Kato et al., 1992, de Heer et al.,
1995, Beigman et al., 2000] and included into a complete recommended data set compiled
together with �t formulas for the transitions n = 1 to 4 (these data make up also the
recommended ADAS [Summers and O'Mullane, 2005] dataset 2000 [Paton, 2005]). For
higher n levels suitable scaling relations are given. Ralchenko et al. �nd good agreement
with new di�erential cross section measurements of the transitions from the ground state
to the n = 2 levels by Cubric et al. [1999]. The uncertainty estimation of the data is
close to the one presented by de Heer [1998]: a minimum error of 30% is given for spin
forbidden transitions from the ground state and of 50% for transitions between excited
levels. The maximum deviation between the �t curves and the data is 10%.
Merabet et al. [2001] further extended the CCC model to obtain better accuracy for

excitation from the ground state into the n = 4 and 5 levels. They performed both the
CCC and RMPS calculations for electron as well as H+, H2

+ and H3
+ impact excitation

from the ground state to the n1Po levels with n = 2 to 5 for large energy ranges. The
agreement for electron excitation between the calculations and their own measurements
at intermediate energies as well as former measurements for lower energies is very good.
In contrast, there are severe discrepancies for proton excitation at low energies.
A detailed discussion of the excitation data from the metastables is provided by

de Heer et al. [1995]. They estimate the overall accuracy of the data to 10%.
Calculation results of the CCC and RMPS methods for excitation from the metastable

levels coincide well for low energies and with high energy Born data. However, they are
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not supported by some low energy measurements in the case of excitation from the 23S
level [Bartschat, 1998]. Excitation measurements from the same metastable level into
the levels 33S, 33D and 43D do not reveal the proper asymptotic behaviour for large
energies [Bo�ard et al., 1999]. Bo�ard et al. estimate the uncertainties of the cross
sections for excitation from the 23S metastable level with up to 40%, similar to those
for the excitation from the ground state.
The available theoretical electron impact excitation data, despite their abundance and

the use of di�erent calculation methods, still reveal uncertainties for some transitions,
mainly between excited levels, which are manifested in di�erent calculation results or
deviations from measurements. For the most of the data no experimental veri�cation
exists. Therefore, each experimental e�ort is of interest in this context.
Measurements on electron impact ionisation are given only for the ground and the

triplet metastable levels [Long and Geballe, 1970, Dixon et al., 1976]. Fujimoto [1978]
provided semi-empirical formulas for these data as well as formulas based on scaling
laws for higher excited levels (also the photoionisation is considered). Comprehensive
new CCC calculations made by Ralchenko et al. [2000] agree well with measurement
for excitation from the ground state, but not from the metastable state (this issue is
discussed in more detail in Sec. 3.2.1.1). Moreover, ionisation cross sections with �t
formulas for all levels with n ≤ 4 are provided. The accuracy of these data is believed
not to exceed 15%.

3.2 Model for an atomic helium beam in the edge of

a fusion plasma

In this section the CR model used for the data analysis in this work will be described in
some detail. Several processes which can play a signi�cant role in helium beam modelling
in fusion plasmas, with emphasis put on the modelling of our LIF experiments, will be
discussed.
Helium atoms injected into a plasma in form of a directed beam penetrate the plasma

for a certain distance. Collisions with plasma particles encountered on the way through
the plasma result in excitation and ionisation of the atoms, the last process being equiv-
alent to the �nal loss of an atom from the beam volume. As already noted, electron
collisions and spontaneous radiative decay are those processes, which have the strongest
in�uence on the excitation population distribution of the atoms in the beam and hence
on the measured line radiation. However, for some helium plasma conditions as well
as sometimes for helium beams in fusion plasmas, collisions with other parties can be
important and therefore must also be considered. These are heavy particles like the
background plasma ions and neutrals, impurity ions and helium atoms themselves.
Some additional e�ects can in�uence the population distribution as well and will be

therefore discussed in the following sections. One of them is connected with the directed
propagation of the atoms through plasma regions of increasing electron density and
temperature. Depending on ne and Te, the time scales for the population relaxation of
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the beam atoms in some levels can be too large to justify the assumption of a quasi-
steady state population distribution. This assumption is typically made because it
considerably reduces the computational e�ort needed for the derivation of ne and Te

(see Sec. 3.3). However, at the very edge of the plasma, where the electron density is
relatively low, the relaxation e�ects can cause the triplet levels to be weaker populated
than what follows from the steady state modelling, thereby having an e�ect on the
electron temperature derivation. The beam relaxation e�ect is also important for the
evaluation of our LIF measurements since some of them have been made at plasma
conditions at which relaxation cannot be assumed.
Additional processes to be discussed are volume and the wall recombination, the in-

clusion of higher n shells into the model, photoionisation by the strong laser radiation,
radiation trapping by the helium atoms themselves, deviation of the electron energy
distribution from a Maxwellian as well as the mixing of some singlet and triplet levels,
e.g. 41Fo and 43Fo, due to the breakdown of the LS coupling scheme. The impact of the
magnetic �eld on the trajectories of the perturbing electrons as well as ions is negligible
[Hey et al., 2000].
One of the aims of this thesis is to compare modelled populations of selected levels

with results of LIF measurements. Accordingly, the model to be used is supposed to
appropriately predict those level populations which are compared with measurement.
From the analysis of the absolute measured �uorescence photon �ux at the laser wave-
length the absolute population of the pumped level can be derived. Hence, the model
must predict absolute n = 2 level populations. On the other hand, temporal behaviour
of collision-induced �uorescence signals provides a possibility to obtain the value of the
rate coe�cients for collisional population redistribution between the upper level and the
level from which the observed �uorescence light originates. Since no analysis of absolute
passive radiation from higher levels is performed, there is no need to optimise the model
to provide a proper description also of the high n levels. The arising simpli�cations of
the model are discussed in the following sections.

3.2.1 Survey on collisional processes and their importance for

the modelling of LIF signals

3.2.1.1 Electron collisions

The electron temperatures at which our measurements were performed lie in the range
of several tens of eV. Hence, the excitation from the ground state will be dominated by
electron collisions, since the minimum threshold energy for the excitation into the n = 2
shell is 19.8 eV and slightly larger for higher n shells. The same holds for the collisional
ionisation from the ground state. Concerning the excitation and ionisation from excited
levels, electron collisions play also a very important role. (However, due to considerably
smaller threshold energies, heavy particles can in�uence these processes as well.)
A reliable dataset on electron collisions from the ground and excited states is therefore

needed. For �rst comparisons with measurements, the last complete set of data for
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excitation between all levels with n = 1− 4 recommended by Ralchenko et al. [2000] is
used (the ADAS2000 dataset is based on the same data).
The electron impact ionisation data recommended by Ralchenko et al. [2000] rely to

a large extent on their own CCC calculations and �t well experimental results for the
ionisation from the ground state. On the contrary, the calculation provides ionisation
cross sections for the 23S metastable state, which are smaller by up to a factor of two
than results of two independent, partially overlapping experimental works [Long and
Geballe, 1970, Dixon et al., 1976]. These experimental data were supplied by Kato and
Janev [1992] by a �t formula. They recommended also cross sections for the ionisation
from the 21S metastable state based on calculations by Briggs and Kim [1971], which
provided a correct prediction for the measured ionisation from the 23S metastable. The
ionisation data for 21S is also larger than that of Ralchenko et al. [2000] by up to a factor
of three. The cross sections for the ionisation from both metastables as well as from the
ground state recommended by Ralchenko et al. [2000] and Kato and Janev [1992] are
shown in Figure 3.1. It is noted that the data for the ionisation from the ground state
recommended in both works are the same and coincide with measurements.
In the CR model proposed by Brix [1998] the data provided by Kato and Janev for the

ionisation from both metastables were used. For the ionisation out of the higher excited
levels with n = 2−4 semi-empirical cross sections provided by Fujimoto [1978] were used.
All ionisation rate coe�cients based on those Fujimoto's cross sections at Te = 50 eV
are typically twice as large as the ones calculated by Ralchenko et al. [2000]. For our
calculations we use the set of larger rate coe�cients. This is because the measurements
performed within this thesis also support stronger ionisation losses than given by the
Ralchenko data (see Sec. 6.1.1).
Electron excitation and ionisation data for transitions including levels of the n = 5

and higher shells were treated di�erently in CR models of di�erent authors. Kornejew
[1996] included the shells n = 5 − 6 in the model and assumed the level population
of both shells as statistically distributed, i.e. in accordance to their statistical weights.
Brix [1998] compiled a partial set of excitation and ionisation data for the n = 5 shell
using a scaling formula of Kato and Janev [1992], ATOM calculations based on Born
approximations [Beigman et al., 1997] and the van Regemorter formula for dipole allowed
transitions

Yij =
8π√

3

1 Ry

∆Eij

fijgiPij, (3.1)

where ∆Eij is the excitation energy, fij the oscillator strength of the dipole transition
and Pij is a tabulated correction based on the Gaunt factor [van Regemorter, 1962]. The
rate parameter Yij is related to the rate coe�cient 〈σijv〉 as follows [Bray et al., 2000]:

〈σijv〉 =
2
√

παca2
0

gi

e
−

∆Eij
kBTe

√
1 Ry

kBTe

Yij. (3.2)

Fujimoto [1979] considered the shells n = 1− 20 with some simpli�cations and Ballance
et al. [2006] included the higher shells n = 5−500 by using so-called projection matrices,
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3.2 Model for an atomic helium beam in the edge of a fusion plasma

Figure 3.1: Cross sections for the electron impact ionisation from the metastable states as recommended
by Ralchenko et al. [2000] and by Kato and Janev [1992]. The coinciding data for the
ionisation from the ground state are added for comparison.

which are calculated by an appropriate ADAS code [ADA, 2007].
The inclusion of the higher shells is for the purpose of our population calculations of

the levels with n = 2 not so important as for the modelling of line intensity ratios used
for ne and Te derivation. This is because of a higher impact of such a model extension
on population of levels of higher n shells [Kornejew, 1996]. Moreover, the uncertainties
of our absolute level population measurements by LIF of around a factor of two (see
Sec. 6.2) is much poorer than the accuracy of the ne and Te derivation of 10-30%. In
order to estimate the impact of such a model extension the population of the n = 2
levels as a function of electron density and for several values of electron temperature
have been calculated based on the model including only the levels with n ≤ 4 as well
as by extending the model with the data for the shell n = 5 and �nally n = 6 compiled
by Brix [1998, 2007]. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the results in form of relative population
change of the four considered levels due to the inclusion of one higher shell. There is
barely an impact on the singlet levels for both calculations. In contrast, the triplet levels
experience a population decrease of up to 18% upon inclusion of the n = 5 shell data
being mostly pronounced at higher densities of ne & 3×1012 cm−3 and does only weakly
depend on Te. Further extension of the data set to the n = 6 shell results in a positive or
a negative change of the triplet population of up to 10%. The change direction depends
on Te. However, for moderate temperatures of interest, 40 eV < Te < 80 eV, the change
is at most 6% and can be neglected in view of the accuracy of our LIF measurements of
the level population. Consequently, the data up to the n = 5 shell are used for our data
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Chapter 3 Collisional-radiative model for atomic helium beam

Figure 3.2: Comparison of the n = 2 level populations (relative to the ground state) calculated with
the model including levels with n ≤ 4 and by extending the model with the n = 5 states.
The population ratio of the latter to the former calculation is shown as a function of the
electron density for various values of the electron temperature.
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3.2 Model for an atomic helium beam in the edge of a fusion plasma

Figure 3.3: Comparison of the n = 2 level populations (relative to the ground state) calculated with
the model including levels with n ≤ 5 and by extending the model with the n = 6 states.
The population ratio of the latter to the former calculation is shown as a function of the
electron density for various values of the electron temperature.
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analysis.
The rate coe�cients used in this work have been calculated from the corresponding

cross sections with the assumption of the thermalisation of the plasma electrons. In some
situations, e.g. in low density plasmas or when heating magnetised plasmas with reso-
nant electromagnetic waves, deviations from the Maxwellian electron energy distribution
function can be expected. Brix performed test calculations for an energy distribution of
a given temperature followed by a calculation in which an electron fraction of 10% was
assumed to have a �ve time larger temperature than the remaining 90% of the electrons
[Brix, 1998]. In this example, the impact of the two-temperature energy distribution on
the level populations was investigated. At Te = 20 eV and ne = 5×1012 cm−3 the largest
deviation of 40% was observed in the case of the level 31Po. They decrease for higher
temperatures. Negligible deviations were observed in the triplet levels.

Figure 3.4: Rate coe�cients for electron and proton excitation between the levels 23S and 23Po. The
electron excitation data is based on [Ralchenko et al., 2000]. Proton excitation data are
based on calculation of Beigman et al. [2003] and on the use of the mass scaling procedure
along to [Goto and Fujimoto, 1997].

3.2.1.2 Proton collisions

Inelastic collisions of protons with thermal helium atoms in the ground state1 are much
less probable at plasma temperatures of T ≈ 100 eV than helium excitation and ionisa-
1The discussion is qualitatively valid also for collisions with deuterons. Correction factors for cross
sections of deuterons are given by considering the mass scaling [Janev, 1995].
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3.2 Model for an atomic helium beam in the edge of a fusion plasma

tion by electrons because the energy transfer between a proton and an electron is very
ine�ective due to the large mass di�erence. The maximum cross sections for proton
excitation from the ground state to the n1Po levels lie at the proton energy of ∼ 100 keV
[Hippler and Schartner, 1974, Fritsch, 1992]. Hence, proton excitation from the ground
state plays a dominant role only for high energy helium beams.

A di�erent situation is given for population redistribution between excited levels,
mainly within the same n shell. Here, the energies to be transferred to the electron
in the range of 1 eV brings the proton collisional excitation in competition with the
electron ones, at least at higher temperatures. However, as long as the LS coupling
can be assumed, only proton impact transitions without changing the total spin of the
atom have to be considered because, in contrast to electron impact processes, no electron
exchange can take place.

For a proper prediction of the population of the n = 2 levels the total transition
rates between those levels, containing the electron and proton impact processes, must
be considered. Therefore, the ratio of both rate coe�cients 〈vσ〉p / 〈vσ〉e is of interest.
The ratio of the transition rates, yielding the correction factor to the pure electronic
transition rate, is approximately equal to the ratio of the rate coe�cients. This is
because of the assumption of the quasi neutrality of the plasma resulting in ne ≈ np for
a hydrogen plasma with a not too high content of impurity ions.

Cross section calculations of proton impact excitation between the n = 2 levels of
helium based on the Born approximation with normalisation at low energies are pro-
vided by Beigman et al. [2003]. The resulting rate coe�cient for the triplet case is
plotted in Figure 3.4. For comparison the electron excitation rate coe�cient according
to [Ralchenko et al., 2000] for the same transition is also shown. Both curves cross at
T ' 80 eV which means that at this plasma temperature, being assumed to be valid
for both electrons and protons, the excitation rate due to electron collisions must be
doubled in order to additionally account for the proton collisions. For higher temper-
atures the proton collision impact is even higher. In Figure 3.5 calculation results are
shown for the relative change of both n = 2 triplet levels when including the proton
collisions accordingly to the rate coe�cient provided by Beigman (Figure 3.4). The
calculation is made for a range of electron density and �ve di�erent electron tempera-
ture values. The largest impact is clearly seen at higher temperatures since the proton
collision excitation is dominant there. As expected, the metastable state population
always decreases in favour of the 23Po level (the much higher relative 23Po level pop-
ulation increase than the decrease of the 23S level population at low densities and the
opposite situation at high densities is due to the increasing population ratio n23Po/n23S

with increasing electron density). In the temperature range of 40 eV < Te < 80 eV and
for the densities 1 × 1012 cm−3 < ne < 1 × 1013 cm−3 the population change reaches
20% for the metastable and even 60% for the 23Po level. However, the cross sections for
proton impact excitation calculated within the Born approximation at these low proton
velocities pose even with normalisation procedures an upper limit and are expected, at
least for the excitation between the n = 2 levels, to be considerably overestimated so
that for the temperature range of our interest electron collisions should be still dominant
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Chapter 3 Collisional-radiative model for atomic helium beam

[Beigman, 2007]. The negligibility of proton collisions here is also supported by estimat-
ing the proton impact cross section from the electron impact ones by applying a simple
mass scaling in accordance to [Goto and Fujimoto, 1997]. The resulting rate coe�cient
is also plotted in Figure 3.4. It is shifted to higher temperatures by more than a factor
of ten compared to the Born calculation. Hence, the impact of proton collisions on the
population redistribution between the n = 2 levels is neglected in our calculations.

Figure 3.5: Impact of the extending of electron collisions by the proton excitation rate between the
levels 23S and 23Po on the triplet n = 2 levels.

Rate coe�cients calculated by Beigman et al. [2003] in the Born approximation are
available for almost all �ne structure resolved ∆n = 0 proton excitation processes within
the shells n = 2− 4. Borodin et al. [2006] provide calculations for the n = 3 levels using
the close coupling method. Two examples of rate coe�cients for the n = 3 shell are shown
in Figure 3.6. Results of the Born approximation without and with normalisation, the
close coupling method and the mass scaling by Goto are shown. They are compared to
the electron impact excitation by Ralchenko. In the case of the transition 33Po → 33D
the proton collisions are more pronounced in comparison to the electron ones. While
the rate coe�cient in the Born approximation without normalisation is up to ten times
higher the result by applying the normalisation procedure is much lower and exceeds
the rate coe�cient for the electron impact excitation only at higher temperatures of
T & 150 eV (these results for both transitions seem to coincide with the application of
the mass scaling to the electron rate coe�cients). The close coupling method provides
the smallest values, which � comparing to electron collision rates � leads to a negligibly
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3.2 Model for an atomic helium beam in the edge of a fusion plasma

small proton collision rates at temperatures below 100 eV (for deuterons it is 200 eV
due to the mass scaling of cross sections). However, whereas the Born approximation
results are to be treated as an upper limit for the proton impact rate coe�cients the close
coupling method used by Borodin et al. [2006] provides a lower limit. Thus, the true
value is expected to lie in between and the proton collisions impact could be comparable
to the electron ones for larger temperatures.
The impact of even such large rate coe�cient for the transition 33Po → 33D, as it

follows from the Born calculation, is negligible on the population of the n = 2 levels
(below 2%) and hence it is neglected in the model. The question of the rate coe�cients
(due to electron and proton collisions) for the population transfer between levels of the
shell n = 3 and n = 4 is raised in chapter 6 when discussing the measurement results.

Figure 3.6: Rate coe�cients for electron and proton impact excitation for two transitions: 33S → 33Po

and 33Po → 33D. The electron excitation data is based on [Ralchenko et al., 2000]. Pro-
ton excitation data are based on the Born approximation without and with normalisation
[Beigman et al., 2003], the close coupling (CC) method [Borodin et al., 2006] as well as on
the use of the mass scaling procedure according to [Goto and Fujimoto, 1997].

3.2.1.3 Other processes

Excitation collisions with impurity ions should play, at least for the modelling of our
experiments, an even less important role than collisions with protons, for two reasons.
Because of the larger mass and hence lower velocities of those ions, higher impurity
ion temperatures are needed for the rate coe�cients to be as large as those of proton
collisions (the measured ion energies at the maximum cross section for ground state
helium excitation by di�erent ions scale with the ion mass and charge [Anton et al.,
1992]). Moreover, typical densities of impurity ions in fusion edge plasmas lie below
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Chapter 3 Collisional-radiative model for atomic helium beam

10% of the electron density. At the value of e�ective ionic charge of Zeff = 2 which is
due to hydrogen-like carbon CVI being assumed to be the only impurity species in a
hydrogen plasma, its density would amount to 1/20 of the electron density.
The cross sections for collisions of helium atoms with each other are much smaller

than those of atomic helium with ionised particles because of the lack of the long-
range Coulomb interaction. Hence, high neutral gas density is needed for helium-helium
collisions to play a role. Similarly to the case of proton collisions, �rst the transitions
between the levels of the same n shell are a�ected. Measurements of rate coe�cients
for helium-helium excitation collisions between the n = 3 levels in a glow discharge
showed that they are �ve to six orders of magnitude lower than those for electron-
helium excitation [Denkelmann et al., 2000]. Hence, they should be also negligible in
our case.
Charge exchange reactions in particular of excited helium atoms with plasma ions can

play a role as loss processes for helium atoms out of the beam. For the estimation of
the relative importance of those processes induced by proton and impurity ion collisions,
the same argumentation line can be applied as for the helium excitation collisions with
protons and impurities. As no reaction parameters are available for charge exchange
collisions of helium with protons, those for hydrogen-like ions can be used for estimations.
Research on this topic is currently in progress [Brix, 2007].
Helium atoms, once being ionised, are in our model considered as lost beam particles.

This is justi�ed as can be shown by comparing of the time scales for the recombination
and for collisions of helium ions with protons. The three body recombination is negligible
for low electron densities as in the fusion edge plasmas [Sobelman et al., 1995]. The time
constant for radiative recombination lies in the range of 1 second [Fujimoto, 1978]. In
contrast, the time constant for elastic proton collisions with helium atoms, according to
[Hinton, 1983]
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(mi, qi and vi are the particle masses, charges and velocities, respectively, lnΛ is the
Coulomb logarithm being a weak function of temperature and density, to be approx-
imated by the value of 10 [Chen, 1984] and nb the proton density) is of the order of
10−4 s−1 and hence much shorter than the recombination time scale. Thus, helium ions
are spread around the plasma volume in the torus and their recombination in the ob-
servation volume does not play a role. The background density of ionised helium in the
hole plasma can be neglected as a source for volume recombined helium atoms as well
as a source for �uxes of recycled neutral helium in the ground or the metastable states
resulting from the wall recombination processes.
Atomic helium levels with L ≥ 3 are subject to a partial or complete breakdown of

the LS coupling scheme [Parish and Mires, 1971] with the wave function mixing of the
corresponging n1L and n3L levels. This results in an enhanced population distribution
between the singlet and triplet side, which can be simulated by enhanced collisional rate
coe�cients between the mixed levels [Goto, 2003]. In an extreme case, the population
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3.2 Model for an atomic helium beam in the edge of a fusion plasma

ratios of the mixing levels n(n3L)/n(n1L) will be equal to three, as the corresponding
ratio of the statistical weights. A calculation assuming this extreme condition showed no
impact of the level mixing on the population of the n = 2 singlet levels and a population
increase of below 10% for the triplet levels of this shell. Thus, this e�ect is neglected in
our model.

3.2.2 Radiation trapping

Radiation transport must be considered in collisional-radiative modelling of the popula-
tion distribution among excited levels of an atom if the density of the radiating species
in the lower level of the considered transition is high enough to considerably reabsorb
its own line radiation from an adjacent point in space. In many cases, only radiation of
the resonance lines, i.e. transitions ending in the ground state, will be a�ected, owing
to the much larger population of the ground state compared to the excited levels.
Absorption of line radiation, similarly to the situation when pumping with resonant

laser light, results in an enhancement of the population of the radiating level to the
detriment of the lower level. In general, the radiation transport equation (2.30) must be
solved, which is very complicated for a three dimensional case. However, if the optical
depth of the plasma is not too high (τ ∼ 1 as in our case ful�ls this criterion), the
concept of the escape factor can be applied to quantify the radiation trapping impact
on the level population (see Sec. 2.2.2). This is a correction factor lowering the Einstein
coe�cient for spontaneous radiation Aki, which results in a higher calculated excitation
degree of the considered species. Its calculation depends on the geometry of the plasma
and the line shape.
For the estimation of the impact of radiation trapping on the prediction of the level

population in the n = 2 − 3 shells of atomic helium, the formula (2.40) provided by
Fujimoto [2004] for a cylindrical plasma with a parabolic radial density pro�le of the
emitting species and with a Gaussian emission line pro�le is used. In the calculation
(Figure 3.7) a typical reservoir pressure of p = 6 mbar, with resulting helium �ow of
ΓHe = 3.2× 1018s−1, was assumed as well as an electron temperature of Te = 50 eV. In
case (a) the situation of our outermost observation point at the minor plasma radius of
r = 47 cm is considered (see Figure 5.5). The radius of the helium density pro�le around
the beam axis is 1 cm (see Figure 5.8) and the central line helium density amounts to
nHe = 1.6 × 1013 cm−3. Since the formula 2.40 is calculated under the assumption of a
constant absorber (ground state helium) density we use as an approximation half the
central line value of nHe = 0.8 × 1013 cm−3. The resulting escape factors for the four
strongest resonance transitions between the ground state and the levels 21Po, 31Po, 41Po

and 51Po are listed in Table 3.1. In Figure 3.7 (a) the calculated relative population
changes of the levels in shells n = 2 − 3 resulting from the inclusion of the radiation
trapping are shown as a function of electron density. The reabsorption of light by the
ground state atoms increases the excited level population. The most a�ected levels are
the n1Po with a population increase by a factor of 2.15 for 21Po. The singlet metastable
level population only slightly increases by up to 7% at higher density. On the contrary,
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Chapter 3 Collisional-radiative model for atomic helium beam

Figure 3.7: Relative enhancement of the modelled population of the n = 2 − 3 shells levels due to
radiation trapping by the beam particles for Te = 50 eV. The levels which are not explicitly
marked experience a change below 1%. The red and blue dashed lines indicate the change
of the Te sensitive line ratio I728.1/I706.5 and the ne sensitive ratio I667.8/I728.1, respectively.
(a) minor plasma radius r = 47 cm (b) r = 45.5 cm.
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r = 45.5 cm r = 47 cm

21Po 0.70 0.47
31Po 0.90 0.78
41Po 0.96 0.89
51Po 0.99 0.94

Table 3.1: Escape factors for four strongest resonance transitions used for the calculation shown in
Figure 3.7 for two radial positions in the plasma.

the in�uence on the triplet levels is negligible. Thus, for our absolute population mea-
surements of the n = 2 levels only the in�uence of radiation trapping on the level 21Po

is of importance.

The increased 31Po population spreads to the adjacent levels 31S and 31D, which is
more pronounced at higher densities due to the stronger collisional population transfer.
This leads to an enhancement of the ne sensitive line ratio I667.8/I728.1 by up to 7% and
the Te sensitive ratio I728.1/I706.5 by up to 13% (shown with a blue and red line in Figure
3.7 (a)). For a lower electron density of ne = 1− 2× 1012 cm−3, which is typical at the
considered radial position, the e�ect is smaller, respectively 4.8% and 3.6% for the ne

and the Te sensitive intensity ratio (this is approximately equivalent to an overestimation
of ne by 9% and of Te by 4.5%). A calculation for Te = 20 eV showed a further slight
decrease of the impact of the radiation trapping.

However, this calculation provides a rather overestimated impact of the radiation
trapping for the case of helium beams at TEXTOR. This is because gas nozzles are
positioned typically in a radial distance of several centimetres from the point, where
the measured intensity pro�les start to be visible, in order to avoid their overheating
due to the contact with the plasma. (In contrast, the radial position of the nozzle
during our experiments was r = 48 cm and thus only 1 cm away from the outermost
observation point). Hence, at a given �ux of helium atoms its on-axis density when
entering the plasma will be considerably smaller due to the beam divergence and with
further decrease due to ionisation losses.

Figure 3.7 (b) shows for comparison the calculation result for our middle observation
point at the plasma radius of r = 45.5 cm. Owing to the beam attenuation (Figure 5.6)
and divergence the centre line helium density drops here to nHe = 3.9 × 1012 cm−3 and
for the calculation of the escape factor again the half ot this value is taken. The radius
of the parabolic helium density pro�le is estimated to 1.5 cm (see Figure 5.8). The lower
values of the resulting escape factors are also listed in Table 3.1. The enhancement of the
21Po population is still considerable (42%) but that of the 31Po falls below 11%, which
means that the line intensity ratios of interest are weaker a�ected (below 2.7% and 4%
for the ne and Te sensitive ratio at higher densities of ne ≤ 1× 1013 cm−3, respectively).
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3.2.3 Beam relaxation in the course of the plasma penetration

Provided a probe ensemble of helium atoms in the ground state would be introduced
instantly into a plasma of constant parameters, a certain time interval would be needed
to establish a steady state distribution between the di�erent excited levels with respect
to the ground state population. This time constant depends on the excitation transition
rates and hence, mainly on the electron density in the case of helium beams used for the
diagnosing of edge fusion plasmas.

Figure 3.8: (a) Impact of the lack of the beam relaxation on the population of the n = 2 and some of the
n = 3 levels along the beam path through the plasma. Solid lines represent the quasi-steady
state solution for each radial position while the dashed lines are calculated with the time
dependent solution accountig for the beam relaxation e�ect. (b) Linear ne and Te pro�les
assumed in the calculation.
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Helium atoms injected radially into a fusion plasma experience � based on their di-
rected movement towards the plasma centre � increasing electron density and temper-
ature on their penetration path due to the edge gradients of ne and Te. If the time
constant related to the steady state population distribution is shorter than the time
scale of the change of ne and Te, the population distribution can be treated as quasi-
stationary with the corresponding local plasma parameters. This situation is referred to
as beam relaxation. In the opposite case, the level populations deviate from the steady
state distribution and, in order to calculate them, it is necessary to track back the path
of the particles through the plasma (the numerical approach used for both the time
dependent and the quasi-steady state solution are described in Sec. 3.3). The pro�les
of the plasma parameters from the considered radial position to the plasma edge as well
as the beam velocity are needed for such calculations.
In Figure 3.8 radial pro�les of steady-state populations of selected n = 2−3 levels are

shown with solid lines. Dashed lines represent the time dependent solution which takes
the radial movement of the beam into account. Considerable deviations are visible in
the plasma edge being mostly due to the low electron density, linearly coupled to the ex-
citation transition rates. However, only triplet levels are here a�ected, their populations
being strongly in�uenced by the triplet metastable level 23S. Its relaxation time constant
of τ & 1 µs in the edge, corresponding to the beam propagation of ∆r & 1.5 mm, is too
large to establish steady-state population of the triplet levels. Typically, the relaxation
times of the triplet levels are an order of magnitude larger than those of the singlet
levels [Brix, 1998]. This results in an overestimation of the electron temperature at low
electron densities of ne . 2× 1012 cm−3 if the steady-state solution of the rate equation
system is used for comparison with the measured line ratios.

3.2.4 Photoionisation

The photoionisation is a special issue, which must be considered because of the use of
high laser powers in our LIF experiments. The laser light, used for resonant excitation
between two selected levels of helium atoms in the beam by accurate wavelength adjust-
ment, can simultaneously lead to ionisation from excited levels. If photoionisation takes
place from the observed level, the measured �uorescence �ux is lowered. Since the laser
always pumped the levels of the n = 2 shell, its photon energy was only su�cient for
the photoionisation from the levels with n > 2.
The photoionisation cross sections obtained from di�erent measurements and cal-

culations coincide well with each other [Stebbings et al., 1973, Fujimoto, 1979]. For
the 32S+1Po levels and a photon wavelength of λ ≈ 600 nm they lie in the range of
σph.ion ≈ 10−17 cm2 and decrease with increasing frequency (σph.ion ∝ ν−2) and princi-
pal quantum number n. With the laser pulse energy of 1 mJ, the pulse duration of
∆TL = 15 ns and the cross sectional area of the laser beam of 3 cm2 we obtain a photon
�ux density of Γph = 10−3 J/3.3 × 10−19 J

ph
/15 × 10−9 s/3 cm2 = 6.7 × 1022 ph

cm2s
. The

photoionisation rate then amounts to Γphσph.ion ≈ 7 × 105 s−1 and the relative pho-
toionisation losses during a laser pulse (∆n/n)ph.ion = Γphσph.ion∆TL do not exceed 1%.
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Hence, a photoionisation should neither in�uence the �uorescence radiation nor lead to
considerable losses of helium atoms in the beam.

3.3 Numerical approach for the calculation of the

population distribution by using the CR model

The population density ni = ni(r, t) of the ith quantum level of helium atoms in the
beam is in general a function of the minor plasma radius r and of the time t. The total
derivative of this function with respect to the time is

dni(r, t)

dt
=

∂ni(r, t)

∂t
+ vHe

∂ni(r, t)

∂r
= Si(r, t), (3.4)

where vHe is the velocity of the beam, here, oriented along the minor radius of the plasma.
The gas injection system used in our experiments delivers long gas pulses, the total gas
�ux of which can be assumed as constant on the relaxation time scale of the levels
(τrelax < 10−3 s for the ground state; see also Figure 5.2). Thus, the radial pro�les of the
population densities can be assumed as stationary, i.e. ∂ni(r,t)

∂t
= 0 which means that the

source term Si(r) of the ith level (for example in the steady state (relaxed) condition
this term for the ground state will be mainly expressed by the overall ionisation losses)
is counterbalanced by the transport term (vHe

∂ni(r)
∂r

), di�erent from zero for a �nite
gradient of the population density.
The source term is accounted for by considering all population and depopulation

processes of the level i:

Si(r) =
∑
j 6=i

〈σj→ive〉nenj−
∑
j 6=i

〈σi→jve〉neni +
∑
j>i

Aj→inj−
∑
j<i

Ai→jni−〈σi→ionve〉neni.

(3.5)
Here, the electron collisions (excitation and deexcitation; heavy particle collisions can
be treated in the same way), spontaneous decay and the population losses caused by
ionisation are included. The transport term of Eq. (3.4) can be incorporated in the
solution by considering a given spatial fraction of the beam in a moving coordinate
system such as to trace the same beam particles on their way through a plasma with
pronounced gradients of ne and Te. This is equivalent to the treatment of the set of the
rate coe�cients (depending on Te) and of the electron density in Eq. (3.5) as functions
of time. The transformation between the radial and the time variable is given simply
by the beam velocity vHe = dr

dt
, which is assumed constant along the penetration path

of the beam. In addition, the radial pro�les of ne(r) and Te(r) are needed.
The di�erential equations of type (3.5) are written for all levels of interest (29 levels

of the shells with the principal quantum number n = 1 − 5 in our case). The equation
system is solved numerically by using the step width controlled Runge-Kutta method
[Press et al., 2002]. The initial populations are set to one for the ground state and zero
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3.3 Numerical approach for the calculation of the population distribution (CR model)

for all excited levels.
For not too low electron densities (ne & 2 × 1012 cm−3) an additional assumption to

the beam stationarity (∂ni(r,t)
∂t

= 0) can be made, signi�cantly simplifying the model
calculation. The relaxation times of all excited levels then become su�ciently short as
to justify the neglecting of the transport of excited atoms. Consider the equation for
the total time derivative of the population density nrel

i (r, t) = ni

n1
(r, t) of an excited level

i relative to the ground state population

dnrel
i (r, t)

dt
=

∂nrel
i (r, t)

∂t
+ vHe

∂nrel
i (r, t)

∂r
= Srel

i (r, t). (3.6)

If the source and loss terms (due to collisions and radiation) in Srel
i for a given excited

level are much larger than the population gain or loss due to the beam movement,
neglecting the transport term is justi�ed for the calculation of the level populations.
This can be shown for example for the triplet metastable 23S population in a plasma
at ne = 1013 cm−3 and Te = 100 eV (see Figure 3.8). The main loss process is the
electron collision excitation to the level 23Po. The excitation transfer is given with
nrel

23Sne 〈σve〉23S→23Po ≈ nrel
23S 1013 cm−3 10−6 cm3s−1 = nrel

23S 107 s−1 (the main population
process is the spontaneous emission from the level 23Po with A23Po→23S = 107 s−1 and
nrel

23Po ≈ nrel
23S). For the transport term we write 105 cm

s
nrel

23S
50%
1 cm

= nrel
23S 0.5× 105 s−1 (the

gradient of the 23S population density is taken from Figure 3.8). As one can see, the
transport term is more than two orders of magnitude lower than the excitation transfer
(this is not the case for lower electron density at the plasma edge). Neglecting this term
is called the quasi-steady state approximation. A steady state situation is given for a
vanishing population gradient.
In the quasi-steady state approximation we obtain dnrel

i (r)

dt
= Srel

i (r) = 0, which means
that the relative excited level populations for any given radial position have a steady state
distribution, i.e. a distribution which is established after a su�ciently long time interval
(relaxation time) under steady state conditions of electron density and temperature. On
the other hand, the total time derivative of the relative population is given with

d

dt

ni(r)

n1(r)
=

1

n1(r)

d

dt
ni(r)−

ni(r)

n2
1(r)

d

dt
n1(r) ≡ 0. (3.7)

The expression in the �rst term is given by the system of Eqs. (3.5) divided by the ground
state population n1. The second term � if not neglected � improves the accuracy of the
quasi-steady state solution to ∼ 0.3% [Brix, 1998]. It is su�ciently well approximated
with the ionisation losses from the ground state:

nrel
i (r)

d
dt

n1(r)

n1(r)
≈ −nrel

i (r) 〈σ1→ionve〉ne(r). (3.8)

Finally, for a given radial position r with constant ne and Te the problem is described by a
linear inhomogeneous equation system and the solution is given simply by multiplication
of the inhomogeneous vector with the inverted coe�cient matrix prepared accordingly
to Eq. (3.7)
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Chapter 3 Collisional-radiative model for atomic helium beam

The quasi-steady state solution is supposed of course to coincide with the time depen-
dent calculation for su�ciently high electron densities. This comparison was routinely
used in our calculations to ensure that no mistakes were made in the setting up and the
numerical treatment of the problem. An example calculation result of both methods is
shown in Figure 3.8.
The extension of the CR model calculation to include the in�uence of resonant laser

radiation on the excited levels population distribution is described in Sec. 5.3.
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Chapter 4

Experiment

In this chapter, the experimental system is described. First, an overview will be given,
followed by a detailed description of the sub-systems the experiment consists of. Em-
phasis is put on an exact characterisation of the components in terms of its suitability
for providing absolute population densities.
The main measurements presented in this thesis were carried out on the tokamak

TEXTOR (Sec. 4.1) located in the Forschungszentrum Jülich (Germany). Additionally,
a glow discharge chamber suitable for LIF measurements in the laser laboratory was used
for calibration of the laser system. It is described in Sec. 4.2 together with the laser
system, consisting of an excimer pumped dye laser, which was used for the excitation of
helium atoms in the TEXTOR edge plasma. Helium gas was pu�ed into the plasma in
the form of a thermal beam by using a nozzle mounted in the vacuum lock system (Sec.
4.3). Finally, the detection of �uorescence light was performed by use of an absolutely
calibrated observation system consisting of imaging optics, interference �lters and light
guides transporting the photons to photomultiplier tubes (Sec. 4.4).
The laser beam is guided from the laboratory to the top of the tokamak by folding

mirrors to the toroidal position of the limiter lock 1 system (Figure 4.1). It is then
directed down under an angle of 7◦ to the vertical direction (see Figure 4.8) and ad-
justed onto the gas nozzle mounted in a vacuum lock system. For our measurements at
TEXTOR we utilised the limiter lock 1 system, which is typically used for investigations
of plasma-wall interactions. This was done for several reasons:

• The lock system provides a very �exible tool for such a gas injection system. The
nozzle can be moved radially between discharges or even exchanged and replaced
by another nozzle type within a few hours without breaking the TEXTOR vac-
uum. Alternatively, light sources for absolute calibration and spatial adjustment
of the observation system can be inserted into the observation volume on the same
time scale. This proves to be of high importance in the latter case, since a �ne
readjustment of the optical path was always necessary prior to each measurement
day. Also remote operation of the lock system was possible from both the TEX-
TOR control room and the place in the TEXTOR bunker where the corresponding
observation system was arranged. A detailed description of the functionality of the
lock systems at TEXTOR is provided by Schweer et al. [2005].

• A free port above the lock system was available and has been used for the laser
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Figure 4.1: Experimental set-up of the LIF measurements on TEXTOR.

beam entrance. The large port diameter of 150 mm allowed a visual adjustment of a
diaphragm system by directing a helium-neon laser onto the nozzle. Adjusting the
dye laser beam to pass through the diaphragm system provided a rough adjustment
of the laser beam on the nozzle.

• A third port at the height of the nozzle position was available, which is used for
spectroscopic investigation of probes exposed to the plasma by use of the lock
system. This port has been used for three di�erent applications: collection of
�uorescence photons, performed by use of part of the optical path installed at this
port. A 2D-camera with an image intensi�er recorded the line radiation of helium
pu�ed through our nozzle. These images were analysed and provided quantitative
information about the beam divergence and its ionisation in the course of plasma
penetration (see Sec. 5.1). Furthermore, the live image transmitted by this camera
was very helpful for the �ne adjustment of the dye laser beam on the nozzle.

An additional diaphragm was used to let through the middle part of the laser beam
only. An image of the diaphragm was created at the nozzle position by a lens. Remote
control of the lens position allowed the �ne adjustment of the laser beam on the nozzle.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the trigger system for LIF measurements on TEXTOR.

The observation of the �uorescence photons was performed perpendicularly to the
torus and in the horizontal plane, simultaneously at three radial positions in the plasma.
Observation volumes of 8 mm diameter are imaged 1:1 by a lens onto the entrance
surface of liquid light guides, which further transport the photons to the photomultiplier
tubes (Hamamatsu, type R3896). The electric signals are recorded by a digital storage
oscilloscope of 1 GHz analogue bandwidth (LeCroy, type WaveRunner 6100A).

The system is started with a TEXTOR trigger pulse at t = 0 s of a discharge which
initialises a series of 300 pulses with frequency 50 Hz coming from a pulse generator.
These de�ne the measurement points (Figure 4.2). The �rst trigger pulse also starts the
constant speed wavelength scan of the dye laser taking 6 seconds. Each generator pulse
�rst triggers a 2 µs gate for the photomultiplier tubes. After 0.5 µs the excimer laser is
triggered. Because of its internal delay with a jitter of ±0.4 µs the storage oscilloscope is
triggered by a photo diode signal detecting the excimer laser pulse in order to synchronise
it with the acquisition. The data acquisition, beginning ∼ 100 ns before the laser pulses
are seen by the photomultipliers, allows the measurement of helium background radiation
from the beam and the plasma.
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Figure 4.3: Top view on TEXTOR in the mid plane.

4.1 The TEXTOR tokamak

The TEXTOR tokamak (Torus Experiment for Technology Oriented Research) [Solt-
wisch et al., 1984, Neubauer et al., 2005] has been taken into operation in 1981. In 1994
the magnetic �ux of the transformer has been enhanced (TEXTOR-94) which allowed
longer discharges of up to 12 seconds. The upgrade was most of all important for the
investigation of wall materials in reactor-like conditions, which is the main objective of
the machine. Special care was taken in the design phase of the machine to allow the
possibility of good conditions and �exibility to facilitate the edge plasma investigation,
such as various ports for diagnosing and controlling the edge plasma or the possibility
of heating the liner (�rst wall).
The toroidal magnetic �eld in TEXTOR is created by a set of 16 symmetrically

arranged coils, which provide a �eld strength on the magnetic axis of Bφ = 1.8− 2.8 T
(see Figure 4.3). The plasma current of Ip = 200 − 800 kA is driven inductively by a
transformer, which comprises the primary winding in the torus centre and the yokes.
The liner, made of Inconel 625, is placed at the minor radius of r = 55 cm and is heated
routinely up to 300◦C. This helps to release water particles from the surface as well
as facilitates the density control of the plasma due to the smaller hydrogen/deuterium
content in the liner material.
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4.2 Laser system

TEXTOR is a medium sized tokamak with a circular poloidal cross section. The
major plasma radius, i.e. the distance between the centre of the solenoid and the centre
of the liner, is R0 = 1.75 m. The minor plasma radius of typically a = 46 cm is de�ned
by the position of the plasma limiting components (limiters). The toroidal pump limiter
ALT-II (Advanced Limiter Test) [Finken et al., 2005a] is placed on the low-�eld side,
in a distance ϑ = 45◦ below the equatorial plane. It consists of 8 toroidally arranged
blades, with graphite tiles on the plasma-facing side, mounted to the liner to form a full
toroidal belt (poloidal extent is 28 cm). Its radial position can be varied between 46 and
48 cm. Plasma particles neutralised on graphite plates in the Srape O� Layer (SOL) are
pumped through channels on the back side with turbomolecular pumps. Two poloidal
graphite limiters, mounted to the yoke, are placed on the top and the bottom at the
same toroidal position and can be radially adjusted in the range of 40 to 49 cm. Finally,
on the high-�eld side a graphite bumper limiter is mounted to the liner at r = 49.3 cm
serving currently as a protection for the DED (Dynamic Ergodic Divertor) coils [Finken
et al., 2005b].
The plasma is primarily heated by Ohmic resistance due to the electrical current in

the plasma driven by the transformer. With a typical loop voltage of 1 V and a plasma
current of Ip = 350 kA the Ohmic heating power amounts to about 350 kW. Additional
heating facilities at TEXTOR are: two neutral beam injection (NBI) systems injecting
fast hydrogen or deuterium neutrals (acceleration potential of up to 55 kV) tangentially
into the plasma (in opposite direction to each other) with a heating power of 4 MW
in total, two pairs of ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) antennas at a frequency
around 30 MHz with a total power of 4 MW as well as electron cyclotron resonance
heating (ECRH) gyrotrons at the frequencies 110 GHz (300 kW) and 140 GHz (800
kW). A more detailed description of TEXTOR features is provided by Neubauer et al.
[2005].
Experiments presented in this thesis were mainly performed in deuterium Ohmic

heated discharges with a plasma current of Ip = 350 kA and a nominal magnetic �eld
of Bφ = 2.25 T. So-called plasma plateaus, i.e. time windows of constant plasma pa-
rameters, of around 5 seconds were possible. During this time, the laser wavelength is
scanned over the expected spectral range of the excited transition (e.g. ∆λ ≈ 70 pm
for the triplet transition at λ = 587.6 nm, see Figure 5.9), which is subject to Zeeman
splitting owing to the presence of the local magnetic �eld. The last closed �ux surface,
de�ned by the radial position of the toroidal pump limiter, was at r = 47 cm. The
central line-averaged electron densities lay in the range n̄e = 2 − 4 × 1019 m−3 and the
electron density and temperature in the edge region in which �uorescence light has been
measured were ne = 1.5− 6× 1018 m−3 and Te = 30− 70 eV.

4.2 Laser system

To obtain measurable signals, laser-induced �uorescence in the visible spectral range
often depends on high spectral power densities. Let us make an estimation of the satu-
rating laser power for a laser with a spectral width of ∆λ = 10 pm (covering a set of π
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Figure 4.4: Time traces of the excimer and the dye laser (λ = 388.9 nm) pulses measured with a fast
vacuum photodiode.

components of the 23Po→33D transition of thermal helium in a fusion plasma (see Figure
5.10). According to Eq. (2.9), in order to obtain a unity saturation parameter over an
irradiated area of 10 cm2, one needs for gl = gu = 1 and λ = 400 nm a power of 730 W.
To reach stronger saturation levels in which �uorescence response does not depend on
the laser power anymore, which is favourable for absolute population measurements, cor-
respondingly higher laser powers are needed. These, in addition to spectral tunability,
are achievable only in pulsed lasers, this is not necessarily a drawback because enhanced
upper level populations due to the laser pumping are in many cases quickly deteriorated
by collisional or radiative processes. Then, a laser pulse ending at the point in time
of the maximum population facilitates the detection of �uorescence light owing to the
absence of the laser stray light. Also the investigation of the �uorescence decay after
the laser pulse brings additional insights in the collisional processes [Burrell and Kunze,
1978]. For this reason, the laser system that has been used in our measurements provides
several advantageous features to be presented in this section. For absolute population
measurement it is crucial to characterise the laser radiation from several points of view:
the spatial energy distribution, the temporal laser pro�le evolution as well as pulse en-
ergy stability and �nally, the spectral energy distribution plays a very important role
for the data evaluation. These characteristics are described in this section.

The laser radiation source that we used for our experiments consists of two stages: a
pump and a dye laser producing a narrow-band laser light at the desired wavelength. A
pulsed excimer laser (Lambda Physik, type: LPX 315i) serves as the pump laser. It is a
gas laser based on the principle of dimers stable only in an excited level and dissociating
on a short time scale after radiative decay to the ground state. This establishes the
population inversion, as needed for the onset of the lasing process. Laser pulses at
λ = 308 nm are produced in pulsed gas discharges with xenon chloride molecules and
neon as bu�er gas. Depending on the high voltage of the discharge of 15-20 kV, the
excimer laser provided energies of 500-600 mJ within a typical pulse length of 25 ns
resulting in peak powers of ∼ 30 MW. Maximum repetition frequencies of 150 Hz are
achievable with the laser. However, for TEXTOR measurements 50 Hz were chosen
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because of the large data amount to be saved and analysed in the short time between
the discharges. A time trace of an excimer laser pulse measured with a high speed
vacuum diode is shown in Figure 4.4. A second peak, visible around 40 ns after the
main one, is caused by the bu�er gas and is actually not converted by the dye laser. The
laser has a rectangular spatial cross section of 3× 1 cm2 and a divergence of 1◦× 3◦. To
counteract this, a correction lens with a focal length of f = 2 m was used at the entrance
aperture of the dye laser.

The dye laser converts the broadband

Figure 4.5: Optical setup of the dye laser: M-
mirrors, BS-beam splitters, S-shutters,
C-cylindrical lenses, DC-dye cuvettes,
PE-prism beam expander, G-gratings,
OC-output coupler, BP-Brewster plates
with 180◦ turning prism.

laser light of the excimer laser into narrow-
band laser pulses with a length of nearly
20 ns. The optical setup of this laser is
shown in Figure 4.5 (the laser comprises of
one more ampli�er stage, as shown in the
�gure, which was not used in our experi-
ments). The energy of the pump laser is
divided by beam splitters into three parts,
each of them being focused in vertical di-
rection by cylindrical lenses into quartz
cuvettes for the excitation of the dye par-
ticles. The oscillator consists of the �rst
cuvette, a beam expander, a set of two
gratings and the output coupler. The os-
cillator beam after passing three Brewster
plates is shifted in height by around 1 cm
and directed back into the same cuvette.
At a di�erent vertical position it is preampli�ed by the second fraction of the pump laser.
This is a special feature of this laser allowing higher output energies but connected with
a considerably di�cult oscillator/preampli�er adjustment procedure. The laser beam
escaping the �rst cuvette is expanded by a telescope and ampli�ed in the following dye
cuvette by the third fraction of the pump laser energy.

The optical con�guration of the dye laser was initially designed for measurements
at the hydrogen Lα line in the vacuum UV spectral range at λ = 121.6 nm [Brezinsek,
2002, Brezinsek et al., 2002]. Laser radiation at this wavelength is achieved by frequency
tripling in a Kr/Ar-gas mixture of a laser radiation at λ = 364.7 nm, which is produced by
the dye laser (near UV). This non-linear frequency conversion process requires preferably
very small spectral widths of the laser, which is provided by the use of the double grating
arrangement of 90 mm gratings with 3000 lines/mm. However, this restricts spectrally
the lasing range of the oscillator to λ < 582 nm. It was possible to shift up the upper
wavelength limit by ∆λ ≈ 15 nm by the use of the wavelength tuning grating G2 in the
zero-order as a mirror. This slightly deteriorated the spectral bandwidth of the oscillator
but allowed to reach a very important triplet helium line at λ = 587.6 nm. For a further
increase of the maximum wavelength another grating would have to be used.

The wavelength tuning of the oscillator is performed by turning the grating G1. It
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Figure 4.6: Fluorescence signals of two HeI transitions as measured for wavelength calibration purposes
on a glow discharge set-up in the laboratory. Left: excitation of the singlet transition
21S → 31Po at λ = 501.6 nm (�uorescence signal observed at λ = 728.1 nm, 31S → 21Po).
Right: excitation of the triplet transition 23S → 33Po at λ = 388.9 nm (�uorescence signal
observed at the same wavelength). ∆λ indicates a typical 'day-to-day' wavelength shift of
the laser for experimental reasons.

is mechanically coupled to a stepper motor providing a smallest wavelength increment
of ∆λ ≈ 0.1 pm. Automatic wavelength scans are possible in two modes. In the trig-
ger mode, the laser waits for a trigger pulse to increment the wavelength whereas in
the constant speed mode, which was used, one trigger pulse starts a scan over a pre-
de�ned wavelength range and time interval. An analogue signal output from the laser �
proportional to the wavelength � is used to monitor the wavelength scan.

The dye laser used may be a�ected by a certain wavelength shift which is not nec-
essarily constant. To avoid a mismatch between the scanned wavelength range and
the wavelength of the transition to be excited during relatively short TEXTOR plasma
pulses of few seconds, a wavelength calibration of the laser system is carried out before
each experimental unit (half a day).

For this purpose a similar laser-induced �uorescence set-up on a glow discharge cham-
ber has been prepared in the laboratory. The laser is spectrally �ne-tuned to provide a
�uorescence signal at any helium transition of interest in the glow discharge chamber.
Sample measurements are shown in Figure 4.6. In the case of the singlet transition
21S → 31Po a single Gaussian pro�le �ts the data, whereas when dealing with the triplet
transitions, one has to consider their �ne structure. The excited transition 23S → 33Po

consists of three components, two of them lying close together (these cannot be resolved)
and in a distance of ∆λ = 4.4 pm from the third component, which is enough to enable
resolution with our laser. Two overlaid Gaussians �t the data very well, re�ecting within
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10% the separation of the components and their intensity ratio of S2/S1 ≈ 2.9, which
results from the statistical weights of the single sublevels of this multiplet and the fact
of using strong, i.e. saturating laser radiation (S2/S1 ≈ (8/11)/(1/4)). Finally, these
measurements provide the wavelength o�set of the dye laser, lying in the range of 10-30
pm and not being constant in the time, as well as the laser spectral width.

Dye Wavelength Peak wave- Helium E�ciency Solvent Concentration

range [nm] length [nm] lines [%] [g/l]

QUI 368-402 390 389.6 11 dioxane 0.2

396.5

Coumarin 47 440-484 456 471.3 18 methanol 1.6

Coumarin 307 479-553 500 492.2 16 methanol 3.4

501.6

504.8

Rhodamine 6G 569-608 581 587.6 16 methanol 1.2

Table 4.1: Laser dyes with their concentrations and the solvents used in TEXTOR experiments (from
[Brackmann, 1997]).

The pulses of the dye laser are ∼ 18 ns long (see

Figure 4.7: Energy of 300 laser pulses
�red with 50 Hz repetition
rate during a discharge.

Figure 4.4). The energy of the excimer laser in the
second peak is mostly not converted by the dye
laser (one exception is shown in Figure 6.8). Only
a small peak in the dye laser energy is visible at the
same time delay of 40 ns to the main peak when
zooming in the energy scaling.
Atomic helium lines of interest lie in the whole

visible spectral range. Unfortunately, laser dyes
provide the lasing process typically in a spectral
range of ∆λ = 50 nm and for this reason several
dyes had to be used in our experiment. Table 4.1
lists them with their wavelength ranges, peak ef-
�ciencies, concentrations and solvents as well as
helium lines that can be pumped. The use of di�erent dyes considerably hampers the
experiments because of the need for a dye laser readjustment at each change of the dye.
The maximum pulse energy depends on the dye used and can reach up to 100 mJ.

However, to reach saturation levels of S = 100−1000 for our measurements, in most cases
pulse energies of EL = 0.1−1 mJ were used. The ASE (Ampli�ed Spontaneous Emission)
fraction amounts to < 0.5% [Sirah Laser- und Plasmatechnik GmbH, 1999]. The energy
stability from pulse to pulse, relying on the pump laser energy as well as on the dye
laser conversion, lies at most at ±5% (see Figure 4.7). The laser has, at least at lower
energy levels, approximately a circular spatial cross section with a diameter d ≈ 3 mm.
It expands to 15 mm on the approximately 15 metre long way to the observation point.
A 5 mm iris is used to select only the central part of the laser beam. A focusing lens with
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the focal length f = 60 cm images the iris at the observation volume to produce a sharp
circular shape of the laser beam with diameter of 20 mm. The reason of using only the
central part of the beam is to provide a low energy deviation on the laser cross section.
Indeed, measurements of the spatial pro�le energy distribution with a small pyrometric
energy detector (diameter 3.8 mm) have shown an energy drop by a factor of 2 between
the centre and the edge of the beam image. Neglecting this energy gradient should not
result in a considerable error due to the saturation regime of our measurements and
due to the fact that �uorescence photons guided by our detectors come mainly from the
volume close to the laser beam axis, which coincide with the helium beam axis, where
the helium density is higher than at the edge of the laser beam (see Figure 5.8).

The dye laser light is linearly polarised. A λ/2 delay plate is used to turn the polari-
sation direction by 70◦−90◦ to align it approximately with the direction of the magnetic
�eld in the torus to concentrate the most laser energy on the pumping of the π compo-
nents of the Zeeman split transitions. The polarisation alignment was checked by pulse
energy measurement with a polariser (analyser) in front of a pyrometric detector. No
e�ort was made to exactly adjust the polarisation direction in the torus because the laser
entrance port and therewith the laser beam is not exactly vertical but hits the nozzle
at an angle of β = 7◦ (see Figure 4.8). Since the magnetic �eld is not purely toroidal
but has also a poloidal component (γ is assigned to the angle between the toroidal
direction and the magnetic �eld; γ ∼ 5◦), the laser will, independently on its polari-
sation direction, always have a non-vanishing polarisation component perpendicular to
the �eld lines pumping σ components of the Zeeman split lines. On the opposite, there
is a laser polarisation direction at which its component parallel to B vanishes. Both
components can be easily calculated by performing an axes transformation twice (two
rotations around the observation point are needed). The (Ex′ , Ey′ , Ez′) components of
the polarisation vector E (x′‖B , y′ shows in vertical direction, z′ is perpendicular to x′

and y′) are calculated with the transformation matrix P :

 Ex′

Ey′

Ez′

 =

 cosγ 0 sinγ
0 1 0

−sinγ 0 cosγ

 1 0 0
0 cosβ sinβ
0 −sinβ cosβ

 Ex

Ey

Ez

 =

=

 cosγ −sinγ sinβ sinγ cosβ
0 cosβ sinβ

−sinγ −cosγ sinβ cosγ cosβ

 Ex

Ey

Ez

 ≡ P

 Ex

Ey

Ez


. (4.1)

For Ey = 0 (transverse wave propagation), Ex = Ecosα and Ez = Esinα (α is the
polarisation angle vector, α = 0◦ if E parallel to the toroidal direction) we obtain for
the laser intensity parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic �eld line:

I‖ = (cosα cosγ + sinα cosβ sinγ)2

I⊥ = sin2α sin2β + (−cosα sinγ + sinα cosβ cosγ)2

. (4.2)
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Figure 4.8: Poloidal cross section of the plasma at the observation point. HFS and LFS respectively
designate the high (magnetic) �eld side and the low �eld side of the tokamak.

A general solution for I‖ = 0 of the �rst equation, α = tg−1(− 1
tgγcosβ

), exists for all
values of β and γ (α = ±90◦ for β = ±90◦). This means that for an arbitrary pair of
(β, γ) there is an angle α of the laser polarisation vector for which no excitation of π lines
occurs. In contrast, no solution for I⊥ = 0 of the second equation exists if both angles,
β and γ, are di�erent from 0◦ and 180◦, as in our geometry, ensuring the excitation
of σ lines in any case. The minimum value of I‖/(I‖ + I⊥) for β = 7◦ and γ = 5◦ is
very small (≈ 1.13× 10−4 and lies at α ≈ 4.96◦). However, for high laser powers it can
result in considerable �uorescence signals. A calculation of relative �uorescence signal
intensity of a π and a σ line as a function of α for the saturation parameter S = 4000
is shown in Figure 4.9 (a). A simple model IF ∝ S

S+1
was assumed (Eq. (2.11)). While

the π intensity drops to zero at the minimum, the minimum signal of the σ line amounts
to ∼ 1/3 of the maximum due to the non-linear dependence of the signal intensity on
S. In Figure (b) a more realistic logarithmic saturation response for high S values was
assumed [Salmon and Laurendeau, 1985]; in this case the signal changes around the
minima are not so drastic. Figures (c) and (d) show two TEXTOR measurements. In
(c), the laser was tuned to the wavelength λL = 587.570 nm (the set of π components,
see Figure 5.10). During the discharge time t = 3 − 5.5 seconds the polarisation angle
was scanned in the range α = 85◦ − 155◦ by turning of the retardation plate. A clear
�uorescence signal drop to zero was observed at the corresponding discharge time point.
In contrast, a nearly constant signal sustains over another discharge in which the laser
wavelength was tuned to the set of σ+ lines at λL = 587.530 nm and the polarisation
angle scan was the same (Figure (d)). Unfortunately, the polarisation angle scan does
not cover the minimum of the σ+ line. However, these considerations and especially
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Figure 4.9: Fluorescence signals of a π and σ+ transition as a function of the laser polarisation direction
for non-symmetric geometric conditions (see Figure 4.8); (a,b) - calculation, (c,d) - TEXTOR
measurement around λ = 587 nm. See the text for a detailed explanation.
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Figure 4.10: Saturation parameter dependence of the laser spectral width measured on di�erent days
in a helium and neon glow discharge.

the measurement in Figure (c) show that it is not crucial to exactly adjust the laser
polarisation parallel to the magnetic �eld lines if attempting to pump π components.

The spectral width of the used dye laser speci�ed by the vendor lies slightly below 1 pm
for the whole spectral range. However, the measured widths were always larger than
the speci�cation. Figure 4.10 shows the observed laser spectral widths as a function of
the saturation parameter S measured at two helium and one neon line on di�erent days
in the helium and neon glow discharge. The non-saturated laser widths are obtained
from the observed ones at low values of S. They lie in the range 2-3.5 pm. Two
di�erent neon measurements do not coincide. Moreover, a measurement with an etalon
at λL = 388.9 nm on a di�erent day (after laser readjustment due to measurements with
a di�erent dye) provided a width of 2.6 pm. Thus, the conclusion is drawn that the
spectral width is rather sensitive to the exact adjustment of the oscillator/preampli�er
line.
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4.3 Helium inlet

4.3.1 General considerations

For the purpose of plasma diagnostics it is preferable to use a well collimated atomic
beam. It is clear that if one compares two beams of di�erent divergence but with
the same total particle �ux (Figure 4.11), a low-divergence beam will provide a higher
spatial resolution along the line of sight. This is important if the plasma parameters to
be measured are not constant along the observation line on the length scale of the beam
radius. A spatial resolution below the correlation length of the �uctuating structures is
required in �uctuation measurements. Moreover, in the case of a low-divergence beam
signi�cantly more probe particles are present in the observation volume for a given
particle �ux enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio.

This is one of the reasons why supersonic helium

Figure 4.11: Observation line across he-
lium beams of di�erent di-
vergence.

beams have been developed for plasma diagnos-
tics and their use is increasing [Brix, 1998, Hidalgo
et al., 2004, Andruczyk et al., 2006, Kruezi, 2007].
Owing to the supersonic gas expansion in connec-
tion with a nozzle-skimmer arrangement they pro-
vide very good beam parameters such as a diver-
gence of around ±1◦ and the centre line helium
density of up to 1019 m−3. These beams are also
fairly monoenergetic. In order to keep the good
beam properties, gas pressure in the nozzle-skimmer
chamber must not be too high. Otherwise the
interaction between the supersonic beam and the
background gas deteriorates the beam quality. The-
refore supersonic beams require separate pumping
stations and are often pulsed. Three kinds of valves

are commonly used: current loop, solenoid and piezo-electric [Gentry, 1988]. The last
example is of particular interest for fusion devices since the piezo crystal is not sensi-
tive to the high magnetic �elds present. They can operate with frequencies of several
hundred Hertz, opening and closing times in submillisecond range and at pressures of
several ten bar.
If there is no need for low divergence of the beam, simple tubes can be used as gas

injection elements into the vacuum. The properties of such beams can be understood
in terms of the theory of gas e�usion. E�usive escape of gas particles is given if the
Knudsen number K = l/d, l being the mean free path and d the representative physical
length scale, is larger than one [Wutz et al., 2000] (see Table 4.2). This is the case of
the molecular �ow in which collisions of gas particles with the wall are dominant over
collisions between the particles. Let us consider e�usive particle �ow from a reservoir
with a density n into another reservoir with negligibly small density through a hole of
diameter d in a thin wall separating both reservoirs. The angular dependence of the
outcoming �ow into a unit solid angle is given by
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viscous �ow K < 10−2

Knudsen �ow 10−2 < K < 0.5
molecular �ow K > 0.5

Table 4.2: Flow types dependent on the Knudsen number K.

dṄ

dΩ
=

1

4π
nv̄A cosϑ, (4.3)

where v̄ is the mean particle velocity, A the hole cross section and ϑ the angle to the
normal. The integration over the solid angle dΩ = 2πsinϑdϑ yields the total �ow

Ṅ =
1

4
nv̄A. (4.4)

The large, cosϑ-dependent divergence of the e�usive particle beams can be seen from
Eq. (4.3). It can be made smaller if using a tube instead of a hole because only particles
entering the tube under small angle pass the tube undisturbed. Particles with larger
perpendicular velocity component will hit the tube wall and be redistributed uniformly
into the half solid angle 2π (following the cosine law). This results in a decrease of the
total �ow through the tube being quanti�ed in terms of a probability of passing through
the tube by the particle. This probability, �rstly calculated by Knudsen, is given by

P =
8

3

r

l
(4.5)

for a tube of the length l and with a circular cross section with the radius r. Later
computer simulations con�rmed this relation, however only for long tubes ( l

r
> 50), as

in our case (see Sec. 4.3.2). Then, we obtain for the total �ux through a long circular
tube the expression

Ṅtube =
2

3

r

l
nv̄A. (4.6)

The mean particle velocity is similar to the one corresponding to the Maxwellian velocity
distribution (see Sec. 4.3.2). In contrast to the supersonic expansion, no monoenergetic
beam can by achieved when using nozzles based on the e�usive expansion, which are
thus referred to as thermal beams.

According to Eq. (4.6) we expect for a circular tube with r = 0.1 mm and l = 16 mm, a
pressure of p = 1 mbar and at the room temperature a helium �ow of ΓHe ≈ 5×1015 s−1.
In order to increase the �ow, one can use several capillary tubes in a parallel arrangement
as a nozzle. Typical gas pressures allowing reasonable helium �ows through such multi-
tube nozzles used on TEXTOR lie in the range of p > 1 mbar. As one can see from
Table 4.3, the mean free path of helium atoms at these pressures are l̄ < 0.1 mm and
thus smaller than the tube inner diameter of dtube = 0.2 mm. The �ow cannot be
considered as purely e�usive anymore requiring some corrections of the above formulas.
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Divergence measurements of such a beam have been made by use of a pumped tube with
a small ori�ce traced perpendicularly to the beam at a certain distance [Brix, 1998]. The
beam intensity pro�les �tted well with the function cos10ϑ and a divergence of ±21◦ was
obtained.

pHe [mbar] l̄

10−3 0.1 m
1 0.1 mm

1000 0.1 µm

Table 4.3: Mean free path l̄ for helium at T = 300 K.

4.3.2 Realisation and properties

For LIF experiments on TEXTOR high

Figure 4.12: Poloidal cross section of the plasma
with indication of our thermal helium
beam and one observation line (all in
same scale).

beam collimation of supersonic beam tech-
nique was not of high priority and thus did
not justify construction of such a source.
The use of a supersonic helium beam sys-
tem, which has been recently constructed
and installed on TEXTOR [Kruezi, 2007],
was not possible because of the lack of ap-
propriate entrance port for the laser beam
on the side opposite to the gas injection
system. Therefore, we used a di�erent gas
injection system based on a simple multi-
tube nozzle. It consists of around 300 cap-
illary tubes made of stainless still with an
inner diameter of 0.2 mm, an outer diam-
eter of 0.4 mm and the length of 20 mm.
The nozzle of total width of 1 cm is con-
nected by a pipe of 6 mm inner diameter and 6 m length to a gas reservoir, which is �lled
with helium to the desired pressure prior to a plasma discharge. This gas reservoir is in
turn connected by another line to the helium high-pressure cylinder. After depletion of
the pressure below the preset value, automatic re�lling of the gas reservoir to the preset
pressure is possible. Alternatively, manual operation of the gas valve from the TEXTOR
control room can be chosen. Another valve is placed between the gas reservoir and the
nozzle and is opened during a discharge within a desired time window. The pressure
in the reservoir is recorded by CAMAC data loggers for each discharge. This data is
used for a quick check whether the gas inlet system works properly. The total amount
of helium pu�ed in during a discharge is also obtained from the pressure drop (see Sec.
5.1). Due to the length of the pipe between the gas reservoir and the nozzle we have a
delay of around half a second between the valve opening and the gas �ow onset.
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Helium gas was pu�ed radially into the plasma from the bottom side at the major
plasma radius R0 = 1.75 m coinciding with the magnetic axis. The nozzle was placed
typically at a distance of around 1 cm below the last closed �ux surface. The useful
penetration depth of the beam, i.e. the radial distance from the nozzle at which signals
were strong enough to be measured, is around 4 cm (see Figure 5.5). Assuming a beam
divergence of around ±20◦ and taking into account the nozzle width we obtain the
maximum beam diameter of around 4 cm. At the minor plasma radius r (on the beam
axis) of our measurements of r ≈ 45 cm the corresponding maximum increase of r on
the signal integration line (±2cm from the beam axis) is ∆r = 0.5 mm (Figure 4.12).
Moreover, in most experiments a laser beam diameter of 2 cm was chosen, additionally
limiting the observation volume. Bearing in mind that the signal integration along the
observation line is weighted with the helium density, which is highest at the beam axis,
one can see that variation of plasma parameters along the signal integration line can be
neglected if assumed that they are constant at a given plasma radius.

At a typical pressure in the gas reservoir of p0 = 8 mbar the pressure drop caused by
the gas pu� during a discharge amounts to ∆p ≈ 0.5 mbar. With the volume of the
reservoir of V = 2 dm3 and room temperature, we obtain by using the ideal gas law

∆N =
∆pV

kBT
(4.7)

a total amount of helium pu�ed into the plasma of ∆N ≈ 2.5 × 1019. With a pu�
time of 5 second the average helium �ow is ΓHe ≈ 5 × 1018 s−1. Helium atoms which
are introduced into the edge plasma certainly have an in�uence on the local and global
plasma parameters. The local in�uence can be estimated by comparing the energy sink
due to the existence of neutral helium at the considered point with the heat �ow parallel
to the magnetic �eld. The energy losses are given by the line emission of helium and
its ionisation (ionised helium escapes from the beam along magnetic �eld lines before
recombining). From the global point of view, the number of electrons introduced to the
plasma with the helium atoms relative to the total electron content of the plasma is
important. In both cases it can be shown that helium pu�ng with �ows as they are
typical for our thermal beam has no considerable in�uence on the local and the global
plasma parameters. Also the neutral density of helium recycled in front of the toroidal
limiter is much lower than the electron density and hence negligible [Schmitz, 2006,
Lehnen, 2000].

By using the LIF method it is possible to measure local particle drift velocities (see
Sec. 2.1). The most probable velocity component in the laser beam direction of helium
atoms pu�ed through our nozzle into TEXTOR edge plasma has been measured by this
method at the beam axis. From several measurements, two have been picked out with the
best signal-to-noise ratio. In one measurement the laser was spectrally scanned over the
triplet transition 23Po→33D at λ = 587.6 nm and the �uorescence observed at the plasma
radius r = 47 cm (Figure 4.13 (b)). A reference �uorescence spectrum in the helium glow
discharge in the laboratory was recorded shortly before (Figure (a)). This measurement
is supposed to provide the unshifted maximum wavelength since no drifts of helium atoms
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Figure 4.13: LIF-based measurements of the most probable velocity component along the laser beam
direction of helium atoms in the helium beam at two radial positions in the TEXTOR
plasma (b-d). A measurement in a helium glow provides the unshifted wavelength (a).
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are expected. From the wavelength shift of the maximum signal ∆λmax = 3 ± 0.3 pm
the initial beam velocity at the very plasma edge vbeam = 3×10−12 m

587.6×10−9 m
c = 1530 ±150 m/s

is obtained. It is only slightly higher than the corresponding velocity of a thermal

distribution vth =
√

2kBTHe

mHe
= 1370 m/s (the liner temperature T = 180◦C is assumed).

From another measurement a comparison of the velocity at two di�erent radial positions
r = 47 cm and r = 45.5 cm was possible. The laser was scanned here over another triplet
transition 23S→33Po at λ = 388.9 nm and the �uorescence recorded simultaneously at
these both radial positions (Figure 4.13 (c) and (d)). The di�erence in the maximum
�uorescence wavelength of both spectra ∆λmax = 0.5 ± 0.3 pm yields a velocity increase
of ∆vbeam = 385 ± 230 m/s. The increase of the beam velocity in course of the plasma
penetration is explained with the fact that helium atoms with higher velocity penetrate
deeper into the plasma than the slow atoms. This is because the ionisation of helium
atoms, which is the reason for the beam attenuation depends mostly on the residence
time of the atoms in the plasma.

4.4 Observation system

The observation system consists of a lens imaging the observation volumes via three
mirrors (one of them in the vacuum) onto the liquid light guides (see Figure 4.1). Three
radial positions under a solid angle of ∆Ω ≈ 1 mrad are observed, the circular cross
sections with the diameter d = 8 mm being de�ned by the 1:1 image and by the inner
diameter of the light guides. Interference �lters with a bandwidth of ∆λ = 1− 2 nm in
front of the light guides remove the plasma radiation from the signal to be recorded. The
light guides with the length of 5 metres lead the �uorescence photons to photomultiplier
tubes being placed in a box made of soft iron. The wall thickness of 5 mm provides
the necessary shielding of the magnetic �eld. Comparison of the laser stray light signal
between and during discharges provided the proof of no in�uence of magnetic �eld on
the detector sensitivity.
The spatial adjustment of the optical components is facilitated by the fact that the

we use the vacuum lock system for the nozzle positioning. Prior to all experiment
campaigns, before arranging the gas nozzle, we introduced a specially shaped light source
in the place of the observation volume and performed the adjustment of the optical path
by using its radiation.
In the following, the features and limitations of the observation system will be de-

scribed in more detail, with main emphasis on its absolute sensitivity being of large
importance for our measurements.

4.4.1 Absolute calibration of the LIF system

If a LIF measurement set-up is intended to provide number densities of level populations
the absolute sensitivity of the system must be known, i.e. a calibration factor transform-
ing, in accordance to Eq. (2.11), the measured signal IF (usually the anode current of
a photomultiplier tube) into a photon �ux Φ4π

V released into the full solid angle 4π per
unit observation volume:
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k = ∆V
∆Ω

4π
T (λF)QE(λF)µqe (4.8)

(∆V: �uorescence volume, T (λF): spectral transmission of the optical path, QE(λF):
quantum e�ciency of the detector, µ: detector gain, qe: electron charge). The photon
�ux is then given by Φ4π

V = IF/k.
There are two approaches to obtain the value of k. The direct method relies on indi-

vidual characterisation of each single component which in�uence the system sensitivity.
However, this straightforward method is connected with some practical di�culties, e.g.
if using light guides in the optical path. The quantum e�ciency and the detector gain
are typically provided by the manufacturer, nevertheless they should be measured for
each single detector, which can be done by using an absolute calibrated light source.
A more intuitive way of calibration is to keep all optical and electrical components of

the observation system as used during experiment and to provide a light source of known
photon �ux in the place of the �uorescence observation volume. This can be done by
utilising the Rayleigh scattering of photons on uncharged particles. For this purpose the
vacuum chamber is �lled with a known pressure of a working gas, e.g. nitrogen. The
laser illuminates the gas in the observation volume with the same energy and geometric
properties as during experiment. Since the Rayleigh scattering is a non-resonant process
it can be used at an arbitrary laser wavelength.
This calibration procedure has several advantages. Since both the calibration and the

LIF measurements use the same optical path the observation solid angle does not have
to be known. During calibration the scattered laser radiation is used as the calibrated
light source and for this reason the observation volume is the same as during the LIF
experiments and does not have to be known either. Further, during one calibration
measurement the total transmission of the optical path and the detector characteristics
are allowed for and the value of k as one quantity is derived.
The Rayleigh scattering is in particular useful for calibrating of LIF measurements

in a 2-level-system because the elastically scattered laser photons appear at unchanged
wavelength as in the case of the LIF scheme. The cross sections for the Rayleigh scat-
tering are usually known with su�cient accuracy [Muraoka and Maeda, 1993]. They can
by calculated from

σR =
8π3

3n2
R

(N2 − 1)2

λ4
(4.9)

where N denotes the index of refraction and nR is the gas density. The calibration signal
from the Rayleigh scattering is given by

IR = knRσRpRPL
1

Eph

. (4.10)

k is the factor describing the experimental conditions and is de�ned in Eq. (4.8) and is
the same for LIF and calibration measurements, pR is the polarisation factor depending
on the laser polarisation and the observation angle, PL is the laser power density (given
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in W/m2) and Eph = hν is the photon energy. Signals originating from �uorescence
experiments can be described in an analogue way:

IF = knFσFpFPL
1

Eph

(4.11)

with pF being a factor accounting for the angular dependence of spontaneous emission
in the presence of a magnetic �eld and the absorption cross section of

σF = reπλ2
0fluL(λ− λ0) (4.12)

(re: the classical electron radius, λ0: the centre of the absorption line pro�le, flu: the
oscillator strength, L(λ−λ0): line shape with the normalisation

∫
L(λ− λ0) dλ = 1). It

is clear that for the derivation of the particle density

nF = nR
σRpR

σFpF

IF

IR

(4.13)

the knowledge of k as well as of the laser power is not at all necessary. nF is just derived
from the gas density during the calibration as well as from the signal intensities, cross
sections and polarisation factors of the LIF and calibration measurement. Only the laser
power needs to be kept constant during both measurements.

These considerations are valid only for

Figure 4.14: Spectral radiance of the Ulbricht
sphere used for the absolute calibration
of the observation system.

laser powers, which are not too high to
cause the onset of the nonlinear response
of the �uorescence signal to the laser power.
For saturating laser powers Eq. (4.11)
does not hold anymore because the laser
radiation (PL) itself considerably contri-
butes to the depletion of the upper level
population and is a competitive process
to the spontaneous radiative decay (the
linear dependence of IF on the lower level
population nF modi�es to the dependence
on the excess of the lower level over the
upper level population). For such condi-
tions the Rayleigh-scattered light can still
serve as a calibrated light source at the

laser wavelength. However, if observation of the �uorescence radiation is to be per-
formed at several di�erent wavelengths a calibration source with continuous spectrum is
much more useful since the laser wavelength can not in all cases be easily tuned to those
wavelengths at which the observation is going to be performed. An Ulbricht sphere is
an example of such a source (see Figure 4.14) with the advantage of a relatively large
calibrated area of several square centimetres. Attention must be paid when placing the
sphere at the observation volume so that the part of the radiating surface, which is
imaged by the optics on the detector is homogeneously illuminated. Also the solid angle
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of the observation system must lie within the solid angle of the sphere for which the
calibration is provided.
For a known spectral radiance ΦC(λF) [W/m2sr nm] of the calibrated light source the

calibration factor is just given by

k =
1

4π

IC

ΦC

TIF(λF)∫
TIF(λ) dλ

LEph. (4.14)

IC denotes the calibration signal, TIF(λ) the spectral transmission pro�le of that part
of the optical path, which de�nes the spectral transmission of the system (usually an
interference �lter or a monochromator) and L is the dimension of the �uorescence volume
along the line of sight. In the case of the particle density not being uniform throughout
the observation volume (our helium beam provides such a situation), one will be rather
interested in the total number of investigated particles in the observation volume. The
calibration factor k′ transforming the measured signal into the �uorescence photon �ux
into the full solid angle is de�ned by Φ4π = IF/k′ and given with:

k′ =
1

4π

IC

ΦC

TIF(λF)∫
TIF(λ)dλ

1

S
Eph, (4.15)

where S is the cross section of the observation volume in the plane perpendicular to the
line of sight. Finally, one has to keep in mind, that the calibration factor as derived by
means of Eq. (4.15) is one average value derived for the whole observation area S. If
the spectral radiance under investigation is not uniform throughout the cross section S
(the opposite case of a uniform light source provides the Ulbricht sphere), the sensitivity
distribution of the observation system throughout S must be checked. A correction
factor to k′ must be introduced if the sensitivity varies over the area S.
Our observation system has been calibrated for absolute photon �ux sensitivity at

several wavelengths of helium lines to be observed by using of an Ulbricht sphere (VSS600
by LabSphere). This light source provides calibrated radiation in the wavelength range of
300-2400 nm (Figure 4.14), though the calibration for the wavelengths below 400 nm (in
our case at λ = 318.7, 388.9 and 396.5 nm, however only �uorescence light at the middle
wavelength was successfully detected) su�ers from low signals and special care must
be taken concerning a proper subtraction of background light. During the calibration
exactly the same optical as well as electrical set-up (including the high voltage on the
photomultiplier tubes) is applied as during experiments to keep the uncertainty of the
calibration procedure as low as possible. The absolute calibration has been repeated a
few times after a time period of typically several months to account for possible changes
of the system sensitivity caused e.g. by the coating of the in-vessel optical components.

4.4.2 Interference �lters

As can be seen from Eq. (4.15), the quantities needed to derive the calibration factor
are, besides the calibration signal and the spectral radiance of the light source, the
observation cross section S as well as the spectral properties of the wavelength selecting
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Figure 4.15: (a) Measured transmission pro�le of the interference �lter (010FC36-50/587.6 AM-38009
S/N-02) by Andover Corporation. The wavelength of the relevant helium line is indicated.
(b) Dependence of the �lter transmission at λ = 587.76 nm on the light incidence angle
(same �lter as in (a)) .

optical parts, in our case interference �lters. We have to handle the derivation of the
latter with special care since we used narrow-band interference �lters with a spectral
bandwidth of ∆λ = 1 − 2 nm. The spectral transmission pro�le of the �lters has been
measured with an arrangement comprising, among other things, a continuous light source
and a monochromator with a spectral resolving power, which was high enough to not
considerably a�ect our measured pro�les. One example of a measured transmission
pro�le of an interference �lter by the Andover Corporation is shown in Fig. 4.15 (a).
Also the wavelength of the helium line under investigation is indicated. It is clear that
a miscalibration of the wavelength scale by 0.3 nm, which can happen e.g. because of
a spectral misalignment of the monochromator, results in an error in the calibration
factor k′ by a factor of two if the misalignment shifts the measured pro�le towards
larger wavelengths in this case (in Eq. (4.15) TIF(λF) changes by this factor whereas the
integral transmission remains constant). To ensure a proper wavelength calibration of
those measurements a helium spectral lamp has been used as a reference for unshifted
wavelengths of helium lines.
Interference �lters reveal a strong dependence of the transmission properties on the

incidence angle θ of the incoming light: the transmission pro�le shifts to shorter wave-
lengths if the �lter is shifted. The shifted maximum wavelength λs can be estimated
with [Kruezi, 2007]:

λs = λ0

(
1−

[
na

nf

sin θ

]2
) 1

2

,

where λ0 is the unshifted maximum wavelength, na is the refractive index of the air and
nf is the e�ective refractive index of the �lter material. The measured dependence of
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the incident angle θ on the relative transmission at the wavelength of maximum �lter
transmission for θ = 90◦ is shown in Fig. 4.15 (b). An angle mismatch of just 3◦ results
in a transmission drop of ∼ 13%. This means that cautious placement of the �lters into
the optical path, vital for sustaining the absolute sensitivity of the system, is required.
Moreover, the angular dependence of the �lter transmission must be also taken into
consideration because the light rays coming from the imaged object to the detector have
a certain angular distribution. Accordingly to the geometric properties of our optical
path the maximum incident angle is θ = 1.9◦ and has no noticeable in�uence on the
overall system sensitivity.

4.4.3 Photomultiplier

Photomultipliers are light detectors converting radiant energy into electrical current.
The sensor is a photocathode which is located in a vacuum envelope. The photons
impinging on the photocathode release photoelectrons from its surface due to the photo-
electric e�ect. Since this e�ect is based on the quantum nature of light, the photoelectric
current is linearly depending on the photon �ux, at least within a certain working pa-
rameters range. Released photoelectrons are then accelerated by a static electric �eld
through a structure of several dynodes, each of which multiplies the number of photoelec-
trons by secondary electron emission by a factor of δ = aEk depending on the potential
di�erence between two dynodes E (a and k are constants depending on the dynode ma-
terial and surface condition as well as the incident angle of the electrons [Zwicker, 1977];
k has a typical value of 0.7-0.8 [Hamamatsu, 1999]). The current through the �nal stage,
the anode, is larger than the photocathode current by the factor of

µ =
an

(n + 1)kn
V kn (4.16)

which is called the gain of the photomultiplier. V is the supply voltage of the tube which
is here supposed to be equally distributed between all acceleration stages and n is the
number of dynodes. For example with 10 dynodes the gain is proportional to around the
8th power of the supply voltage, which typically is 1 kV. Thus the gain is very sensitive
to its variations (doubling the supply voltage in our case increases the gain by around
factor 500, see Figure 4.17).
Photomultipliers are commonly used in laser-induced �uorescence applications with

pulsed lasers because of their several outstanding properties:

• high quantum e�ciency of up to 30% (approximately three photons are needed for
the release of one photoelectron),

• high gain of the photoelectron current of up to 109, conveniently controlled by the
supply voltage,

• low signal-to-noise level for very low light levels,
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Figure 4.16: Voltage divider for a photomultiplier tube consisting of the photocathode (K), focusing
electrode (F), �ve dynodes and the anode (P).

• spectral range sensitivity over several 100 nm, with available ranges from vacuum
ultraviolet to near infrared,

• very short time response (rise times below 1 ns),

• linear response of the output current to the incoming photon �ux,

• large photocathode area of up to several ten square centimetres.

The supply voltage is usually provided to the dynode stages by use of voltage dividers
with a grounded anode and negative high voltage connected to the cathode. An example
electrical circuit is shown in Figure 4.16. The anode current can be then fed through a
load resistor RL to the ground and the output signal measured as a voltage drop on this
resistor.
For many applications the use of a standard voltage divider consisting solely of equal

resistors is su�cient. Though if linear detector response is of concern, the anode current
cannot be too large: for continuous signals it should not exceed one percent of the voltage
divider current in order not to deteriorate the linearity by more than one percent [Kunze,
1986] (too large currents result in a voltage drop on the last dynode).
The linearity range can be extended by enhancing the divider current (choice of smaller

resistor values) or by keeping low the load resistance current (choice of large resistor
value). However, the limitation for the former measure is given among others by resistors
overheating and the latter measure causes problems in detection of very short signal
pulses. This is because of parasitic capacitance between the anode and ground of the
order of Cp ∼ 10 pF acting together with the load resistor as an electric low pass �lter.
To keep undistorted time shapes of signal pulses in the order of length of 1 ns the
load resistor cannot be larger than RL = 1 ns/10 pF = 100 Ω. Due to the need of the
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impedance match between the load resistor, the coaxial cable and the waveform recorder
we have chosen the value of RL = 50 Ω. Though this low load resistance results in a
severe limitation of the photomultiplier linearity range. This was espacially problematic
in our measurements because of large portions of the laser stray light in experiments
in which the �uorescence light has been observed at the laser wavelength. Therefore,
additional measures had to be undertaken in order to extend the linearity range.

A burning plasma will provide a cer-

Figure 4.17: Gain curves measured for a photomulti-
plier tube for the standard voltage divider
circuit (see Figure 4.16) and with the last
dynode serving as the anode (see text for
explanation).

tain level of background radiation along
the line of sight at the observed wave-
length. To avoid unnecessary exposure
of the detector to this background radi-
ation we drove the photomultipliers in
the so-called gated mode in which the
high voltage to one of the �rst dynodes
is connected shortly before the laser pulse
and disconnected after the pulse. We
opened our photomultipliers around 1
µs prior to the laser pulse and closed
them 1 µs after the pulse (see the trig-
ger chain in Figure 4.2).

Another way to improve the linearity
range is to enhance the maximum cur-
rent of the last dynodes by supplying
them with capacitances, which serve as

additional charge sources during short pulsed signals (Figure 4.16). Since in some cases
this was still not enough to keep the laser stray light signals within the linear range
of the photomultipliers we utilised an additional method, which relies on enhancing the
potential di�erence between the last two dynodes and omitting the anode (stronger elec-
tric �eld more e�ectively avoids creating of space charges disturbing the linear response
[Sauerbrey, 1972]). By disconnecting the last dynode from the voltage divider and con-
necting it to the anode we doubled the voltage drop between the last but one dynode and
the last one, which served as from now as the anode. This had one additional advantage:
the output current has been lowered since one ampli�cation stage has been omitted (this
can be seen on the Figure 4.17: both curves have been measured at the same photon
�ux). A comparison of the linearity behaviour for these two cases are shown in Figure
4.18. The solid black curves show the measured output current as a function of the
incident light intensity, the dashed lines are the linear extrapolation of the points for
low signal levels and the blue curves are the ratio of the measured to the extrapolated
signals in percent. One can see that e.g. for the linearity level of 80% the allowed light
intensity increased by nearly a factor of ten. Nevertheless in some cases the laser stray
light caused detector saturation.

The shortest light pulses in our experiments are expected to lie in the range below
10 ns. However, the absolute calibration as performed with a continuous light source
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4.4 Observation system

(Ulbricht sphere) provides the system sensitivity only for dc signals. Therefore, it should
be checked for high frequency signals separately. For this purpose a fast �bre-optic
transmitter with a transmission rate of 155 MBaud (λ = 600 nm) has been driven with
a square voltage pulse with a rise time of 6 ns. No �attening of the photomultiplier
current pulse has been observed in comparison to the driver pulse, which con�rms the
high frequency capability of the system.

Figure 4.18: Check of the linear range of a photomultiplier for the standard voltage divider circuit
(left, see Figure 4.16) and with the last dynode serving as the anode (right, see text for
explanation).
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Chapter 5

Additional data analysis steps

One of the objectives of this work was to measure the absolute populations of levels
excited by laser light and � after setting them in relation to the ground state population
density � to compare them with model predictions. This requires some additional steps
in terms of data analysis, which are described in this section.
The �rst section deals with the experimental derivation of the number of ground state

helium atoms in the observed �uorescence volume, which is determined by the ionisation
and divergence of the beam in the course of plasma penetration. In the second section
a method is described, which allows the calculation of the fraction of the lower level
population, which is excited to the upper level by the laser radiation. Complicated
level splitting due to the magnetic �eld as well as the fact that our laser does not
cover spectrally the whole transition makes the use of a computer-aided simulation
necessary. Finally, inclusion of the in�uence of the resonant laser light on the population
distribution in the time dependent solution of the CR model is presented in the last
section. This is necessary for the analysis of the time traces of measured collision-
induced �uorescence signals from which e.g. the rate coe�cients for population transfer
between excited levels are inferred.

5.1 Helium distribution in the beam

The number of ground state helium atoms in the observation volume must be known in
order to derive relative population densities from absolute ones, which can be compared
with model calculations. The total helium �ow (integrated �ow rate) through the nozzle
into the plasma is thus required. This holds also for the time dependence of the �ow
through the nozzle being not necessarily constant. Both values are determined by test
gas pu�s into the torus in the absence of plasma. In a second step, one has to consider
the divergence of the beam in the course of penetration into the plasma and its atten-
uation owing to ionisation losses. Since the theoretical description of these processes is
di�cult e.g. in view of the uncertainty on the ionisation cross-sections, an experimental
determination is a better method. Finally, by appropriate integration of the local helium
density with respect to the volume overlap between laser beam and observation line, the
absolute number of observed atoms is derived.
For the determination of the time trace of the total (integrated) helium �ow through

the nozzle, test gas pu�s into the torus in the absence of plasma have been performed for
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the same parameters as during experiments. By recording time traces of two pressures, in
the gas reservoir and in the torus, the time dependence of the �ow can be reconstructed.
Based on the ideal gas law, the pressure change dp/dt in the torus during the gas test

pu� can be balanced by the particle �ow through the nozzle (source) and the particle
loss to the pumps (sink):

dp

dt
Vtor =

dN

dt
kBT − Sp, (5.1)

where S is the pumping speed, commonly

Figure 5.1: Pressure in the torus (black) and
in the reservoir (grey) during a gas
test pu� (hatched area indicates
the valve opening time).

given in [l/s]. In the case of closed helium gas
valve (dN/dt = 0), the above equation simpli-
�es and we obtain the following time depen-
dence of the pressure in the torus

p = e
− S

Vtor
t
. (5.2)

The pumping speed per unit volume S/Vtor

is then simply derived from the time constant
of the exponential decay of the pressure curve
(here the assumption is made that S is con-
stant in this pressure range). Once S/Vtor has
been determined, the relative gas �ow through
the nozzle can be derived by di�erentiation of
the pressure curve during the gas pulse

ΓHe(t) =
Vtor

kBT

(
dp

dt
+

S

Vtor

p

)
for ton < t < toff .

(5.3)
The total amount of gas pu�ed into the torus is derived from the pressure drop in

the gas reservoir, again, by use of the ideal gas law (∆N = ∆pVres/kBT ). With these
two pressure measurements during the gas test pu�s, we derive the time dependent
absolute helium �ow through the nozzle. Figure 5.1 shows a measured time trace of
the (relative) torus pressure as well as the pressure drop in the gas reservoir. Helium
�ows obtained by the above method for di�erent initial reservoir pressures are shown in
Figure 5.2. The valve was open in the time window of 0.8-4.8 s. The curves show a delay
in the onset and the termination of the �ow, which is caused by the �ow time along the
approximately 6 metres long line between the reservoir and the nozzle. A relatively �at
maximum sustains in the time interval 2-5 s. which we use for our LIF measurements
during plasma discharges.
Other measurements are shown in Figure 5.3. In this case the valve was opened

between 0.8 and 1.6 s. The four solid curves show the relative helium �ow during the
test pu�s derived from the idel gas law, rescaled to its maximum. No �at top phase
of the gas �ow is established. One additional measurement is superimposed, which was
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5.1 Helium distribution in the beam

Figure 5.2: Helium �ow through the nozzle as a function of time derived from the gas test pu�s into
the torus for di�erent initial helium beam reservoir pressures.

Figure 5.3: Comparison of relative helium �ow through the nozzle measured with the 2D camera during
a plasma discharge (black dotted line) and during gas test pu�s and obtained by means of
Eq. (5.3) (other lines).
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Figure 5.4: Total helium amount pu�ed within one gas test pulse (with a �t function formula) and
average �ow through the nozzle for di�erent reservoir pressure.

made during a plasma discharge by recording helium light at λ = 501.6 nm with a 2D
camera with an image intensi�er for the same valve opening time and the initial reservoir
pressure of pHe = 10 mbar. Its time trace very well coincides with the curve obtained
from the gas tests at the similar reservoir pressure of pHe = 10.5 mbar. From the gas
tests shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 we obtain parameters of the gas pu� ensuring a �at
top phase of the helium gas �ow through the nozzle as well as an additional check for
the derivation of the relative gas �ow from the pressure in the torus in form of the beam
emission measured with the camera. In Figure 5.4 the total helium amount pu�ed during
a gas pulse as well as the average helium �ow through the nozzle for typical reservoir
pressures as used in experiments are plotted.

The second issue to be considered on the way of the deriving the number of observed
helium atoms during experiments is the beam divergence and attenuation on its way
through the plasma. To tackle this problem the line emission of helium atoms in the
beam at the wavelength of λ = 501.6 nm (31Po→21S) was recorded by the 2D camera by
using the same observation port as for the �uorescence measurements. An example image
is shown in Figure 5.5. The colour intensity in each pixel corresponds to the integral
light emission along the line of sight of the camera i.e. in the poloidal direction. On
integrating the signals over their extension in the toroidal direction, one obtains a radial
pro�le I(r) of the total light emission of the beam at the wavelength under consideration.
In the following it will be shown that this quantity is a measure of ionisation losses from
the beam [Bogen et al., 1984, Pospieszczyk and Ross, 1988].

Since we can treat the population distribution function ni(r, t) as stationary (see Sec.
3.3), setting its partial derivative with respect to the time (see Eq. (3.4)) to zero yields

vHe(r)
∂ni(r, t)

∂r
= Si(r, t). (5.4)
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5.1 Helium distribution in the beam

Here, it is su�cient to only consider the ground state with the density n1, since it

Figure 5.5: Beam emission at λ = 501.6 nm (31Po→21S) recorded with a 2D-camera during the �at-top
phase of a discharge with ne = 4×1019 m−3. The path of the laser beam as well as the lines
of sight are indicated.

provides the main source of ionisation loss (see the discussion in Sec. 6.4 and Figure
6.21 there). For the source term we can write

S1(r, t) = −n1(r, t)ne(r) 〈σ1→ionve〉 . (5.5)

Upon insertion Eq. (5.5) in Eq. (5.4), one derives for the radial pro�le of the total (i.e.
integrated over the poloidal and toroidal direction) ground state helium density in the
beam the following expression:

n1(r
′) = n1(a)−

∫ r′

a

n1(r)ne(r) 〈σ1→ionve〉
dr

vHe(r)
, (5.6)

where a denotes the minor plasma radius. On the other hand the measured line intensity
I(r) from the level k can be written as

I(r) = const×n1(r)ne(r) 〈σ1→kve〉 , (5.7)

assuming that the radiating level k, being in equilibrium with the ground state popula-
tion, is populated mainly by electron collision-induced transitions from the ground state
and its most important depopulation channel is spontaneous radiation (both assump-
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Figure 5.6: Attenuation of the helium beam in the course of the plasma penetration due to ionisation
losses derived by integrating of the beam emission shown in Figure 5.5 according to Eq.
(5.9). Indicated are the three radial positions of our �uorescence measurements (see also
Figure 4.1).

tions are justi�ed for the observed transition). Replacing in Eq. (5.6) the expression for
n1ne derived from Eq. (5.7) yields:

n1(a)− n1(r
′) ∝

∫ r′

a

I(r)
〈σ1→ionve〉
〈σ1→kve〉

dr

vHe(r)
. (5.8)

While there is thus no direct electron density dependence in this expression, the elec-
tron temperature dependence of the rate coe�cients remains. Since both collisional rate
coe�cients appearing in Eq. (5.8) have a similar temperature dependence in the range
10-100 eV, their ratio can be extracted from the result of the radial integration. Fur-
thermore, if assuming a radially constant (negative) velocity vHe(r) = const < 0 of the
beam, which is oriented in the direction of the minor plasma radius r, the pro�le of the
particle losses is obtained simply by integration of the measured light intensity from the
plasma edge to the considered radial point r′:

n1(a)− n1(r
′) ∝ −

∫ r′

a

I(r) dr. (5.9)

The in�uence of the assumption of a linear velocity pro�le vHe(r) on the derived beam
attenuation curve can be seen in Figure 6.19 (a). Results of such an integration are
shown in Figure 5.6. One can see that the amount of �uorescence signal at the innermost
channel will be more than a factor of three smaller than at the channel at r = 47 cm
owing to ionisation losses alone.
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5.1 Helium distribution in the beam

Figure 5.7: Test of the assumptions made for the derivation of Eq. (5.8). The CR model calculation
of the line emission from the level 31Po (yellow line) coincides well with the time deriva-
tive (dark blue line) of the calculated ground state density (black line; ionisation losses).
Emission from other levels (remaining curves) cannot be used for this purpose.

As a test of the justi�cation of the assumptions described above allowing the use
of line emission from the 31Po level as a measure of the local ionisation loss rate, the
attenuation (ground state population) of a sample beam penetrating a plasma of given
parameters as well as its derivative dn11S/dt are calculated by the CR model. As we see
in Figure 5.7 the time derivative curve being equivalent to the ionisation losses coincides
well with the emission from the level 31Po which is not the case for the other plotted
emission curves.

The second factor which also results in the reduction of the local helium density in the
beam is beam divergence. It is allowed for in such a way that the local helium density
pro�le nloc

He(r̃) perpendicular to the beam propagation axis for a given radial position in
the plasma r′ is assumed to have circular symmetry (nloc

He(r̃ = const) = const; this is
not fully true � a small asymmetry of toroidal intensity pro�les is observed). Since the
signals recorded by the camera are line integrated intensities in the poloidal direction,
any toroidal pro�le of the measured intensity at a desired plasma radius r′ can be easily
Abel-inverted according to [Lochte-Holtgreven, 1968]

nloc
He(r̃) = − 1

π

∫ R̃

r̃

dI(y)

dy

dy√
y2 − r̃2

, (5.10)

yielding the local helium density (y denotes the variable of integration, and R̃ the maxi-
mum distance from the beam axis to the point where the helium light was still detected).
Integration is performed for all three radial positions r′ of our observation channels ac-
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Figure 5.8: Relative local helium density nloc
He(r̃) perpendicular to the beam propagation axis for the

three radial positions of our observation system as derived by Abel inversion of the corre-
sponding toroidal pro�les from the camera measurement.

counting for their radial extension as indicated in Figure 5.5. One example is shown in
Figure 5.8.
The local density pro�le can now be integrated over the area where the laser beam

and the path of the line of sight overlap. This provides, together with the beam at-
tenuation pro�le and the helium �ux through the nozzle, the number of atoms which
contribute to the measured �uorescence signal. It turns out that even at the outermost
observation position only about 25% of the initial beam content is e�ectively used for
the measurements.

5.2 Pumping e�ciency

Pumping of a transition with a broadband laser, which is resonant with the whole �ne
structure or the Zeeman structure arising in a magnetic �eld considerably simpli�es
the derivation of the absolute population density of the pumped level from the �uores-
cence signal intensity. In our case of a narrow-band laser radiation a more complicated
situation is given which is analysed in detail in this section.
Figure 5.9 shows the typical LIF measurement strategy at TEXTOR for the example

of the transition 23Po → 33D (λ = 587.6 nm). During the plasma plateau phase of the
discharge (top �gure) of typically 4 seconds, the laser has been scanned over a spec-
tral range of around 70 pm to cover the sets of σ+ and π components of the Zeeman
spectrum (bottom-right, see also Figure 5.10). In order to be able to collect the max-
imum possible number of �uorescence photons with the detector we measured at only
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Figure 5.9: Bottom-right: �uorescence signal observed at the laser wavelength when exciting the triplet
transition 23Po → 33D (λ = 587.6 nm) during a TEXTOR Ohmic discharge (σ− missing
owing to scanning range restricted on purpose); bottom-left: corresponding calculated Zee-
man emission spectrum; top: plasma current and line integrated electron density during the
discharge.

one wavelength during a whole discharge. A comparison with the emission spectrum
(bottom-left) calculated according to [Hey et al., 1994, 2002] shows good agreement.
An additional scale has been provided to the plot with the measured curve indicating
the measured �ux of �uorescence photons released from the observation volume into
the solid angle of our observation system. Preferably from the maximum photon �ux,
as it ensures the maximum signal to noise ratio, the absolute population of the level
pumped by the laser. Further, by employing the absolute measurement of the ground
state helium in the observation volume as described in Sec. 5.1, the population of the
considered level relative to the ground state population is derived and compared with
the CR model prediction (Figure 6.2). The small spectral width of our dye laser does
not permit coverage of all Zeeman components. This is unfortunate, since the present
procedure results in a loss in intensity and makes comparison with calculated signals
harder, especially in the case of triplet transitions, because of their �ne structure. In
fact, in the case of the triplet transition 23Po→33D (λ = 587.6 nm), the laser cannot
even cover the full set of π lines (Figure 5.10). This complicates the determination of
the fraction of the 23Po level population, which is being pumped to the upper level, even
in the simple case of saturating laser power.

For this reason computer simulation is used to derive the pumped fraction of the lower
level population. From the laser pulse energy arriving at the observation volume, as well
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as the centre and the width of the laser line, the spectrum of the saturation parameter
S(λ) is being calculated under the assumption of a Gaussian laser pro�le. Taking the
longitudinal spectral modes1 into account is also possible but had only a negligible
impact on the results. In this way it is accounted for the fact that the saturation of the
pumping process is given more or less in the centre of the laser spectral pro�le and that
the contribution of the wings to the pumping e�ciency is therefore lower.
The laser energy density is assumed to be constant across the observation volume (see

Sec. 4.2). A Gaussian, inhomogeneously broadened absorption line pro�le f(λ) (Sec.
2.3.1) is assumed, with width depending on the gas temperature in the beam (Doppler
broadening, Sec. 2.3.3). It corresponds to the population distribution of atoms in the
lower level with regard to their velocity component along the laser beam direction. The
fraction of pumped atoms resonant with the laser radiation at the wavelength λ at the
end of the laser pulse of length TL is given by

∆nu

n
(λ) =

gu

gl + gu

S(λ)

S(λ) + 1

(
1− e−(S(λ)+1)AulTL

)
(5.11)

(Sec. 2.1), neglecting the initial population of the upper level u (n is then the lower
population density before laser irradiation). The convolution integral

∞∫
−∞

∆nu

n
f(λ)dλ (5.12)

provides the total pumped fraction for a given centre wavelength of the laser pro�le. The
spectrum of the total pumped fraction is easily derived by performing the calculation
for a whole series of laser pulses stepping across the spectrum with incremental changes
of the central wavelength of the laser pro�le, just as in the experiment.
A more complicated situation is given if both levels of the pumped transition are split,

such as by the �ne structure or the Zeeman e�ect. In general, several separate Zeeman
transitions (at slightly shifted wavelengths and di�ering in polarisation) will connect the
di�erent sublevels of the lower and the upper level. Moreover, the laser pro�le can cover,
at least partially, several absorption pro�les of the transitions which in turn can overlap
one another. Fortunately, in our case a simpli�cation is given, which is described in
more detail in the case of the mentioned 33D→23Po (λ = 587.6 nm) transition.
This triplet transition reveals a complicated Zeeman structure in the intermediate

magnetic �eld case. In Figure 5.10, the Einstein coe�cients (A-values) of all Zeeman
components are plotted against wavelength. Owing to partial overlap and because some
of the A-values are very low, fewer than 71 components are apparently visible. The π
and σ components have been colour-coded separately. The nine dominant π components
in the wavelength range of 587.560 − 587.5807 nm have been listed separately in Table

1Longitudinal laser modes are due to the constraint of standing waves in the laser resonator. Their
spectral separation ∆ 1

λ = 1
2nL is thus dependent on the resonator length L and the index of refraction

n. It amounts in our laser to ∆ 1
λ = 0.018 cm−1 and their spectral pro�le is speci�ed by the vendor

by a Gaussian with a width of half the separation.
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Ju mu Jl ml wavelength [nm] Ai [108s−1] pi

3 0 2 0 587.5700 0.333 1.12
3 -1 2 -1 587.5626 0.477 1.25
3 -2 2 -2 587.5615 0.358 1.12
2 2 2 2 587.5615 0.358 1.12
2 1 2 1 587.5622 0.358 1.12
2 0 1 0 587.5714 0.403 1.25
2 -1 1 -1 587.5624 0.358 1.12
1 1 1 1 587.5626 0.477 1.25
1 0 0 0 587.5807 0.316 1.12

Table 5.1: The nine dominant π components of the transition 33D→23Po at λ = 587.6 nm (calculated
for B = 2.25 T), which are taken into account for calculation of the 23Po population fraction
pumped to the upper level. The wavelengths, the A-values as well as the polarisation factors
are shown.

5.1. These have been taken into account in the calculation.

Figure 5.10: Zeeman components of the transition 33D→23Po at λ = 587.6 nm calculated for B = 2.25
T. π and σ components are plotted in di�erent colours. For comparison the laser pro�le is
superimposed.

Figure 5.11 shows the Zeeman-split transition 33D→23Po in form of a Grotrian dia-
gram. Only the nine dominant π components are indicated. As shown, the corresponding
transitions connect all nine magnetic sublevels of the lower level with nine di�erent sub-
levels of the upper level (marked with bold lines). Since there are no sublevels of the
upper level from which more than one line with π polarisation starts and no sublevels
of the lower level with the same feature, all nine absorption lines, even though some
of them partially overlap, can be separately treated in our calculation as independent
2-level systems. Equal population distribution among the lower sublevels is assumed
due to their very small energy di�erences.
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Figure 5.11: Part of the Grotrian diagram of HeI showing the Zeeman structure of the transition
33D→23Po at λ = 587.6 nm. Only those transitions are indicated, which are listed in
Table 5.1, and correspond to the nine dominant π components of the line.

The treatment of the overall pumping process as a sum of 2-level-system excitations, as
described above, holds only approximately in the case of considerable collision-induced
population transfer between the sublevels of the upper or lower level, resulting in redis-
tribution of any non-uniform population within the time scale of the laser pulse. Let
us consider this situation for the case of a strongly saturating unpolarised broadband
laser spectrally covering only all the π transitions. Provided that the upper sublevels
remain collisionally decoupled the laser would transfer one half of the lower population
to the upper level (in the case of a laser spectrally covering all π and σ components
this pumping e�ciency would climb to 15/24). In contrast, an instant redistribution
among the sublevels would be equivalent to the excitation along all transitions of the
Zeeman structure resulting in the pumped fraction of 15/24. An increasing value of the
pumped fraction will result in an increase of upper level population in the presence of
laser light and hence collision-induced signals will become larger. This must be taken
into account if using these signals to measure the absolute lower level population, like
in the pumping scheme described in Sec. 6.1.4. However, changes in the polarisation
of the �uorescence light from the upper level counteract the increasing pumped fraction
so that �uorescence intensities observed perpendicularly to the magnetic �eld remain
approximately unchanged with pumping the π transitions (see below in this section).
The e�ect of collisional population transfer between magnetic sublevels was observed

in a hollow cathode discharge by Takiyama et al. [1994, 1997]. However, it was attributed
to atom-atom collisions due to high atomic gas density in the range of nHe ∼ 1016 cm−3.
In our case electron or, owing to the small energy di�erences of the magnetic sublevels
(see Figure 2.13), more likely proton collisions could be su�ciently rapid for the redis-
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tribution (calculated proton densities needed for statistical population of the hydrogen
�ne structure levels (n, l) with n = 3−5 for typical fusion edge plasma parameters seem
to be smaller than the electron densities [Hey et al., 1996]). Since no rate coe�cients
for the collisional population transfer between the magnetic sublevels are known, we
neglect this e�ect in the calculation. This question could be examined experimentally
by measurement of time-resolved traces of both π and σ components of the resonant
�uorescence light in the case of exciting e.g. only a π component. An attempt has been
made to spectrally resolve the π and σ components of the �uorescence light by a high
resolution spectrometer with an image intensi�er, which can be gated on the nanosecond
time scale. However, due to the short light integration times no �uorescence signal was
detected.

The above considerations and assumptions permit the calculation of the approximate
lower level population fraction pumped to the upper level as a function of the laser wave-
length. However, this spectrum of the pumping e�ciency cannot be directly compared
to the measured signals. This is because the observed �uorescence light (separated from
the plasma radiation by interference �lters with the spectral width of ∆λ ∼ 1 nm, Sec.
4.4.2) di�ers in the degree of polarisation. Its value, quanti�ed with the polarisation
factor pi, depends on the upper sublevel i the �uorescence light originates from. We
have to keep in mind that due to the �nite width of the interference �lter the detected
�uorescence radiation consists not only of the π lines, which are excited but also of addi-
tional (mostly) sigma lines. The (polarisation dependent) factors for our observation
angle of ∼ 90◦ with respect to the magnetic �eld, by which the (over the whole space 4π
integrated) A-values have to be multiplied, are 3/2 and 3/4 for the π and the σ lines,
respectively. The �nal pi factors are obtained by weighting the factors 3/2 and 3/4 with
the corresponding A-values for the π and σ lines. They are listed in Table 5.1.

The resulting spectrum can in principle be compared with the experimental spectrum
of the �uorescence signals. The signal amplitudes provide a comparison of the absolute
population density of the lower level. On the other hand, the comparison of the widths
of the spectra can be utilised to cross-check the assumed spectral widths of the laser
pro�le and absorption lines (or for derivation of one of them if unknown), which in�uence
the width of the measured pro�les as well as the pumping e�ciency. In all cases the
laser spectral widths derived from the analysis of spectra measured at TEXTOR were
similar to those obtained from glow discharge measurements with one exception of a
measurement at λL = 587.6 nm where the width ∆λL = 3.5 pm from the glow discharge
measurement, obtained on the day after the TEXTOR measurements, lay considerably
above the TEXTOR result of ∆λ = 1.5 pm. However, an earlier measurement on the
glow discharge provided the laser width of λL = 3 pm at S = 100 (see Figure 4.10).
Since the laser spectral width is supposed to be sensitive to the exact adjustment of the
laser optical path the width resulting from the �t of the TEXTOR spectrum is taken in
this case and the discrepancy to the glow discharge measurement is incorporated in the
uncertainty of the measured population densities.

In the case of a more complicated measured spectrum than e.g. of only a single
Gaussian pro�le, the reconstruction of the features of the pro�le serves as an additional
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of calculated and measured �uorescence spectra at the laser wavelength λ =
587.6 nm for the case where the transition 23Po→33D is pumped. The π components alone
have been �tted. For comparison the scanning laser pro�le is added.

check for the proper simulation procedure. This is can be seen in Figure 5.12, which
shows a measured relative �uorescence spectrum with an overlaid simulated spectrum
of the π components. The scaling of the y axis refers to the simulation curve. The y
values are the transition probabilities for the total radiation from the upper sublevels
weighted with their relative population increase ∆ni due to laser pumping and the
polarisation factors pi (ni denotes the initial lower level population). At the maximum
(λ = 587.562 nm) the calculated pumped fraction of the lower level population amounts
to around 1/2 of the maximum which would be achievable with a broadband laser. The
slight �attening at the maximum of the measured pro�le may be due to approaching
detector saturation.
We shall now return to the problem of the collisional population redistribution between

magnetic sublevels. We have seen that this e�ect enhances the pumped fraction by 25%
in the limit of instant redistribution in the case of the transition 23Po→33D. However,
there is a mechanism, which at least partially counteracts the increase of the upper level
population in terms of �uorescence intensity from this level. This is the polarisation
factor, which drops from the value of pi = 1.16 (average pi over all rows in Table 5.1)
to one (unpolarised light following equal distribution among sublevels) nearly balancing
the enhanced upper level population.
In the case of the triplet transition 23S→33Po (λ = 388.9 nm) it can easily be shown

that both these e�ects exactly counteract independently of the collisional redistribution
rate (these considerations are valid also for all singlet transitions in the presence of a
magnetic �eld). Figure 5.13 shows the Zeeman splitting of this transition in form of
a Grotrian diagram. Nine dominant out of nineteen transitions in total are indicated,
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Figure 5.13: Part of the Grotrian diagram of HeI showing the Zeeman structure of the transition
33Po→23S at λ = 388.9 nm. Nine dominant of nineteen transitions in total are shown
(π type transitions are indicated by thick solid lines).

three of them being of the type π marked by thick solid lines (the π lines are lying at
the same wavelength but separated spectrally from the σ lines). Let nl indicate the sum
of the population of all three lower sublevels, nπ the sum of three upper sublevels from
which π lines are radiating (bold marked levels in Figure 5.13) and nσ the sum of six
corresponding upper sublevels for σ lines. n denotes the total population of the system,
assumed to be constant. The intensity of the �uorescence light observed perpendicularly
to the magnetic �eld lines is given by

If⊥ ∝ 1.5nπ + 0.75nσ. (5.13)

The sum populations nπ and nσ are weighted only by the polarisation factors (explained
above) since the A-values are the same for all nine lines. The relative population at a
given point in time

nσ/nπ = 2f(np) (5.14)

depends on an unknown function f(np) of the perturber density np and is equal to zero
if no redistribution takes place and two at instant redistribution (f(np) = 1). Thus, we
obtain for the �uorescence intensity

If⊥ ∝ 1.5(1 + f(np))nπ. (5.15)

The density nπ also depends on the redistribution rate. After inserting nπ = nl (satura-
tion condition) in n = nπ + nσ + nl we obtain nσ = n− 2nπ and insert the result in Eq.
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(5.14). This yields the dependence of nπ on f(np)

nπ =
n

2(f(np) + 1)
. (5.16)

Now we use Eq. (5.15) and see that the �uorescence intensity If⊥ ∝ 0.75n does not
depend on the redistribution rate but only on the total population of the system. This
means that for a �nite redistribution rate the e�ect of an increasing pumping fraction is
always exactly balanced by a decreasing polarisation factor. Hence taking the redistri-
bution into account has no e�ect on the predicted �uorescence intensity from the upper
level pumped by the laser but only enhances collision-induced signals from other levels.
This result is obtained for saturating laser powers and for the observation perpendicu-
larly to the magnetic �eld lines.

5.3 Inclusion of the laser perturbation in the CR

calculation

In Sec. 3.3, both solution approaches were presented which allow the calculation of the
stationary, albeit not necessarily relaxed (see Sec. 3.2.3), radial pro�les of the population
densities of the considered levels. In the following the way is described, how the in�uence
of the pulsed resonant laser radiation on the time dependent population distribution is
incorporated into the CR model code.
The stationary solution of the CR model calculation in form of the vector n of the

population density distribution for a given radial position in the plasma is used as the
initial value for investigating the in�uence of the laser on the level populations. In
principle, the instantaneous population change of the lower and the upper level due to a
strongly saturating broadband laser radiation can be easily derived from the statistical
weights of both levels (Eq. (2.8)). However, if rapid depopulation channels from the
upper level exist (see e.g. Figure 5.15), it will be strongly depleted even on a nanosecond
time scale. Moreover, valuable insights can be drawn from collision-induced �uorescence
radiation from other levels. For modelling of these time dependent signals the use of the
CR model code � appropriately adapted � is necessary.
At this point, the time scales of the relevant processes have once again to be con-

sidered for the proper choice of the solution method. The perturbation induced by the
strong saturating laser spectrally adjusted to one of the transitions between excited levels
breakes the assumption of the stationary radial pro�le of the population distribution.
Hence, the partial time derivative in Eq. (3.4) is not zero. On the other hand, the short-
ness of the laser pulse of TL ∼ 20 ns and the short relaxation times of the excited levels
of τrelax ∼ 100 ns (see Figures 5.14 and 5.15) allow neglecting the transport term in Eq.
(3.4). Thus, we can simply employ the Eqs. (3.5) for the source terms by appropriately
incorporating the laser impact.
This is done by adding four terms to the set of equations of type (3.5) of the CR

model: the stimulated transition rates (excitation and decay) as sources and sinks of the
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Figure 5.14: The in�uence of resonance laser radiation with wavelength λ = 587.6 nm on the populations
of selected triplet levels (relative to the ground state). A broadband saturating laser
radiation has been assumed, and the Zeeman e�ect neglected.

population of both levels l and u involved in the laser pumping process:

dnu

dt
= ∂nu

∂t
= ... + ρBl→unl − ρBu→lnu

dnl

dt
= ∂nl

∂t
= ... + ρBu→lnu − ρBl→unl

, ρ > 0 for ∆t = TL. (5.17)

ρ is the spectral power density of the laser radiation and B are the Einstein coe�cients for
absorption and induced emission (see Eq. (2.2)). We approximate the temporal pro�le of
the laser power with a rectangular function. Similar simulations with emphasis placed
on the impact of variation of rate coe�cients for the collisional transfer between the
n = 3 levels on the �uorescence signals can be found in [Hidalgo et al., 2006].
Figure 5.14 shows an example of such a calculation for ne = 5 × 1012 cm−3 and

Te = 50 eV. The selected laser wavelength of λ = 587.6 nm corresponds to the triplet
transition 23Po→33D. The laser pulse energy of 0.2 mJ is su�cient for the saturation
of the pumping process. This becomes evident through the instantaneous increase of
the 33D population to its maximum after switching on the laser at t = 10 ns as well as
through the constant population ratio of the upper and the lower level (33D and 23Po)
during the laser pulse. Since for this calculation a broadband laser has been assumed
this constant ratio is equal to the ratio of the statistical weights (15/9). In fact, however,
the pumping process is less e�cient, since the spectral width of the laser line falls below
the energy spread in the lower level resulting from the Zeeman splitting. A lower pop-
ulation ratio is thus produced at saturation than for the example shown in Figure 5.14
(see also Sec. 5.2). Taking into account the observation geometry and helium density in
the beam, one can calculate from this population the expected �uorescence response for
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Figure 5.15: Impact of the resonant laser radiation at λ = 501.6 nm on the population of selected singlet
levels (relative to the ground state) calculated with the code based on the CR model for
atomic helium; (a): Broadband saturating laser radiation has been assumed, the Zeeman
e�ect is neglected; (b): Real case of a narrow-band laser assumed, and the Zeeman e�ect is
accounted for; (c): Additional correction due to strong radiative losses from the level 31Po

is introduced (see explanation in the text).

the experiments on TEXTOR. Its deviation from the measured signal suggests certain
weaknesses of the model calculation.
Figure 5.14 also shows a decreasing population of both levels optically involved in the

laser pumping process during the laser pulse as well as the increasing population of the
other two n = 3 triplet levels with some time delay. This is due to collisional population
transfer from 33D to 33Po and from 33Po to 33S as indicated in Figure 5.16. Fluorescence
radiation in the visible or near UV spectral range from these levels could be detected as
well under some conditions, enabling a check to be made via the simulation procedure
of the assumed collisional rate coe�cients between the n = 3 levels.
Another calculation example is depicted in Figure 5.15. In this case the laser light

at λ = 501.6 nm pumps the transition 21S→31Po. In all three cases the upper level
population increases instantly after switching on the laser, owing to the strong laser
power. The constant population ratio of the upper and the lower level during the laser
pulse in case (a) is again equal to the ratio of their statistical weights (gu/gl = 3/1)
since a broadband laser has been assumed and the Zeeman e�ect neglected. In contrast
to the pumping scheme shown in Figure 5.14 the instantaneous population increase of
the upper level is followed by rapid depopulation arising from the very rapid radiative
channel from level 31Po to the ground state. This makes the detection of the �uorescence
signal at the laser wavelength very di�cult, when additionally considering the spurious
impact of the scattered laser light (see Sec. 6.2).
In case (b) a realistic laser spectral width of around half the width of the absorption
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Figure 5.16: Pumping channels for the simulations shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. The grey arrows
represent the collisional population transfer between the n = 3 levels.

line is assumed, which means that only half of the lower level population is subject to
the laser interaction. This leads, on the assumption that gl = gu = 1 (in accordance
with the Zeeman e�ect), to a quarter of the initial lower level population being pumped
to the upper level. This can be incorporated in the simulation by introducing e�ective
statistical weights for the upper and lower level, for the duration of the laser pulse, of
gl = 3 and gu = 1. However, in the special case of a strong radiative decay of the upper
level during the laser pulse, this treatment causes a considerable error in the calculation.
Due to the strong radiative losses of the upper level and due to the constant population
ratio of the upper to the lower level enforced by the saturating laser power, the lower
level 21S serves as a population reservoir for the upper level. Its initial population drops
almost to zero in case (a) and more than a factor of �ve in case (b). However, in case (b)
only half of the lower level population experiences the laser impact (serves as reservoir)
and for this reason its initial population cannot drop below the mark of 50%. This
can be reconstructed in the simulation by setting the laser stimulated excitation rate
proportional to the remaining reservoir population rather than to the total lower level
population. The result is shown in Figure 5.15 (c): the lower level population does not
fall below 50% of its initial value and as consequence the upper level is depleted even
faster than in case (b), which �nally adversely a�ects the expected �uorescence response
at all three wavelengths.
Owing to the existence of the ground state in the singlet system, pumping schemes

based on triplet transitions are expected to provide much stronger �uorescence signals.
This was the reason why the �rst measurements on TEXTOR have been performed on
triplet transitions.
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Chapter 6

Results

In this section, �rst the results of the absolute measurements of the population densities
of the levels from the n = 2 shell are presented and discussed. In addition, recorded
collision-induced �uorescence signals are analysed to obtain rate coe�cients for selected
transitions between excited levels. The uncertainties of these LIF measurements are
discussed and estimated. In the �nal sections the radial beam attenuation pro�les derived
from camera measurements and CR model calculations are compared and discussed as
well as a possible method for electron density determination from amplitudes and time
traces of laser- and collision-induced �uorescence signals.

6.1 LIF measurements

The time dependent solution of our CR model for given radial pro�les of ne and Te

provides the absolute population density of the considered level at the radial position
of the observation if the helium �ux entering the plasma is provided as input. The
ionisation attenuation of the beam is included in the calculation. The helium �ux is
known from gas test pulses (Sec. 5.1) and hence the expected number of ground state
atoms found in the observation volume. However, this number must be corrected for the
divergence the beam experiences in the course of the plasma penetration. This is done
by evaluating camera pictures of the beam (see Sec. 5.1).
The absolute population of any considered level can be compared to the measured one

gained from the maximum �uorescence signal at the laser wavelength during a resonant
laser pulse (see Figure 6.5 (b)). From this signal we obtain the increased population of
the upper level due to laser pumping by use of the absolute calibration factor (Sec. 4.4.1).
The result of the pumping e�ciency simulation (Sec. 5.2) then provides the measured
absolute population of the lower level.
The results shown in this section are given as population densities relative to the

ground state population. This is because the relative populations characterise the CR
model and comparisons with other models can be made more easily. The absolute
population densities are strongly dependent on the ionisation of beam particles, hence
on the radial position of observation but are not directly of interest unless the signal to
noise ratio needs to be derived. They are, however, needed to obtain the experimental
populations relative to the ground state population.
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Figure 6.1: Example radial pro�les of electron density (a) and temperature (b) measured with a ther-
mal helium and lithium beam. Resulting pro�les after mapping of the radial coordinate
between the helium/lithium beam position (equatorial plane at the low �eld side) and our
LIF measurement position (below the magnetic axis) are indicated with the red lines. The
stretching of those pro�les is due to the compression of magnetic �ux surfaces at the low
�eld side.

The beam attenuation along its path through the plasma can be quanti�ed in two
di�erent ways: by the CR model calculation and by the evaluation of the camera pictures
(Sec. 5.1). Since the latter values are based on measurement, they are used in the
derivation of the measured relative populations. The measured losses of beam particles
can be on the other hand used to check whether the model prediction is correct. This is
done in Sec. 6.4.

The radial pro�les of ne and Te used for the model calculation were measured with a
thermal helium and lithium beam in the equatorial plane at the low �eld side [Schmitz,
2006]. In order to map the measured values to our poloidal position below the magnetic
axis the horizontal plasma shift (Shafranov shift) due to �nite plasma pressure must be
considered. It results in a shift of the magnetic axis (typically ∼ 1 cm) and of the last
closed �ux surface in the low �eld direction as well as in a compression of magnetic �ux
surfaces in the region where the pro�les are measured (the compression factor relative
to our measurement position is ∼ 1.45). The Shafranov shift and the compression
factor were calculated by an analytical estimate [Wesson, 1997], which allows to map the
plasma parameters in the region of the closed magnetic �ux surfaces. They can be also
approximately applied to the outer region. This is because of similar short connection
lengths along magnetic �eld lines of both measurement positions to the plasma-limiting
component ALT-II (Sec. 4.1). Both positions belong to the downstream region and the
radial changes of the plasma pressure can be assumed as being equal.

In Figure 6.1 example pro�les of ne and Te as functions of the geometric radial co-
ordinate at the low �eld side are presented. The resulting pro�les mapped to our LIF
measurement position are shown with the dashed red curves. Their larger radial exten-
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tion is due to the compression of the magnetic �ux surfaces at the low �eld side.

6.1.1 Absolute populations of the levels 23S and 23Po

Absolute population density of the triplet level 23S was measured by exciting helium
atoms in this level to the level 33Po with the laser at the wavelength λL = 388.9 nm
(Figure 6.6; parts of the Grotrian diagrams of singlet and triplet helium with all transi-
tions between the levels of the shells n = 2−4 are provided in the appendix on the pages
158-159). To obtain the population of the level 23Po an analogue transition 23Po → 33D
at the wavelength λL = 587.6 nm was excited (Figure 5.16 (a)). The populations of
the lower levels were derived in a direct way from the maxima of the time traces of the
�uorescence response (i.e. during the laser pulse) at the laser wavelength (as the exam-
ple shows in Figure 6.8 (b)) upon resonant laser pulses (see also [Dinklage, 1995]). The
decaying part of those �uorescence signals and signals at wavelengths other than the one
of the laser light (Figure 6.8 (a)) � not su�ering from the very strong laser stray light
� can in principle be used as well [Kornejew, 1996]. However, their dependence on the
collisional population transfer rate from the upper level makes the obtained populations
sensitive to the accuracy of selected rate coe�cients.
The measured populations divided by the ground state population are shown in Fig-

ure 6.2. The measurement points are obtained from signals recorded at two radial
observation positions (r = 47 and r = 45.5 cm) during several discharges. The overall
measurement accuracy amounts to around a factor of two (see Sec. 6.2).
Some additional transitions (also in singlet helium) were excited but no �uorescence

signals at the laser wavelength were detected that would allow for determination of
the absolute population of the pumped levels. The transitions are: 21S → 31Po (λ =
501.6 nm), 21S → 41Po (λ = 396.5 nm), 21Po → 41D (λ = 492.2 nm) and 23Po → 43S
(λ = 471.3 nm). In view of no signal detection upon excitation of the transition 21Po →
41D no attempt was undertaken to excite another transition starting from the same
singlet level 21Po → 41S (λ = 504.8 nm, the same dye, see Table 4.1) because of a much
lower expected signal-to-noise ratio of this pumping scheme.
The measured populations of the triplet metastable 23S lie below the model prediction,

in the range of 0.5-0.95 of that and within the error bars. A similar result of 0.4-
0.7 of the model prediction is obtained for the population density of the level 23Po

apart from two measurement points at ne = 1.5× 1012 cm−3 and ne = 1.95× 1012 cm−3

for which the measured population is �ve times smaller than the model prediction.
The deviation of both these measurement points is not understood. It seems also not
reasonable in view of one other measurement at very similar density of ne = 2×1012 cm−3

delivering a higher 23Po population by a factor 2.5. The measurement point at ne =
3.55 × 1012 cm−3, providing a population of this level lying only 30% below the model
prediction origins from the same discharge as one of the measurement points in question
(at ne = 1.5 × 1012 cm−3) � they were obtained by simultaneous light detection at the
two mentioned radial observation positions (the same is true for the measurement points
at ne = 1.95×1012 cm−3 and ne = 6.1×1012 cm−3). Thus, the remarkably low measured
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Figure 6.2: Results of the model calculation and measurements of the 23S and 23Po population (relative
to the ground state population). The corresponding electron temperatures are given in
boxes.

population at ne = 1.5 × 1012 cm−3 cannot be explained e.g. by a failure of the gas
injection, the laser or of the observation system, which would rather a�ect measurements
at both radial points in the same manner. The only explanation, which could hold is an
imprecise value of the electron densities at the observation points (this could arise due to
imprecise value of the horizontal plasma shift derived from the magnetohydrodynamic
equilibrium calculation or due to some errors in the ne derivation with the helium beam
diagnostic). A change of the value of ne a�ects the calculated population of triplet levels
in the case of our observation point at the radial position of r = 47 cm more strongly
than of the one at r = 45.5 cm because of the lack of the beam relaxation at the outer
observation channel. A method to avoid the uncertainty connected to the mapping of the
radial positions could be a simultaneous ne and Te derivation from helium line intensity
ratios by using the line emission of our helium beam at the same radial positions as used
for the LIF measurements.

In the following we will discuss possible model corrections, which could reproduce the
measured populations relative to the ground state population. In Figure 6.3 it is shown
how the model prediction of the relative populations of the levels 23S and 23Po changes
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after lowering of excitation rate coe�cients by the factor of �ve. In plot (a) and (d)
the in�uence of the excitation from the ground state is shown. Only the excitation to
one of the two levels of interest causes a considerable, similar drop of their populations
by 25-35%. Among the excitation from all other (excited) levels (plots (b-c) and (e-f))
we �nd only one rate coe�cient changing the population by more than 2%. This is the
one for the collisional transfer between both considered levels. However, in this case the
population lost in the level 23Po (∼ 60%) is shifted to the metastable level such that no
lowering of both populations is obtained in this way.

Figure 6.3: Calculated population changes of the levels 23S (plots (a)-(c)) and 23Po (plots (d)-(e))
induced by lowering of all rate coe�cients � but only one at a time � for electron impact
excitation by the factor of �ve. In plots (a) and (d) the rate coe�cients from the ground
state, in plots (b) and (e) from the triplet metastable level 23S and in plots (c) and (f) from
all other levels (up to n = 5) are included (the rate coe�cients are coded with the number of
the lower and the upper level (see Figure 2.16 and the Grotrian diagrams in the appendix,
pages 158-159). The rate coe�cients causing the largest changes in level populations are
indicated separately. The calculation is done for ne = 2× 1012 cm−3 and Te = 50 eV.

Lowering the rate coe�cients from all other levels by the same factor of �ve does not
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Figure 6.4: (a-b): Calculated population changes of the levels 23S (a) and 23Po (b) induced by enhancing
of all rate coe�cients � but only one at a time � for electron impact ionisation (up to n = 5)
by a factor of two. The rate coe�cients are coded with the number of the level from which the
ionisation takes place (see Figure 2.16 and the Grotrian diagrams in the appendix, pages 158-
159). The rate coe�cients causing the largest populations changes are indicated separately.
(c): Calculated population changes of all levels induced by simultaneous enhancing of two
ionisation rate coe�cients � from the level 23S and 23Po � by a factor of two. All calculations
are done for ne = 2× 1012 cm−3 and Te = 50 eV.

in�uence considerably the levels 23S and 23Po. Hence, only decreasing of the excitation
rate coe�cients from the ground state to both considered levels can provide a signi�cant
population drop of these levels in the model calculation (similar result were obtained
for the density of ne = 6 × 1012 cm−3). The factor �ve by which the rate coe�cients
were lowered was chosen such as to decrease the calculated populations by up to ∼ 50%
which follows from the measurements. However, the available excitation data, based on
calculations and measurements, are believed to have a much higher accuracy of ∼ 30%
[de Heer et al., 1992, Ralchenko et al., 2000] and the lowering the rate coe�cients in the
model by factor �ve seems unreasonable.
Another possibility to reduce the model prediction of the populations of the two

measured levels is to increase the loss rate of the atoms from these levels, e.g. due to
ionisation collisions. We use in our CR model rate coe�cients for the electron impact
ionisation from the metastable levels provided by Kato and Janev [1992] and from the
higher excited levels by Fujimoto [1978], which are up to three times larger than the data
recommended by Ralchenko et al. [2000] (see the discussion on this point in Sec. 3.2.1.1).
The calculated in�uence of further enhanced ionisation rate coe�cients by a factor of
two on the relative populations of the levels 23S and 23Po is presented in Figure 6.4. The
population of both levels is getting lower by similar values of around 40% upon the change
of the rate coe�cient from the level 23S and of 20% in the case of the rate coe�cient
from the level 23Po. Change of any other rate coe�cient does not reduce signi�cantly
the level population. In Figure (c) the change of the relative populations of all levels is
shown, introduced by doubling the values of both mentioned ionisation rate coe�cients.
The population drop in the case of both levels 23S and 23Po reaches 50% (all other
triplet levels are a�ected by 20-40%) and hence is equivalent to the average deviation
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between the measured populations and those calculated with our standard model (see
Figure 6.2). Owing to the mentioned overall discrepancies between calculated ionisation
rate coe�cients from excited levels (see also the discussion in [Kato and Janev, 1992])
and the lack of measurements, the assumption of an enhanced ionisation from the level
23Po seems to be justi�ed. In contrast, the rate coe�cient for the ionisation from the
triplet metastable level used in our model is based on measurements of di�erent authors
providing the same results in the overlapping energy range. However, enhanced loss rates
of excited helium atoms in the beam could be caused by charge exchange collisions with
the background plasma ions, which is a current subject of investigation [Brix, 2007].
One could think that the result of enhanced particle losses from the n = 2 triplet

levels is consistent with the observation of a lower penetration depth of the beam (see
Sec. 6.4). However, as discussed in Sec. 6.4, in our parameter range mainly the losses
from the ground state determine the beam attenuation rate.

6.1.2 Transition 23S → 33Po

6.1.2.1 Signals from the n = 3 levels

In another experiment the triplet transition 23S→33Po has been pumped with a laser at
λ = 388.9 nm and the �uorescence light as a function of time detected subsequently at
three wavelengths according to the three n = 3 triplet levels as indicated in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.5 shows all three signals as measured at the radial position r = 47 cm with the

plasma parameters, taken from similar discharges: ne = 1.35×1012 cm−3 and Te = 50 eV.
A remarkable di�erence is observed in the noise level of the measurement in case (c)
versus cases (a) and (b). The highest signal-to-noise ratio could be expected in the case
(b) of the �uorescence at the laser wavelength. However, the strong impact of the laser
stray light � being subtracted by recording the laser pulses without plasma � blinds the
observation system leading to a deterioration the signal quality. The higher level of noise
at λ = 706.5 nm (plot (a)) compared to the signal at λ = 587.6 nm (plot (c)) results
from the lower transition rate for the collisional transfer from the level 33Po to 33S than
to 33D, the lower radiative decay probability from the level 33S than 33D as well as from
a lower detector sensitivity at λ = 706.5 nm than at λ = 587.6 nm.
The signal decay shapes of the three curves depend among other things on the well

known radiative decay probabilities. Since the electron density is high enough to induce a
population transfer from the level 33Po to 33S and 33D all three signals will also depend
on the electron density and the transfer rate coe�cients. In particular the signals in
cases (a) and (c) depend mainly only on one rate coe�cient: the one for collisional
transfer from the level 33Po to 33S and 33D, respectively. This provides a possibility for
the determination of both rate coe�cients if the electron density is known, particularly
interesting in case (c) in which the high signal purity allows the determination of the
rate coe�cient with relatively high precision.
First we consider the signal maxima of all three levels. The ratio of the maximum of

each collision-induced signal (from the levels 33S and 33D, Figure 6.5 (a) and (c)) to the
signal from the upper level 33Po (Figure (b)) depends on the rate coe�cient from the
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Figure 6.5: Time traces of relative �uorescence signals induced by laser pulses at λ = 388.9 nm measured
at three di�erent wavelengths (originating from all three n = 3 triplet levels, see Figure 6.6).
Results of the model calculation at enhanced values of two rate coe�cients are included.

upper to the considered collisionally populated level and can be also used to determine
the rate coe�cients in case of noisy signals. From the signal maxima the ratio of the
photon �uxes can be derived with an accuracy of around 50%. Comparing the measured
ratio with the one resulting from the model calculation provides information on the rate
coe�cients assumed in the model. The ratios of the measured and calculated signal
maxima from the collisionally populated levels and the upper level are:(

Imeas
33S /Imeas

33Po

)
/
(
Icalc
33S /Icalc

33Po

)
= 1.09(

Imeas
33D /Imeas

33Po

)
/
(
Icalc
33D/Icalc

33Po

)
= 1.30

.

Since in both cases the measured signals originating from the collisionally populated
levels exceed the calculated results both rate coe�cients assumed in the model need
to be increased. The factors by which they must be multiplied to make the calculated
signal ratios �t the measured ones are 1.20 and 1.35, respectively.
Let us now again consider the measured time traces shown in Figure 6.5. The purest

signal, Figure (c), clearly shows that the time trace calculated with the unchanged CR
model (black line) decays too slowly. Two additional calculations are added to the
plots. Red lines represent the best �t of the curve shown in Figure (c) in which the
rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33D is enhanced by a factor 1.57 and 〈σv〉33Po→33S by factor 1.4.
The ratio of both factors (1.12) is chosen such as to match the rate coe�cients ratio
obtained from the maximum signals (1.35/1.20). Owing to the noise level of the two
other measurements it can hardly be decided whether these parameters also provide
a better �t to their time traces shown in Figure (a) and (b). The blue curves are a
simulation result in which the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33D was additionally lowered just
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Enhanced rate coe�cient (2×) ∆n33D

∆n43D

- 5.22

33Po-43D 3.5

33Po-33D 8.85

33Po-33S 5.22

Table 6.1: Dependence of the ratio of the maximum increased populations of the levels 33D and 43D on
doubled rate coe�cients for three transitions from the upper level. Calculation is performed
for ne = 3.5× 1012 cm−3 and Te = 46 eV.

by the factor which results in an unsatisfactory �t. The factor amounts to 15% and
hence this is about the accuracy of the rate coe�cient, provided all other parameters
are known. The change of the rate parameter 〈σv〉33Po→33S has a negligible impact on
the �t curve.

6.1.2.2 Comparison of CIF signals from the levels 33D and 43D (λ = 587.6 and
λ = 447.1 nm)

Two experiments have been performed with laser excitation according to the transition
23S → 33Po in which all parameters were kept constant except for the observation
wavelength. The plasma parameters at the observation point (r = 47 cm) were ne =
3.5× 1012 cm−3 and Te = 46 eV.
In one experiment the collision-induced, time resolved signal from the level 33D at

the wavelength λ = 587.6 nm and in the other one from the level 43D at the wave-
length λ = 447.1 nm has been observed (Figure 6.6). The ratio of the maxima of both
signals (photon �uxes) can be derived with an accuracy of about 30% mainly due to
the uncertainties in the absolute calibration factors for both observation wavelengths.
This ratio depends primarily on the ratio of the rate coe�cients from the upper level
to both observed levels, i.e. 〈σv〉33Po→33D / 〈σv〉33Po→43D (the sensitivity of the ratio to a
change of some rate coe�cients is shown in Table 6.1: a strong dependence on the rate
coe�cients from the upper level to both observed levels is given; in contrast, the rate
coe�cient to the level 33S has no in�uence). In this way this ratio assumed in the model
can be experimentally validated. It turns out, that the ratio of the measured signals at
the radial position of r = 47 cm is larger than the calculated one by 20%. The ratio
of the measured and calculated signal ratios for the same discharge but another radial
position (r = 45.5 cm, slightly larger temperature Te = 54 eV) amounts to 1.55. From
both results a ratio of 1.37 is obtained with uncertainty range of 30%. The ratio of rate
coe�cients 〈σv〉33Po→33D / 〈σv〉33Po→43D assumed in the model must be increased by 70%
in order to obtain a predicted signal ratio increase of 37%.
Figure 6.7 shows the measured time traces compared with CR model calculation for

the �uorescence signals from the levels 33D and 43D. In Figure (a) a calculation is shown
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Figure 6.6: Pumping channels for the measurements as shown in Figure 6.7. The grey arrows represent
the collisional population transfer between the excited levels.

by using the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33D lowered by 35%, which provides a very well
�t of the measured curve (black line). Enhancing the rate coe�cient from the upper
level to the level 43D by factor two has no impact on the calculated time trace (red line
coinciding with black one). This is because the excitation to this level is a minor loss
channel for the population of the upper level. No change is observed if enhancing by the
same factor the rate coe�cient to the level 33S either. In contrast, a doubling of the rate
coe�cient to the level 33D (from factor 0.65 to 1.3, blue line) leads to a considerably
lower curve and hence to a poorer �t.

In Figure 6.7 (b) an analogue measurement and calculations are displayed for the
case of the �uorescence signal from the level 43D. The measured curve seems to be
characterised by a slightly shorter decay time than the calculation result indicated by
the black line. In this case, the shape of the modelled curve shows a weak sensitivity to
both rate coe�cients: Increase of the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→43D (red line) as well as
〈σv〉33Po→33D (blue line) by a factor of two barely alters the curve shape. In fact, a factor
�ve increase is required to achieve a better �t (green line). Hence, no rate coe�cient
can be obtained from the time trace of this signal with reasonable accuracy.

Due to the insights gained from the time trace shown in Figure (a) as well as from
comparison of the maximum signals from the levels 33D and 43D the conclusion is drawn
that for the electron temperature Te = 46 eV the rate coe�cient for the transition 33Po →
33D should be lowered by 35% and the one for the transition to the higher lying level 43D
lowered by 62%. This is in agreement with an increase of 〈σv〉33Po→33D / 〈σv〉33Po→43D

by 70% as derived in the �rst paragraph of the present section.
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6.1 LIF measurements

Figure 6.7: Time traces of relative �uorescence signals induced by laser pulses at λ = 388.9 nm (transi-
tion 23S → 33Po) measured at two wavelengths: (a) λ = 587.6 nm (transition 33D → 23Po);
(b) λ = 447.1 nm (transition 43D → 23Po). Calculation results are included for three cases:
assumption of unchanged model as well as of two enhanced rate coe�cients.

6.1.3 Transition 23Po → 33D

The laser at the wavelength λL = 587.6 nm excited atoms from the triplet level 23Po to
the level 33D. The �uorescence was detected at the laser wavelength as well as from the
level 33Po at the wavelength λ = 388.9 nm (see Figure 5.16). Figure 6.8 shows example
time traces of signals at both wavelengths. The second �uorescence peak ∼ 40 ns after
the main peak in the signal at the laser wavelength (Figure (b)) was characteristic for
this pumping scheme. The reason is probably the stronger pronounced second peak in
the power time trace of the dye laser pulses at the considered wavelength than at other
wavelengths (Figure 4.4 shows a laser pulse at λL = 388.9 nm).
Since the collision-induced signals at λ = 388.9 nm show a poor signal-to-noise ratio,

their time traces cannot be used for the derivation of the rate coe�cient for the transition
between the upper and the observed level. However, the maximum signals can still be
analysed. Their uncertainty is estimated to a factor of 1.5. In Table 6.2 the results
are summarised: listed are the ratios of the maximum collisional signals (from the level
33Po) and the signals from the upper level relative to the calculated ratios. The obtained
factors, if larger than one, mean that the measured collision-induced signals are larger
than the expected ones from the model calculation and hence the rate coe�cient used
in the model needs to be enhanced by a slightly larger factor.
Each signal ratio in the table (each line) is obtained from measurements during two

di�erent discharges (di�erent observation wavelengths). Thus, the electron temperature
and density di�er slightly, which is taken into account in the simulation of the signal
ratio. The factors obtained are to be attributed to that electron temperature at which the
collision-induced signal at λ = 388.9 nm was measured; however, they are not expected
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Figure 6.8: Time traces of relative �uorescence signals induced by laser pulses at λ = 587.6 nm (transi-
tion 23Po → 33D) measured at two wavelengths: (a) λ = 388.9 nm (transition 33Po → 23S);
(b) at the laser wavelength. Simulated time traces are included.

ne [1012 cm−3]
(33Po, 33D)

Te [eV]
(33Po, 33D)

Imeas
33Po/Imeas

33D

Icalc
33Po/Icalc

33D

1.25, 1.1 50, 35 1.6
2.2, 2.0 70, 68 1.7
1.1, 1.45 30, 45 3.3
2.55, 1.95 40, 40 0.6
5.9, 6.1 52, 50 1.7

Table 6.2: Deviations between measured and calculated ratios of the maximum �uorescence signals from
the collisionally populated 33Po and the upper level 33D. The values of ne and Te are given
for the measurements in which the �uorescence was observed, respectively from the levels
33Po and 33D. See text for more details.

to strongly di�er for a temperature change of 50%. Hence, all factors can be treated as
several measurements of the same factor for the electron temperature Te = 28...65 eV.
The resulting factors are all lying in the range 0.6-3.3. Taking the mean value ∼ 1.8
results in an enhancement of the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33D by a factor of 2.15.

The measurements presented in the two last sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 provide the value
of the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33D derived in di�erent ways. The most accurate method,
relying on the analysis of the time trace of the decaying collision-induced �uorescence
at λ = 587.6 nm provides two values: 157% and 65% of the initially assumed value
(taken from [Ralchenko et al., 2000]). The relatively large discrepancy of both results
can be only explained by imprecise values of the electron density used in the �t of the
measured time traces (the �t accuracy amounts to ∼ 15%). The average value from
both measurements (110%) coincides well with the value assumed in the model. The
rate coe�cient obtained from the ratio of the collision-induced signal at λ = 587.6 nm
to the signal at the laser wavelength (λL = 388.9 nm) amounts to 135% of the assumed
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6.1 LIF measurements

Figure 6.9: Change of the line intensity ratios used for the ne and Te derivation resulting from enhancing
the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33S by 30% and 〈σv〉33Po→33D by 50%.

value. It is similar to the value of 157%, which was obtained from the same discharge
series. A higher average value of 215% is, however, obtained from the ratio of the
collision-induced signal at λ = 388.9 nm to the signal at the laser wavelength (λL =
587.6 nm). Summarising all the measurements, due to the scattering of the measurement
points an interval of 100-200% of the assumed value can be given as the result. It
shows an enhanced collisional transfer rate between the levels 33Po and 33D. This could
be an indication for the contribution of proton impact excitation (the rate coe�cient
〈σv〉33Po→33D used in the model by Brix [1998] (calculation with the ATOM code using the
Born approximation) is only up to 15% larger than the one recommended by Ralchenko
et al. [2000] to which the comparison is made).

For the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33S we obtain a value larger by 20-40% than the
one assumed in our model calculation (taken from [Ralchenko et al., 2000]). This,
again, could support the slightly larger (by up to 15%) rate coe�cient used by Brix
[1998] or indicate the impact of proton excitation collisions. From the comparison of
the collisional signals from the levels 33D (λ = 587.6 nm) and 43D (λ = 447.1 nm) we
concluded that the ratio of the rate coe�cients 〈σv〉33Po→33D/〈σv〉33Po→43D assumed in
our model should be enhanced by 70%. This is approximately done by enhancing the
rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33D by the factor 1-2, which follows from the measurements of
this rate coe�cient, such that the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→43D remains unchanged. In
Figure 6.9 the changes in the calculated line intensity ratios are shown, which result
from the enhancing of the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33D by the mean value of 50% and of
the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33S by 30% (Te = 50 eV was assumed). There is no e�ect on
the ratio of the singlet lines. The intensity ratio from which the electron temperature is
obtained is larger by up to 7%, which is approximately equivalent to the overestimating
of the Te value by the same factor.
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Figure 6.10: Measured and calculated relative time traces (black and blue line, respectively) of �uo-
rescence signal at the transition 31D → 21Po (λ = 667.8 nm) upon laser excitation of the
transition 21S → 31Po (λ = 501.6 nm; the y axis scaling refers to the calculated (blue)
curve). For comparison a calculation is added resulting from enlarging the rate coe�cient
〈σv〉31D→31Po by the factor of 1.9.

6.1.4 Transition 21S → 31Po

In this experiment the laser excited atoms from the level 21S to 31Po (λL = 501.6 nm,
see Figure 5.16 rhs). However, no �uorescence light has been detected at the laser
wavelength. This is partially because of the generally lower population of the singlet
states at not too high temperatures.1 The di�culty of signal detection at λ = 501.6 nm
results also from the very rapid radiative channel from the upper level to the ground
state (A31Po→11S = 5.66× 108 s−1) leading to a quick depletion of the upper level during
the laser pulse (in fact, the population increase after the laser pulse is larger at both
other n = 3 singlet levels than at the excited level 31Po, see Figure 5.15). Additionally,
the A-value of the considered transition is relatively low (nearly �ve times lower than
the A-value of the detected transition at λ = 667.8 nm).
A low collision-induced �uorescence signal has been detected only from the level 31D

at λ = 667.8 nm. The �uorescence radiation from the level 31S was below the detection
limit because of a lower A-value, lower collisional transfer rate from the upper level and a
lower detector sensitivity. The plasma parameters at the observation point (r = 47 cm)
were ne = 3.5×1012 cm−3 and Te = 45 eV. No signals at the other observation points were
detected. The time trace of the signal averaged over a few resonant laser pulses is shown
in Figure 6.10. It is reproduced well by the simulation. The measured signal amplitude
is 1.65 (0.9-2.9 including the error bars) times higher than the model prediction and lies

1However, at low edge densities of ne ≈ 1 − 2 × 1012 cm−3 the population of the initial level 21S lies
due to the lack of the beam relaxation only slightly below the population of the triplet level 23Po,
see Figure 3.8.
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6.1 LIF measurements

Figure 6.11: Comparison of rate coe�cients for electron excitation from the level 31D to 31Po recom-
mended by Ralchenko et al. [2000] and included in the Brix model (ATOM calculation)
[Brix, 1998].

within the error bars. However, it must be emphasised that the predicted signal depends
not only on the population of the lower level but also on the rate coe�cient between
the upper level 31Po and the radiating level 31D. We used for the calculation the value
〈σv〉31D→31Po = 5.45 × 10−6 cm3s−1 recommended by Ralchenko et al. [2000]. When
inserting an almost two times higher coe�cient (〈σv〉31D→31Po = 1.04 × 10−5 cm3s−1)
calculated with the ATOM code (Born approximation), as used by Brix in his CR
model (Figure 6.11), the ratio of the measured and calculated 21S population drops to
the factor 0.95 (0.55-1.7 including the error bars) and the measured signal coincides with
the model prediction.
However, this single measurement does not allow to distinguish whether the model

wrongly predicts the 21S level population or whether it includes a too small rate coef-
�cient between the levels 31Po and 31D. Even if we assume the latter reason, the way
of deriving the mentioned rate coe�cient from the absolute intensity of the collision-
induced �uorescence by increasing the rate coe�cient, until the model prediction �ts
the measured signal, is imprecise due to the large uncertainties in the measured and
modelled absolute �uorescence signals (see Sec. 6.2). Some rate coe�cients between the
levels of the same n shell can be obtained with much higher precision by analysing the
time trace of the collision-induced �uorescence signals (see Sec. 6.1.2) if they are not
too low. In the considered measurement scheme, however, the time trace of the signal
from the level 31D shows a very low sensitivity to the rate coe�cient for the population
transfer from the level 31Po. This is demonstrated by additional calculation of the time
trace with the rate coe�cient enhanced by the factor 1.9, which causes the measured
signal to �t the model calculation. The red curve in Figure 6.10 shows the resulting
relative time trace. There is no possibility to distinguish which rate coe�cient better
�ts the time trace of the signal. This is again due to the strong radiative decay constant
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Figure 6.12: Pumping channels for the measurement shown in Figure 6.13. The grey arrows represent
the collisional population transfer between the n = 4 levels.

from the level 31Po to the ground state. In this sense no statement can be given at which
point the model should be changed to �t the experimental result: both explanations as
stated above are possible.
To resolve this problem, the value of the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉31D→31Po could be mea-

sured by exciting the transition 21Po → 31D at λ = 667.8 nm and detecting the �u-
orescence at the laser wavelength and at λ = 501.6 nm from the level 31Po. On the
other hand, the 21S level population could be also measured by exciting atoms from this
level to higher lying n1Po levels. Such a measurement for the case of n = 4 has been
undertaken and is described in the next section.

6.1.5 Transition 21S → 41Po

The pumping scheme is shown in Figure 6.12. It is an analogue experiment to that
presented in the Sec. 6.1.4 except for the principal quantum number n = 4 of the
populated level (the corresponding laser wavelength is λL = 396.5 nm). The plasma
parameters at the observation point (r = 47 cm) were ne = 3.8 × 1012 cm−3 and Te =
42 eV. Only the collision-induced �uorescence signal from the level 41D at λ = 492.2 nm
was detected. Signal detection at the laser wavelength here was prevented by di�culties
similar to the case described in the previous section.
The time trace of the signal averaged over several resonant laser pulses is shown

in Figure 6.13. Its relative shape is compared to the result of our model calculation
(blue line) and �ts it well. The measured signal amplitude amounts to 0.67 (0.38-1.14
including the error bars) of the model prediction, which lies within the error bars of the
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Figure 6.13: Time trace of �uorescence signal detected at the transition 41D → 21Po (λ = 492.2 nm)
upon laser excitation the transition 21S → 41Po (λ = 396.5 nm). For comparison two
calculated time traces are overlaid (the y axis scaling refers to the blue curve). The red
curve is calculated after enlarging the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉41D→41Po by factor two.

measurement. Similarly to the experiment described in the previous section, no signal
at the laser wavelength was detected and hence there is no direct measurement of the
absolute population of the lower level 21S. Therefore, since we have two measurements
and three unknown values (21S population, 〈σv〉31D→31Po and 〈σv〉41D→41Po), we deal with
an under-determined system for which merely some possible solutions can be discussed.
For simplicity we will �rst treat the result of the �uorescence measurement from the

level 41D as con�rming the model prediction. To explain the too low model prediction
of the signal at λ = 667.8 nm two simple variations of the model parameters can be
suggested. First, the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉31D→31Po could be enhanced by a factor ∼ 1.9.
This appropriately increases the predicted �uorescence from the level 31D having no
impact on the model prediction of the �uorescence from the level 41D (constant model
population of the common lower level 21S). On the other hand, one could keep the
mentioned rate coe�cient unchanged and force an increase of the �uorescence from the
level 31D by changing some other model parameters (e.g. by dividing by two the rate
coe�cient between the level 21S and 21Po) such as to obtain a higher 21S population.
This, however, also entails an increase of the calculated �uorescence signal from the
level 41D by 60%, which has to be balanced accordingly by lowering the rate coe�cient
〈σv〉41D→41Po by a factor two. Appropriate combinations of both solutions are of course
possible as well.
There are some arguments supporting the �rst ansatz. The rate coe�cient

〈σv〉31D→31Po used in our calculation (recommended by Ralchenko et al. [2000]) increased
by the factor 1.9 is equivalent to the rate coe�cient used by Brix [1998] (calculation
with the ATOM code based on the Born approximation, see Figure 6.11). Moreover, the
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the rate coe�cients from the level 41D to 41Po for electron excitation
included in the Brix model (ADAS97 dataset) [Brix, 1998] and recommended by Ralchenko
et al. [2000] as well as for the proton excitation by Beigman et al. [2003] and Goto and
Fujimoto [1997].

population of the singlet metastable 21S does not have to be assumed to be higher than
our model prediction. Measured absolute populations of the triplet levels 23S and 23Po

are lower than the model prediction (Sec. 6.1.1). This e�ect could be caused by loss
of helium atoms in the beam due to charge exchange collisions of background plasma
ions with excited helium [Brix, 2007]. If so, this mechanism can also a�ect the singlet
metastable level, similarly lowering its population. Finally, in the second ansatz the
rate coe�cient 〈σv〉41D→41Po must be assumed to be lower than the values found in the
compilation of Ralchenko and used by Brix (Figure 6.14). However, the impact of proton
collisions on the population transfer between levels of the same n shell is supposed to be
stronger with increasing n value. Born calculations by Beigman et al. [2003], shown also
in Figure 6.14, which have to be considered as the upper limit provide rate coe�cients for
proton collisions for the transition 41D → 41Po over an order of magnitude larger than
for electron collisions in the temperature range of interest. The simple energy scaling
law proposed by Goto results in a rate coe�cient, which exceeds the electron impact
rate coe�cient already for temperatures T & 30 eV. Therefore, assuming an even lower
collisional rate coe�cient than the one due to the electron impact only seems to be an
inadequate solution.

If we additionally take into account that the measured signal at 492 nm was lower
by 30% than the model prediction, the �rst solution for the model corrections must
be slightly changed: the population of the pumped level 21S in the model should be
lowered (lowering by 30% of the predicted signal at λ = 492 nm at unchanged value of
〈σv〉41D→41Po) and, in order to keep the signal at λ = 667.8 nm unchanged, the factor by
which the electron impact rate coe�cient 〈σv〉31D→31Po is enhanced must lie slightly above
the value of 1.9, i.e. this rate coe�cient exceeds the larger one of both provided from
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Figure 6.15: Change of the line intensity ratios used for the ne and Te derivation resulting from enhanc-
ing the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉31D→31Po by factor 1.9.

calculations (Figure 6.14). This could be explained with the proton impact excitation.
However, since the proton excitation is expected to play a larger role with increasing
value of n this process should be also visible in enhanced collisional population transfer
between the levels 41D and 41Po, which is not included in the solution except if we
assume that the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉41D→41Po already partially consists of the proton
impact excitation.

Even if the �rst ansatz (enhancing the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉31D→31Po) seems to be a

more probable way to explain the deviations between the measured and calculated
collision-induced �uorescence signals from the levels 31D and 41D, no de�nitive answer
can be given to this problem. For this the population of the lower level 21S would have
to be determined in a direct way by exciting it to one of the n1Po levels and detecting
the �uorescence at the laser wavelength. Similarly to the case described in the previous
section no additional information about the rate coe�cient 41D → 41Po is gained from
the shape of the time trace of the measured signal either. This is visible in Figure
6.13. The red curve has been calculated under the assumption of a two times larger rate
coe�cient. It can still �t the measured curve well due to its noise level.

In Figure 6.15 the change of the line intensity ratios used for the derivation of the
electron density and temperature in the plasma is calculated assuming an enhanced
rate coe�cient 〈σv〉31D→31Po by the factor of 1.9. An electron temperature of Te =
50 eV (similar to the one at which our �uorescence measurements were performed) was
assumed. While the Te sensitive ratio remains nearly constant, the ne sensitive ratio
increases by up to 8% at higher densities. This is approximately equivalent to an

overestimation of the density by 10-20% depending on the particular density.
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6.2 Uncertainty estimation

In the following the uncertainties of the measurements presented above are quanti�ed.
First, all sources of uncertainties are listed, which apply to the derivation of the absolute
population of the levels with n = 2 from the �uorescence light at the laser wavelengths.
Some of the errors cancel in the derivation of rate coe�cients from the ratios of collision-
induced signals and the �uorescence at the laser wavelength. Further improved accuracy
is given if obtaining ratios of rate coe�cients by comparing collision-induced �uorescence
signal maxima. Finally, the best accuracy is achieved when analysing the time traces
of decaying collision-induced signals to obtain the rate coe�cient for the transition re-
sponsible for the population transfer from the upper to the observed level.

The knowledge of the laser radiation properties is important for a correct signal sim-
ulation. The spectral width is here of concern, since the pumped fraction of atoms (the
pumping e�ciency) depends on it. The width is obtained from measurements on the
glow discharge, if existent, and from the �t of the spectral �uorescence pro�les measured
in TEXTOR to the simulated spectra. The deviations between the spectral widths ob-
tained from both measurements give rise to an uncertainty in this quantity, which results
in an uncertainty in the pumping e�ciency of up to 30%. However, it enlarges only the
upper error bars in a case in which the pumping e�ciency already reached its maximum.
The pumping e�ciency would also have to be enlarged by up to 20-50% in the extreme
case of very rapid (on the time scale of the laser pulse length) collisional population
redistribution between the magnetic sublevels of the upper level. However, this e�ect
is counteracted by the drop in the e�ective polarisation factor of the �uorescence light
at the laser wavelength (see Sec. 5.2). An increase of only collision-induced signals
is expected a�ecting the rate coe�cients obtained from the ratios of collision-induced
signals and signals from the upper level.

The temporal pro�le of the laser pulse energy is not of great importance for the analysis
of the maximum �uorescence signal at the laser wavelength (during the laser pulse)
since the laser energy is chosen such as to ensure a strong saturation (S ∼ 100). The
disturbance of the decaying �uorescence, as visible in Figure 6.8 (b), is not observed (at
least not indicated by the comparison with the modelled signal decay) in the interesting
case of collision-induced �uorescence from the level 33D at the wavelength λ = 587.6 nm
(Figure 6.7 (a)).

The scattered laser light posed a severe problem when detecting �uorescence at the
laser wavelength as usual for 2-level LIF schemes. The fact that the laser beam hit the
metallic nozzle for our geometry did not allow for a proper laser dump. The maximum
�uorescence signals (during the laser pulse) were in many cases only a fraction of few
percent of the total signal. Most probably this issue made it impossible to detect the
�uorescence at the laser wavelength when exciting the 21S level at the laser wavelength
λL = 501.6 nm (Figure 5.16 (b)). Moreover, the high signal amplitudes could result in
an onset of the nonlinear response of the photomultiplier. Additionally to the scattered
laser light, in few cases unresolved �uctuations of measured signals (from pulse to pulse)
were observed enlarging the uncertainty of the maximum signal amplitude up to factor
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two.

Another kind of uncertainties concerns the number of atoms in the level pumped by
the laser. The ground state atoms abundance in the observation volume is derived from
test gas pu�s into the torus in absence of plasma (�ow rate) and by Abel inversion of
camera pictures, which provide information about the degree of the beam attenuation
and divergence at the observation point. The accuracy of the �ow rate is estimated to
20% and of the attenuation and divergence degree to 20-40% depending on the plasma
radius of the observation point. Finally, uncertainties of the plasma parameters ne

(10%) and Te (30%) have impact on the lower level population (up to 50%; part of this
uncertainty is in some cases caused by the lack of population relaxation at lower electron
densities) as well as on the collisional transfer rate (10%) from the upper level to other
observed levels.

Finally, the absolute calibration of the observation system is characterised by some
error level. An uncertainty of up to 50% is assumed for some measurements, which is
connected to a drop of the system sensitivity due to progressive coating of the �rst, in-
vessel mirror during plasma operation. A very low light intensity for the wavelengths λ <
400 nm of the Ulbricht sphere used to obtain calibration signals results in an uncertainty
of 20% of the calibration factors. This is due to the noise level of the calibration signals
being only detectable at highest photomultiplier supply voltages of 1000 V whereas some
measurements were performed at the voltages 500-700 V. Hence, accurate gain curves for
the detectors are needed and their uncertainties in�uence the TEXTOR measurements.
An additional uncertainty results from the fact that the radiation of the Ulbricht sphere
collected during calibration measurements was uniform over the observed circular area
of diameter 8 mm (1:1 image on the light guides with 8 mm diameter, see Sec. 4.4). This
is di�erent in the case of our TEXTOR measurements. The local helium density 4 mm
away from the beam axis drops to around 65% at both outermost observation channels
(see the local helium distribution pro�le around the beam axis in Figure 5.8). This can
be neglected only under the assumption of uniform sensitivity of the observation system
over the whole observed area (see Eq. (4.15) and the comments on that below). Since
this was not checked, an estimated uncertainty of 10% is introduced.

All of the uncertainties described above can contribute, if relevant, to the absolute
measurement of level populations. On the contrary, some of them are not of concern
when analysing ratios of �uorescence signals. In the case of a ratio of a collision-induced
signal to a signal from the upper level the uncertainty of the pumping e�ciency (laser
spectral width) applies approximately in the same way to both signals and therefore
cancels. The same holds for the number of observed atoms (beam attenuation and
divergence, helium �ow through the nozzle) as well as for the sensitivity dependence
across the observed area. When comparing two collision-induced signals the uncertainty
connected with the collisional population redistribution between the magnetic sublevels
cancels and, on the other hand, the laser stray light does not pose a problem. Finally,
when deriving the rate coe�cients from the time traces of collision-induced �uorescence,
only relative signal intensity is of interest and the only remaining parameter, which
considerably in�uences the derived value of the rate coe�cient is the electron density if
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the proton impact excitation is neglected.

6.3 Derivation of the electron density from laser- and

collision-induced �uorescence signals

As can be seen in Figure 6.5 (c) a very pure time trace of the collision-induced �uores-
cence signal at the wavelength λ = 587.6 nm, upon the laser excitation at the wavelength
λL = 388.9 nm, can be obtained. The decay shape of this signal depends mainly on the
collisional transition rate between the upper level 33Po and the level 33D from which the
collisional �uorescence is observed. The transition rate is given, provided only electron
collisions play a role, by the product of electron density and the rate coe�cient. Thus,
at known electron density the collisional rate coe�cient can be obtained for a given
electron temperature with an accuracy of ∼ 15%. On the other hand, once the rate
coe�cient has been determined, the decaying �uorescence signal at λ = 587.6 nm can
be used to derive the local electron density.
Measurements of electron densities in low temperature plasmas performed by use

of similar pumping and observation schemes have been reported. Chall et al. [1985]
measured ne ≈ 5 × 1012 cm−3 from the time decay rate of the �uorescence signal at
the laser wavelength at λ = 587.6 nm in an argon arc plasma of Te ≈ 0.4 eV with
small admixture of helium. Similarly to the way we obtained e.g. the rate coe�cient
〈σv〉33D→33Po in Sec. 6.1.3 from �uorescence intensity ratio, the electron density in
the range ne = 1011 − 1012 cm−3 in a helium plasma of Te ≈ 5 eV was determined by
Tsuchida et al. [1983] from the ratio of time integrated collision- (λ = 667.8 nm) and
laser-induced �uorescence signals upon the laser excitation at λL = 501.6 nm (see Figure
5.16 rhs). Shcheglov et al. [2006] determined electron densities of ne ≈ 5 × 1011 cm−3

in an argon plasma (Te ≈ 10 eV) with helium content using relative collision-induced
signals I388.9 nm/I706.5 nm upon laser excitation at λL = 587.6 nm (Figure 5.16 lhs).
For the case of higher temperatures and densities of edge fusion plasmas it is sug-

gested to use the time trace of the collision-induced �uorescence signal at λ = 587.6 nm
upon laser excitation at λL = 388.9 nm. The high signal-to-noise ratio results from the
relatively high population of the triplet metastable in our parameter range (see Figure
3.8) and a larger rate coe�cient for the collisional transition to the observed level 33D
than e.g. in the opposite direction (Eq. (2.25)). Moreover, thanks to the wavelength
di�erence between the laser light and the observed �uorescence, the stray light of the
laser does not blind the detectors.
In Figure 6.16 we see the time trace of the collision-induced �uorescence from the level

33D measured at the wavelength λ = 587.6 nm resulting from the laser excitation of the
transition 23S → 33Po (λL = 388.9 nm) as well as the best �t requiring lowered rate
coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33D by 35% (the electron density of ne = 3.5 × 1012 cm−3 provided
by the helium beam diagnostic was assumed). Two additional calculated time traces
are added for a slightly increased and decreased value of the electron density. It is seen
that the both curves are signi�cantly di�erent from the initial calculation. Hence, the
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Figure 6.16: Best �t of the measured collision-induced �uorescence signal time trace originating from
the level 33D (λ = 587.6 nm) upon the laser excitation at λL = 388.9 nm. Two additional
�ts are overlaid obtained by enhancing and lowering the electron density by 15%.

derivation of ne with an accuracy of 15% should be possible in this way, provided the
value of the mentioned rate coe�cient is known with su�cient accuracy.

The sensitivity of the decay shape of the considered collision-induced signal to the
change of electron density will of course depend on the density itself and on the temper-
ature. In Figures 6.17 and 6.18 simulations of the time traces of the �uorescence signals
at the laser wavelength λ = 388.9 nm as well as at λ = 587.6 nm for �ve di�erent pairs of
ne and Te are shown. In Figure 6.17 (a) the signals are rescaled to the maximum value
and shifted in time such that the maximum signals appear at the same time point. It
is done in this way in order to be able to compare the signal shapes starting approxi-
mately from the maximum (which is after the end of the laser pulse) since they are then
independent from the temporal pro�le of the laser power. Considerable shortening of
the decay times is visible with increasing parameter values (this is because the excessive
upper population �nds with increasing collisional transfer to the other n = 3− 4 triplet
levels additional decay channels to the levels of the n = 2 shell). The method becomes
more sensitive when �tting the whole time traces including the rising edges. This can
be done if the temporal pro�le of the laser saturation parameter (i.e. also the spatial
distribution of the spectral laser power density at the observation volume) is known
since it will in�uence the rising part of the �uorescence pro�le. However, this requires
additional calibration and adjustment e�ort.

The maximum signal amplitudes of both signals at the laser wavelength and the one
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Figure 6.17: Simulation of the relative �uorescence response at λ = 587.6 nm as a result of a laser pulse
at λ = 388.9 nm performed for �ve di�erent pairs of (ne, Te). (a) Resulting curves rescaled
in the amplitude and shifted in the time according to the maximum; (b) Resulting curves
without rescaling and shift in time.

induced by collisions are strongly correlated to the initial population density of the
lower level 23S, which has a maximum at electron temperatures of Te

∼= 20 − 50 eV
depending on the value of ne (see the quasi-steady state populations in Figure 3.8).
This is demonstrated for the collision-induced signal in Figure 6.17 (b) and for the
signal at the laser wavelength in Figure 6.18 (a) � the values of population densities
relative to the ground state population are plotted without rescaling. The population
increase is getting lower for Te > 20 eV. Hence, at higher temperatures the signals will
become poorer and the �ts less reliable. In this case additional analysis of the ratio of the
time integrated laser- and collision-induced �uorescence signals can be applied [Tsuchida
et al., 1983]. (From the experimental point of view this additional measurement would
require a spatial separation of �uorescence photons at both wavelengths e.g. by a beam
splitter and simultaneous recording of both signals by two relatively calibrated detectors;
absolute signal measurement connected with severe experimental e�ort and additional
uncertainties is not necessary). In Figure 6.18 (b) the time dependent ratios of the
collisional- and the laser-induced �uorescence signals for the same pairs of ne and Te are
plotted. The grey box indicates a possible integration time interval of the signal after
the end of the laser pulse (including the signals during the laser pulse would increase the
signal-to-noise ratio provided the laser stray light can be su�ciently surpressed). As we
see in Figure 6.18 (b) the signal ratio reveals a pronounced dependence on the chosen
plasma parameters.
However, there are some limitations to the derivation of the electron density as de-

scribed above. The collisional transfer rate between the level 33Po and 33D depends
explicitly on the electron density and the rate coe�cient, which is a weak function of
electron temperature. It drops by a factor of two with a temperature change from 20
to 200 eV. Though a corresponding increase of the electron density by a factor of ten
has a much stronger impact on the transfer rate � it increases by the same factor of ten,
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Figure 6.18: (a) Calculation of the relative �uorescence response at the laser wavelength as a result of
a laser pulse at λ = 388.9 nm performed for �ve di�erent pairs of (ne, Te); (b) Calculated
ratio of the collisional- and laser-induced �uorescence signals upon the same laser pulse as
in (a).

the consequence is that the electron density cannot be determined from the �uorescence
signal without a certain knowledge of electron temperature. Additional simulations have
shown that for a desired accuracy of the ne measurement of 10%, Te must be known
with an accuracy of 30-40%, depending on ne and Te. For this reason this method makes
sense only if accompanied by another diagnostics and the use of the passive radiation
method of atomic helium based on the building of line intensity ratios naturally seems
to be the �rst choice because of the intrinsic necessity for the existence of neutral helium
in the observation volume of the LIF diagnostics.

Another limitation is the noise level of the �uorescence signals. When using a thermal
or supersonic helium beam as neutral helium source the helium density will decrease
along the beam path towards the plasma centre due to ionisation processes up to a
complete vanishing of the beam. Hence, a similar intrinsic radial limitation of the
measurement method appears as in the case of the ne and Te derivation from line intensity
ratios on helium beams. A possible signal enhancement could be brought e.g. by the use
of a laser with a larger spectral width covering the whole Zeeman structure or, better, by
light collection over the whole toroidal extension of the diverging helium beam. On the
other hand, the number of laser pulses for signal averaging can be increased. The time
trace shown in Figure 6.16 was averaged over 20 pulses. At a laser repetition frequency
of 150 Hz such a measurement takes 0.13 seconds. However, a single sample takes only
few hundred nanoseconds. This is seen in Figures 6.17 (b) and 6.18 (a). After two
hundred nanoseconds the laser-perturbed level populations are nearly relaxed i.e. their
initial values are again established and the system is in principle ready for the next
sample. The use of a dye laser provides very large saturation parameters of S � 1000
in the visible spectral range so that one laser pulse could be divided in several subpulses
with still enough power density. The subpulses would additionally have to be delayed
each one by a time interval of tdelay & 200 ns. Averaging the �uorescence signals upon
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the subpulses would preserve the signal-to-noise ratio of the case when using several
undivided pulses and reduce the measurement time to a few microseconds.

6.4 Penetration depth of the beam

In order to compare the measured and modelled absolute populations of excited levels
(or � by dividing them by the ground state population � the relative ones, as they were
shown in Sec. 6.1.1) the abundance of ground state helium in the observation volume
must be known. This quantity is provided by our model calculation, since ionisation
processes are therein included (Sec. 3.2.1.1). However, the simulated absolute population
densities rely of course on the accurate prediction of the beam attenuation. To avoid
this additional source of uncertainty, we experimentally obtain the beam attenuation
from 2D pictures of the beam emission recorded with a camera. The relation between
the beam emission and its attenuation as well as example results are described in Sec.
5.1. In this section we compare the attenuation curve measured in this way with the
result of our CR modelling.
In order to obtain the radial beam attenuation pro�le we use radial pro�les of the

beam emission derived by toroidal integration of the recorded light intensity at a given
radial position (Sec. 5.1). This light intensity is a measure of the ionisation losses
from the ground state (dn1(r, t)/dt). Thus, according to Eq. (5.4) the derived radial
attenuation pro�le depends on the assumed radial pro�le of the beam velocity2. In
Figure 6.19 (a) three attenuation pro�les derived from one measurement upon various
assumptions are shown with thin solid lines. The red and green lines were obtained
under the assumption of a radially constant beam velocity. For the derivation of the
green line in Figure (a) only the central radial range of the beam emission of ±1.3 mm
was considered. The resulting beam attenuation occurs considerably faster than the one
in which the whole beam emission was considered (thin red line). This is because those
beam atoms, which escape from the central range during plasma penetration do not
contribute to the considered 'ionisation signal' at smaller radii and hence the apparent
ionisation shifts towards the plasma edge. The thin blue pro�le was obtained under the
assumption of a linearly increasing beam velocity towards the plasma centre. It results
again in derivation of a faster beam attenuation.
Two calculated beam attenuation pro�les are additionally indicated in Figure 6.19 (a)

(Figure (b) depicts the radial pro�les of ne and Te assumed in the calculations). In one
calculation (red line) a constant beam velocity of the value as measured at the radial
position r = 47 cm was assumed. A deeper calculated beam penetration is obtained
for increasing velocity with plasma penetration following from the measured shift of
the maximum �uorescence (Sec. 4.3.2). In the calculation of the blue pro�le a linearly
increasing beam velocity was assumed: the measured velocities of vbeam = 1.53 km/s
and 1.91 km/s at the radial positions r = 47 cm and 45.5 cm, respectively, are �t by a

2Since thermal helium beams are not monoenergetic an increasing beam velocity towards the plasma
centre is expected; this is also supported by our LIF measurements, see Sec. 4.3.2
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Figure 6.19: (a) Comparison of measured (thin lower solid lines) and calculated (thick solid lines) atten-
uation pro�les. The dashed blue line shows the linear beam velocity assumed in deriving
the calculated and measured curves (result indicated with solid blue lines) based on two
measurement points indicated with two dots. In another case (solid red lines) the beam
velocity was kept constant at the lower measured value of vHe = 1.53 km/s (dashed red
line); (b) Pro�les of electron density and temperature assumed in the calculation. See text
for more details.

linear function (dashed blue line). Summarising, we obtain as a result calculated beam
penetration, which is larger than the one derived from the measurement independently
of the assumed beam velocity pro�le. The radial displacement reaches ∼ 20 mm in
the case of the linear velocity pro�le (suggested by LIF measurements) and is smaller
(∼ 7 mm) for the constant velocity. Owing to the velocity pro�le dependence of the
simulated and measured beam attenuation a measurement on a (nearly) monoenergetic
supersonic beam would be desirable for a reliable quantitative analysis.

Figure 6.20 shows the sensitivity of the calculated attenuation to changes of some
further parameters. A linear velocity pro�le was used again for the calculations as well
as for the derivation of the measured attenuation pro�le. Only slight in�uence on the
calculated pro�le was observed after enhancing the ne or Te values to their upper error
bars of 110% and 130% (shown in Figure (a)) as well as when changing the horizontal
plasma shift by ±2 mm. Other calculation parameters, which e�ect the modelling of the
beam attenuation are the ionisation rate coe�cients assumed in the model. However, as
already stated in Sec. 5.1, for the relatively large electron temperatures Te > 40 eV the
main ionisation losses take place from the ground state (in Figure 6.21 for example we
see that the cross sections for electron impact ionisation from the metastable levels are
larger than the ones from the ground state only by factor < 30; quantitative comparison
of ionisation losses from di�erent n shells is given in [Brix, 1998]). Indeed, replacing all
rate coe�cients for the ionisation from the excited levels by the values recommended by
Ralchenko et al. [2000], which are smaller by factor 2-3 than those used in our model,
does not in�uence the calculation result at all. Therefore, a strong in�uence of the
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Figure 6.20: Modelling of the measured beam attenuation (thin blue line) assuming a linear beam
velocity pro�le (dashed blue line); thick solid blue line-standard model; (a) red line-ne

enhanced by 10%, green line-Te enhanced by 30%. (b): red line-〈σv〉11S→ion doubled;
green line-〈σv〉11S→ion enhanced according to Figure 6.21.

ionisation from the ground state is expected. The enhancement of this rate coe�cient
by factor 2.0 was necessary to shift the calculated curve (red line in Figure 6.20 (b))
to the radial position of the measured one (thin blue line). (A smaller factor of 1.5
results if assuming a constant beam velocity of vHe = 1.53 km/s; this is, however, not
supported by the measured increase of the beam velocity). A better �t was obtained
by further enhancing the rate coe�cient at larger temperatures (Te ∼ 100 eV) by the
factor 2.3 and lowering it at Te ∼ 50 eV by a factor 1.7 (green line). These factors lie
far beyond the uncertainty of the used rate coe�cient, which is estimated to ∼ 10%
based on the well coincidence of di�erent measurements [Montague et al., 1984, Shah
et al., 1988] and CCC calculations [Ralchenko et al., 2000] such that the considerably
smaller penetration depth of the beam remains unclear. It is, however, consistent with
earlier observations by Brix who reported a penetration depth of a supersonic beam into
the TEXTOR plasma, which was lower by ∼ 15 mm than the model prediction. Brix
suggested momentum transfer collisions with the background plasma ions as possible
explanation for the enhanced attenuation of the beam [Brix, 1998]. Hidalgo et al. [2005]
observed an enhanced spread of a supersonic helium beam penetrating the plasma when
comparing to a vacuum propagation, which is supposed to be caused by elastic collisions
with H2 molecules.

In spite of the discrepancy between the calculated and measured beam attenuation it
is imperative to use the measured factors in derivation of population densities relative
to the ground state population from our LIF signals. In this way the de�ciency of the
model in this respect is eliminated from the data analysis and only the uncertainty of
the radial shape of the beam velocity pro�le to be assumed remains.
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Figure 6.21: Rate coe�cient for the electron impact ionisation from the ground state (solid black line)
as well as enhanced values of this rate coe�cient for Te = 40 − 100 eV (dashed black
lines) used in the �tting of the measured ionisation attenuation pro�le (Figure 6.20). Rate
coe�cients for the electron impact ionisation from the n = 2 levels used in our CR model
are added [Kato and Janev, 1992].
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Chapter 7

Summary and conclusions

Reliable diagnosing of the parameters of a fusion edge plasma is of great importance for
a better understanding of magnetically con�ned plasmas on the way to future nuclear
fusion reactors. Helium beams are widely used to determine the electron density and
temperature of the edge plasma in fusion experiments. They provide a means to deter-
mine ne and Te locally just from comparing intensity ratios of selected spectral lines of
atomic helium with those calculated with a collisional-radiative model. This method is
not only attractive due to the fact that it merely requires a relative calibration of the
detection system but also because interference �lter based detection systems with very
high optical throughput can be used, which allow measurements to be taken with high
temporal and spatial resolution. The accuracy of the derived plasma parameters relies
strongly on the accuracy of the atomic data available for the collisional-radiative model
and of course on the completeness of processes taken into account in the collisional-
radiative model.
In this thesis the laser-induced �uorescence method is used to experimentally validate

(some critical) predictions of the collisional radiative model, which are (mainly) not
accessible by passive spectroscopic techniques. The experiments were performed on a
thermal helium beam penetrating into the edge plasma of the TEXTOR tokamak at the
Forschungszentrum-Jülich in Germany.

Original situation
There are various processes arising from the helium beam interaction with the surround-
ing plasma, which can a�ect the excitation population distribution of the beam atoms.
Among these, electron impact excitation and ionisation are the most important ones.
The cross sections (or rate coe�cients) available from the literature, and which are based
on various calculation methods, are reviewed with particular emphasis on their uncer-
tainties. Only some of the data for transitions connected to the ground or metastable
states are available with accuracies of about 10% while mostly the relative errors exceed
50%. We included in our collisional-radiative model the electron impact excitation data
for transitions between the levels with n = 1 − 4 recommended by Ralchenko et al.
[2000] based on recent convergent close coupling method calculations. The extension
of our collisional-radiative model to the levels of the n = 5 shell is based on the data
compiled by Brix [1998] just as the data for electron impact ionisation. It cannot be
excluded that proton impact excitation might be of comparable size to electron impact
excitation for transitions between levels with very small energy di�erence. However,
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published rate coe�cients calculated with di�erent methods were found to di�er by up
to more than an order of magnitude. Because of these large uncertainties the inelastic
collisions with protons are not included in our collisional-radiative model but only sug-
gested as an explanation for an enhanced measured population transfer between excited
levels. Charge exchange reactions between protons and excited helium could lead to an
increase of particle losses from the beam. Due to the lack of data they were not in-
cluded in our collisional-radiative model either. Collisions with impurity ions and other
helium atoms were shown not to play a role at our experimental conditions. The e�ect
of radiation trapping is estimated for our beam geometry. It results in a considerable
population increase of some singlet levels, with the Te sensitive line intensity ratio being
at maximum a�ected by a few percent. The e�ect of beam relaxation was demonstrated
to be very important for the modelling of the population of triplet levels with n = 2
for our outermost observation channel. Recombination does not have to be considered
because the concentration of ionised helium in the plasma is very low.
The calculation of the population distribution by use of the collisional-radiative model

is performed in two di�erent ways. If the transport term connected to the beam move-
ment can be neglected, the quasi-steady state distribution of populations relative to the
ground state population is obtained by a simple solution of a system of linear inhomo-
geneous di�erential equations describing the population and depopulation rates for all
excited levels. For the beam modelling at the outermost observation channel the beam
relaxation is not given and a time dependent solution of the di�erential equation system
for the absolute population densities must be solved. These calculations are also used
to obtain the beam attenuation pro�les which are compared to measured results. The
time dependent solution at su�ciently high electron densities provides the same results
as the quasi-steady state calculation. In order to simulate shapes of the time traces
and the peak amplitudes of the �uorescence signals for di�erent pumping schemes, the
collisional-radiative code was extended by terms describing the impact of the resonant
laser radiation on the level populations. The population distribution as resulting from
the unextended collisional-radiative model for given plasma parameters is used to pro-
vide the start parameters for the simulation including the impact of the laser radiation.

Experimental

At the TEXTOR tokamak located in the Forschungszentrum Jülich an appropriate LIF
experimental set-up was prepared. It consists of a two-stage pulsed laser system: an
excimer-laser pumped dye laser. The laser beam � coming from a separate laboratory
� was lead to the tokamak by use of folding mirrors. It was launched into the vacuum
vessel from the top side and adjusted onto the helium gas nozzle at the bottom side
of the torus. The nozzle was mounted within a radially movable vacuum lock system.
This allowed to �nd the optimum nozzle position as well as to exchange the nozzle with
calibration and adjustment light sources. The observation was made perpendicularly
(in the poloidal direction) at three di�erent radial positions by use of imaging optics
and gated photomultipliers. Time traces of the �uorescence signals were recorded, with
spectral selection obtained by use of interference �lters. For the purpose of testing the
laser's performance and its wavelength calibration a helium glow discharge was set up
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in the laser laboratory to be able to perform �uorescence measurements. The precise
wavelength calibration by making use of this chamber was utilised to perform the in-situ
measurement of the helium beam velocity in the TEXTOR plasma.

Considerable e�ort was undertaken to measure the absolute populations of all four
levels, which can be excited by the laser in the near ultraviolet and visible spectral
range: these are the levels of the n = 2 shell of atomic helium. The absolute populations
were derived in a direct way from the �uorescence at the laser wavelength during the
laser pulse. The decaying part of the �uorescence time trace depends on the collisional
population transfer rate from the upper level. In a similar way, the derivation of the
population of the lower levels from collision-induced �uorescence at wavelengths other
than the one of the laser light does not su�er from the laser stray light but their obtained
populations depend on the accuracy of selected rate coe�cients.

In order to infer the lower level population from the maximum �uorescence signal
radiated from the upper level, the fraction of the atoms in the lower level, which was
excited to the upper level, must be known. This fraction depends on the laser spectral
pro�le and the laser intensity as well as on the absorption line pro�le. The spectral width
of our laser system is smaller than the width of the absorption lines, which makes the
analysis somewhat more complicated. An additional challenge arises from the splitting
of the lines in the magnetic �eld (Zeeman and Paschen-Back e�ect) and due to the �ne
structure splitting in the case of the triplet transitions. To appropriately deal with these
problems, the structure of the magnetic sublevels and of the pumping channels were
studied in detail and implemented in a computer code. This allowed to simulate the
fraction of the lower level population pumped to the upper level. The in�uence of the
longitudinal modes in the spectrum of the laser light was also examined. The pumped
fraction was calculated for a series of laser pulses with increasing central wavelength
delivering simulated �uorescence spectra as they were obtained in the experiments. The
simulated spectra of the pumped fraction were compared with the measured �uorescence
spectra by additionally considering the polarisation of the �uorescence from the di�erent
magnetic sublevels. Good agreement was observed and the pumped fractions of the lower
level populations at their maxima were used to derive the absolute populations of the
lower levels from the maximum �uorescence signals.

To obtain the number of �uorescence photons emitted from the observation volume
into the solid angle of the observation system, the sensitivity of the observation system
must be absolutely calibrated. For this we used an Ulbricht sphere providing calibrated
continuous radiation in the spectral region from near ultraviolet to near infrared cov-
ering all wavelengths of our interest. Special care was taken to minimise all sources of
uncertainty including those connected to the transmission curves of the used interference
�lters. Additional problems arose due to the strong scattered laser light when measur-
ing the �uorescence at the laser wavelength. Appropriate corrections in the electrical
circuits of the detectors were undertaken in order to prevent the onset of the nonlinear
sensitivity regime.

The collisional-radiative model provides a distribution of excited level populations
relative to the ground state population. Hence, for comparing measured absolute pop-
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ulations with the model calculations we need the number of ground state atoms in the
observation volume to obtain relative populations. For this purpose 2D pictures of the
helium line emission from the beam at λ = 501.6 nm were recorded by use of a camera
with an image intensi�er. It is shown that this emission is a measure of the loss of
helium atoms from the beam by ionisation. By using this emission integrated in toroidal
direction, radial pro�les of the beam attenuation are derived, which depend on the as-
sumed relative radial pro�le of the beam velocity (radial here means along the beam
axis which is oriented along the plasma minor radius). The beam velocity has been
determined at two radial positions in the TEXTOR plasma from the Doppler shift of
the maximum �uorescence wavelength as derived at these two positions, compared to
the unshifted maximum obtained from a laboratory measurement in a helium glow dis-
charge. The beam velocity was observed to increase between the two radial positions in
the TEXTOR plasma. To account for the beam divergence in the course of the plasma
penetration as well as the fact that the observation line and the laser beam are of smaller
diameter than the helium beam, the toroidal pro�les of the beam emission recorded with
the camera at a given plasma radius were Abel-inverted. The local ground state helium
density distribution perpendicular to the beam propagation axis is derived in this way.
Its integration up to the overlap region of the laser beam and the observation line �nally
provides the number of atoms in the observation volume.

Results

Experiments according to several pumping schemes were performed at the TEXTOR
tokamak. The excitation in the near ultraviolet-visible spectral range is possible in the
case of atomic helium only from the four levels of the n = 2 shell. All these levels
were excited but only in the case of the triplet levels their absolute population could
be obtained in a direct way by detecting the maximum �uorescence signal during the
laser pulse at the laser wavelength. The resulting populations are roughly a factor
of two lower than the model predictions. Analysis of the possible model corrections,
which might explain these discrepancies shows that enhanced particle losses from both
of these levels, such as ionisation losses, are the most probable reason. Since the cross
section for the electron impact ionisation from the triplet metastable level is known with
much higher accuracy than the factor of two, which is needed to explain the measured
population, beam atom losses due to charge exchange reactions with the background
plasma ions are considered to be the reason for the lowered population.
Analysis of the collision-induced �uorescence signals provides information about the

rate coe�cients for the transition between the upper level and the observed ones. These
can be obtained e.g. from the ratio of the maximum of a collisional-induced signal
to the maximum of the �uorescence from the upper level. Ratios of rate coe�cients
� for transitions from the upper level to two observed levels � are obtained from the
corresponding ratios of the maximum of the collisional-induced signals of the observed
levels. Finally, in case of �uorescence time traces with su�ciently high signal-to-noise
ratio, the corresponding rate coe�cient can be obtained from the shape of the decaying
collision-induced signal. Several collision-induced signals were recorded and analysed.
Enhanced rate coe�cients between the triplet levels of the n = 3 shell were deduced
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(〈σv〉33Po→33S by 30% and 〈σv〉33Po→33D by 50%). The rate coe�cient between the le-
vels 33Po and 43D could be measured relatively to the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉33Po→33D by
analysing the collision-induced signals from the two levels 33D and 43D upon laser ex-
citation to the level 33Po at λL = 388.9 nm. The value of 〈σv〉33Po→43D assumed in our
collisional-radiative model [Ralchenko et al., 2000] is reproduced by the measurement.

Measurements in the singlet helium indicate a 90% enhanced value of the rate co-
e�cient 〈σv〉31D→31Po (relative to the value assumed in our collisional-radiative model
[Ralchenko et al., 2000]) coinciding with the value used by Brix [1998]. However, for
this result a correct model prediction of the 21S level must be assumed, since no direct
measurement of its population was possible. With this assumption an approximately
correct value of the rate coe�cient 〈σv〉41D→41Po is con�rmed by another measurement
with the laser excitation to the n = 4 shell (λL = 396.4 nm).

The LIF measurements presented in this thesis are accompanied by relatively large
uncertainties of typically a factor of two in the case of the absolute populations and of
30-50% for the remaining results except for the rate coe�cient derivation from the time
trace of the decaying collision-induced �uorescence, which only relies on the accuracy of
the �t and of the local ne value. However, some of the measurement points scatter by
larger values than expected from the estimated uncertainties. The reason for this could
lie in problems with the mapping of the ne and Te values used for the simulations, which
were measured at another toroidal and poloidal position as well as in the discharge
reproducibility. Therefore, it would be of interest to perform those measurements by
in-situ measurement of ne and Te from the line emission of helium atoms in the LIF
observation volume as well as by simultaneous recording of collision-induced �uorescence
and �uorescence from the upper level during the same discharge by spatial separation
of radiation at di�erent wavelengths.

Not all pumping schemes in the visible were achievable with our laser system. The
measurement in the triplet system at the laser wavelengths λL = 706.5 nm, 447.1 nm
and 471.3 nm (the last one was tried but unexpectedly no signals were detected) would
allow to cross-check the absolute 23Po population and to measure some additional rate
coe�cients between the excited levels of the shells n = 3 − 4. In the singlet system
with its lower population and the strong radiative transitions to the ground state a
suppression of the laser scatter light would allow the direct measurement of the 21S and
21Po populations from the �uorescence at the laser wavelength. For this purpose, the
laser beam would have to be directed to the helium beam at a larger angle to its axis
than 7◦ (as in our case) such as to hit a beam dump instead of the nozzle. The detection
of �uorescence at the laser wavelength (e.g. at λL = 501.6 nm) would additionally
give access to two rate coe�cients 〈σv〉31S→31Po and 〈σv〉31D→31Po , which are of high
importance for the modelling of the line intensity ratios from which the value of ne and
Te are typically derived. Finally, several transitions in the near ultraviolet and visible
spectral range from the n = 2 shell to higher lying levels (n > 4) exist, which could be
used to investigate the rate coe�cients for transitions between those levels.

Comparison of the measured and modelled beam attenuation shows enhanced particle
losses from the beam leading to a smaller penetration depth of the beam than predicted
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by the model. In order to explain the measured pro�le an increase of the particle losses
from the ground state by a factor of two is necessary. However, the accuracy of the
measured electron impact ionisation cross section from the ground state assumed in the
model calculation amounts to 10%. Elastic collisions with the background plasma ions
could be the reason for the faster beam attenuation.
In the pumping scheme in which the laser at λL = 388.9 nm transfers the population

to the level 33Po the collision-induced signal from the level 33D (λ = 587.6 nm) shows
a good signal-to-noise ratio. Since the decaying part of its time trace mainly depends
on the collisional transition rate between the levels 33Po and 33D it could be used for
the derivation of the electron density in the plasma. Only the relative signal intensity
is needed, neither an absolute calibration of the observation system nor an exact laser
adjustment is required.

Conclusions

In the present study, thanks to the in-situ, performant LIF system installed on the
TEXTOR tokamak a number of adjustments of rate coe�cients are suggested and their
in�uence on the ne and Te derivation is discussed. Measured populations of the n = 2
triplet levels with respect to the ground state population are lower than the model
prediction by around a factor of two. Enhanced loss processes of beam atoms from
these levels, which are a possible explanation, result in a lower predicted intensity of
the triplet line at λ = 706.5 nm by 30%. However, due to the lack of corresponding
population measurements in singlet helium, no answer can be given in how far the
enhanced loss processes in�uence the predicted line intensity ratios.
Analysis of collision-induced �uorescence signals suggests enhanced collisional transfer

between the triplet levels 33S and 33Po. Accounting for this in the model calculation
results in lowering of the predicted 33S population and hence in an increase of the cal-
culated Te-dependent line intensity ratio I728.1/I706.5. The corresponding overestimation
of the Te value amounts to up to 7%. This model correction has no e�ect on the ne

derivation from the singlet line intensities.
On the other hand, enhancement of the rate coe�cient between the level 31Po and

31D � as following from the measurements � entails an increased value of the calculated
ne-dependent line intensity ratio I667.8/I728.1. This is equivalent to an overestimation of
the ne value by 10-20%. However, no experimental result could be obtained for another
important rate coe�cient 〈σv〉31S→31Po , which has impact on both line intensity ratios
since no collision-induced �uorescence was detected from the level 31S (λ = 728.1 nm).
Enhanced values of all measured rate coe�cients for the collisional transfer between

levels of the n = 3 shell may be an indication of inelastic proton collisions starting to play
a role. Stronger beam attenuation in the course of plasma penetration than predicted by
the model was observed. It shows that there are possibly additional important processes,
which are not included in the model. Elastic proton collisions with ground state helium
atoms are considered in this context.
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List of discharge parameters for two radial points of observation. The line-
averaged electron densities as well as the wavelengths of excitation and
observation are indicated.

discharge ne λlaser λobserv.

r = 45.5 cm r = 47 cm

number [1019 m−2] [nm] [nm]
ne

[1012 cm−3]
Te

[eV]
ne

[1012 cm−3]
Te

[eV]

99332 2.5 587.6 587.6 2.0 68 1.1 35
99333 3.25 587.6 587.6 3.55 60 1.5 45
99334 4.05 587.6 587.6 6.1 50 1.95 40
99335 4.1 587.6 388.9 5.9 52 2.55 40
99337 3.35 587.6 388.9 1.1 30
99343 2.55 587.6 388.9 2.2 70 1.25 50
100018 2.5 388.9 388.9 2.4 71 1.35 50
100020 2.5 388.9 587.6 1.35 50
100024 2.5 388.9 706.5 1.35 50
100036 4.1 388.9 388.9 5.9 52 2.55 40
100071 2.7 501.6 667.8 3.5 45
102435 2.9 388.9 587.6 6.2 54 3.5 46
102440 2.9 388.9 447.1 6.2 54 3.5 46
102442 2.95 396.5 492.2 3.8 42
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Appendix

Part of the Grotrian diagram of atomic helium (singlet). Levels of the shells n = 2-4 are

included. In red the levels are numbered in the order of increasing excitation energy.
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Part of the Grotrian diagram of atomic helium (triplet). Levels of the shells n = 2-4 are

included (no �ne structure).
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